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In order to achieve it, it is necessary to be moderate and be patient because only such anapproach might overcome 30 years of bitter fighting and hostility. Mr President, you,who have broken through the wall of isolation surrounding Israel in the Middle East; you, whohave shattered the psychological barrier of distruat between the nations; you, who have
proved that there i.s someone to talk to=-we call on you: presenting conditions to the
negotiations will strengthen those who do not have faith in the sincerity of your desire
to make peace and for whom your visit in Jerusalem constituted a mere episode. There arethings that Israel will not be able to give up, the most important of which is its security
[end videotape]

BEGI SPEAKS BEFORE DEPARTURE FOR CAP DAVID

TA022033Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1901 GMT 2 Sep 78 TA *B(% m IJ- / Mj

[Address to the nation by Prime Minister Begin in Jerusalem on the eve of his departure for
the Camp David summit--live]

[Text] A good week to you, citizens of Israel. This evening I came to talk to you on a
number of political, economic and social issues. Let us begin, of course, with the tripar-
tite conference at Camp David. Tomorrow, God willing, the Israeli delegation will depart
for the United States. On Tuesday we shall go to Washington, and from there to the site
of the conference.

This is certainly one of the more important events of our era. There are those who say that
in international diplomacy such a conference is without precedence. We do not, however,
accept certain views regarding this meeting. If anybody should tell us that this is a
fateful meeting, we will not agree with him. The fate of our nation is not dependent on
any kind of meeting. Our nation has existed for thousands of years before Camp David, and
will continue to exist for thousands of years after it. If we are told: This is the last
chance of reaching an agreement to make peace; we shall not accept this. There are no last
chances in life; there is always another chance. The simple truth is that this is a very
important meeting.

With what shall we go to Camp David? We shall go to this meeting with the utmost of good
will to reach an agreement which will enable the continuation of the thorough and serious
negotiations for achieving a permanent peace in the Middle East and for putting an end to all
the wars between us and the Arabs--wars which we hate and do not want. We shall go to this
meeting with an open heart and with confidence, because we have a peace plan based on Justice
and fairness.

There were people who asked me: How will it be when you meet with President as-Sadat, to-
gether with President Carter, or face-to-face, how will it be? I am going to answer
simply: I will unhesitatingly stretch out my hand to the president of Egypt and tell him:
In Jer'usalem and in Ismailia you informed me that you were my friend.. These are important
words, and they are binding. Let us renew this friendship and maintain it despite all that
has happened between Ismailia and the day you and I agreed to meet, together with the
President of the United States, at Camp David.

It's true, there have been denigrating, vile and offensive statements in the Egyptian press.
I have forgotten them. They will have no impact on our position,. Let us decide together
and reiterate to each other the most important announcement that you made to me and which I
reciprocated, namely: No -more, war.
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There will never be a war again between us and the Egyptian nation, to which we wish all
the best. Let us extend a hand to each other and let us agree to conduct negotiations
toward the signing of a peace treaty, without anger and without drastic interruptions.

The Americans conducted negotiations about the solution of the Panama Canal problem for
14 years. The negotiations on the end of the war in Vietnam lasted 4 years. I am not
talking in terms of years; but we certainly do need a reasonable period of time, several
months, to conduct negotiations--[this is] true--for peace and on the conditions for peace. }

I suggest to you, Mr President of Egypt, let us decide at Camp David that after this
conference there will be negotiations which will take place for several months on a daily
basis, except Friday and Saturday, and we shall deal with the conditions for peace until
both of us--all of us, our cabinets--will be able to bring the message to our nations:
the wars have ended, we have signed peace treaties, we shall live in peace, we shall help
each other--one nation will help the other--and bring a blessing not only on ourselves,
not only on this area, but also to other nations.

We shall definitely safeguard our nation-s security and its vital interests. We shall
safeguard our nation in Eretz Yisralel because in this cruel world, from Czechoslovakia
through to Lebanon, we not only can, but must say: If we are not for ourselves, who will
be?

The situation in Lebanon: I shall say a few words very briefly. We shall not reconcile If
ourselves 'to genocide. We have stood by the persecuted Christian minority in Lebanon, a
minority which is being slaughtered by tanks and artillery--its men, women and children-;
and we shall continue to stand by it. It would be inconceivable that we, with our ex-
perience, would take in our stride--as other nations do--such a massacre, a genocide. We
hope that soon a cease-fire will be enforced in Lebanon, and the Christian minority and
the Moslem majority will be able to live [together], because a minority has exactly the
same right to exist as the majority. Just as we apply this principle in ourkown lives,
we shall insist on it also where our neighbors are concerned.

Now citizens, with your permission, let us turn to our affairs at home. Yesterday the
school year began, and we saw Israeli school children going to school in good spirits with
their briefcases. More than a million children and youths resumed classes. How we were
proud of them--our hope, our finest, our beloved ones. Thank God that we lived to be
blessed with such a wonderful generation.

On the eve of our departure for Camp David, I understand that over the heads of these
hundreds of thousands of pupils in elementary schools and in high schools looms the
threat of the suspension of classes. I call this evening on all the teachers: please,
good citizens, do not take away teaching from the children of Israel. Do not bring about
the closure of schools. I was a teacher, albeit a private tutor, but I know that a teacher
lives, as a rule, modestly and frugally. It is the tradition of Israel to honor the
teacher and the rabbi more perhaps than in any other nation. How does our adage go? Even
if you learned a single letter--that would be enough. Here, nevertheless, there is this
threat of a strike. What shall we do if we cannot--and I am saying this, knowing the
facts--raise your salary by more than 15 percent?
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Ild like now, quite rationally, to prove to you why we are unable to do more than thatEven should you, God forbid, strike for weeks or months on end, we would be unable tohelp. Don't we want to better you state? Certainly, yes. But I had better show you thefigures.

If the country gives the teachers--60,000 of them--an increment of 15 percent, it willexpend from its treasury 1.2 billion Israeli pounds. If it is forced, or would be forcedto give an increment of 35 percent, the expenditure would amount to 2,8 billion pounds.This is not yet the end of it. If the government surrenders and gives you 35 percent,all the other workers will demand exactly the same increment, certainly no less. They
would be justified in this demand. If the civil servants get 35 percent, we shall expend3,142,000,000 pounds. Ii' there is a 35 percent increment thoughout the public servicesector, the expenditure will amount to 12,681,000,000 pounds. If all the wage earners--and rightly--demand the same increment, according to the model cutomary in Israel, thetotal expenditure will be 34,702,000,000 pounds.

Where shall the state get these fabulous sums of money? The one answer: It will printmoney. If one could by printing money solve economic and social problems, then all nati
would be engaged in only two activities: printing machines and paper mills.

But, dear friends, teachers, I belong to a generation which saw a galloping inflationafter World War I, and I am going to tell you something on the history of inflation.The provider was likely to bring home sacks full of banknotes, but every such sack wasworth less than a sack of potatoes. A box of matches cost a million. Cigarettes costmillions. Now then, do we desire such inflation? It would destroy the economy. Itwould destroy us. This would be a kind of self-destruction.

We are a country of immigrants. Unfortunately, immigration is not considerable; it isnot as it should be. We hope for the immigration of tens and of hundreds of thousandsto Eretz Yisra'el, as this is our life, our hope and this the purpose of our existenceas a Jewish state. We need investment to build a living, self-supporting economy, andwho will come and invest in the event of such inflation?

Now, I presented you with the facts and figures. Do consider your steps well, please.Do not prevent little children from learning, and do not take away the joy from parentswho see their children going to school every morning. Please, do prevent the closing ofclasses, and I hope that you will lend your ear to this, my appeal to you, teachers, anappeal issuing from the bottom of an Israeli citizen's heart.

No I am going to take up a very grave social problem. What I have in mind is dwellers insubmarginal housing. They number 47 ,0 0 0 families--300,000 souls; almost 10 percent of theJewish population in Israel--and all these families are still living in housing conditionsthat are unfit for civilized people. On seeing this, my eyes saw red. This is an inheri-tance we received from the former regime, and it is very painful to us and we have nointention to take this in stride. We shall do everything possible to solve this problemwithin a number of years.

We have already begun. The Construction and Housing Ministry last year provided solutionsfor 16,579 needy families. This figure breaks down into improvement of housing conditionsfor 9,431 families and for 2,231 needy young couples and loans to 5,017 needy families.
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This is not enough. We have to provide a fundamental soluti6n to the problem. I know
that if I tell you this, if I give you these figures--and hear the head of a family together
with his children and his wife in a miserable shack in an intolerable housing project--three,
four, up to seven souls in a single room--he is certain to tell himself: What consolation
is this to me if I am told that Shim'on and Retuven already have tolerable housing, while I,
myself? Yes, this contention is justified.

But you have to know that this problem cannot be solved in a day or even in a year.
We have initiated a project to liquidate slums. This is a huge project. To implement
it we need $1.2 billion. At current prices this is more than 20 billion Israeli
pounds, We have to come up with this money. Therefore, I called on the Jewish nation
a year ago. At that time there were still doubts and some opposition. I am able to
tell you tonight that the Jewish nation is enlisting in order to solve your problem. I
shall give you an example: Last Friday night, at the Knesset, I met with 320 Jews
from the United States and Canada. I wish you could have been present at this meeting.
You would have seen Jews, good-hearted Jews. Yes, they are wealthy. But, in order to
contribute to a humane goal, money alone is not enough, the heart is necessary. You
would have seen those Jews, standing in line for half an hour and even more, to volunteer
to raise that money. In one evening they pledged contributions .of $30 million, which is
about 1/2 billion pounds. We shall not make do with this.

In about 6 weeks I will go overseas once more. In December I will again be in the United
States. All my friends will do the same. We all shall go to the end of the world, until
we raise those means, $600 million from the Jewish nation, and the Government of Israel
will give the same sum, With the help of this total we shall completely solve the problem
of slum dwellings for more than 40,000 families in Israel. Well then, I only wish to
make you understand: in 1 year we shall not be able to do this. In a number of years
the problem will be solved for every family living in poverty, which is a shame to us and
a disgrace to every civilized society. This problem will be solved, and you, too, will
be delivered.

In connection with this important social subject it is worthwhile, and also desirable,
to end my words with the sacred sentences in this week's Torah reading, the chapter
Re'eh. This is what our Torah says: "If there is among you a poor man, one of your
brethren', in any of your towns within your land which the Lord your God gives you, you
shall not harden your heart or shut your hand against your poor brother," and so on.
This is a biblical commandment and we will fulfill it, not only toward the individual
but also toward the public.

A good week and a good month to all of you.

BEGIN'S REMARKS DRAW CRITICISM FROM VARIOUS QUARTERS

Call For Resignation

TA022128Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 2100 GMT 2 Sep 78 TA

[Text] Shelli MK Me'ir Pa'il called on the prime minister immediately to resign because
he does not have a very imaginative plan for the Camp David conference. He expressed his
shock at the prime minister's speech.

Alinement MK Yosi Sarid also said that the -speech was disgraceful and defined it as a
piling up of flowery pathos.
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Peace Now Scores Address

TA022052Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 2000 GMT 2 Sep 78 TA

[Text] The leaders of the Peace Now Movement reacted an hour ago to the prim-; ministerrsspeech and expressed deep disappointment because they claim that Begi: has disregardedthe demand made by the 100,000 participants at the movement's rally by not announcinghis willingness to make concessions in Judaea and Samaria.

The leaders of the Peace Now Movement claim that the prime ministerrs words show thatthere is a serious lack of contact between the cabinet and the nation.

Labor Party Reaction

NC03131 3Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1200 GMT 3. Sep 78 NC

[Text] The Labor Party has expressed regret over the prime ministerrs remarks last nightin his speech to the nation. These remarks, which the Labor Party terms "demagogic,"concern Mr Begin's accusation that the blame for the internal situation rests on whathe called "the former regime."

The Labor Party's reaction team has published a statement in which it asks the Israelidelegation to Camp David to make supreme efforts and to heed the Israeli citizensr desirefor peace.

Peres, Talmi React

TA031635Y Jerusalem POST in English 3 Sep 78 p 2 TA

-[Text] Labour Party Chairman Shim'on Peres last night reiterated his party's positionthat the Camp David summit could succeed only if the government agreed to apply the prin-ciple of withdrawal entailed in UN Resolution 242 to all sectors, including Judaea andSamaria.

Reacting to Premier Begin's address to the nation, Peres said in a TV interview thatIsrael's opening position needed changes both in content and in formulation.

The government should propose its readiness for territorial compromise on all fronts asone of its opening moves, he said.

Egypt too, has to change its opening position, Peres stressed, and should cease demandingIsraelis return to the 1967 borders.

He believed that such a change was possible.

'Peres held that the Camp David summit was the most important and perhaps most crucialconference Israel ever attended. Its failure would have most serious repercussions.

Although there was a national consensus on some points, there are also serious differencesbetween the government and the opposition, Peres said.

Merir Talmi, MAPAM secretary-general, described the prime ministerrs speech as a disappoint-ment, laced with expressions of good will but failing to come to grips with the essentials.Begin had failed to provide an adequate response to the tens of thousands of peace demon-strators who had turned out in Tel Aviv last night, he said. His remarks on social issueswere also disappointing, Talmi added.
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A spokesman for the teachers union, Mordekhay Batzali, last night rejected Premier Begin's

appeal to the teachers to withdraw their strike today. He recalled that the cabinet

ministers themselves were the first to break the 15 percent wage rise agreement. 9

' EGIN MAES AIRPORT STATEENT ON DEPARTURE

NC030611Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0507 GMT 3 Sep 78 NC

[From the Morning Newsreel: Report from Ben-Gurion Airport on the departure of the

Israeli delegation for the United States by correspondent Shalom Qital--live]

[Text] Good morning from Ben-Gurion Airport. Prime Minister Menahem Begin is about to

say a few words. I say "a few words" because he will not hold a special press conference

but will only make a few statements. Those who will accompany Mr Begin are all here:

the ministers, top-level officials, Knesset members, friends and relatives. The press

conference is about to start.

[Unidentified speaker] The prime minister will first make an announcement in Hebrew

and then in English.

[Begin] Good morning ladies and gentlemen; good morning to you, citizens of Israel:

The delegation--the foreign minister, the defense minister and myself, our friends and

advisers--will leave for the United States and for Camp David on a mission of peace. No

other people in the world desire peace more than we do--or even as much as we do. Among

our people, no one desires peace more than the current government. Because of this, we

will exert every human effort possible so that the Camp David conference will result in

an agreement that will enable us to hold negotiations and sign a peace treaty. We, the

Israelis, are particularly interested in the success of the tripartite conference. We are

an integral part of the free world, which is under continuous attack from the enemies of

- human freedom. Our people must defend themselves. Throughout the years, they have shrunk

considerably in numbers and all of those who belong to our people now intend to stand

together for the sake of Israel and for the sake of peace.

For the sake of the international prestige of the President of the United States--which

is naturally the defender of the free world--we hope and are interested in seeing this

conference, in which the representatives of the United States, Egypt and Israel are

participating, end in success.

Upon our return from the Camp David conference, we will certainly have many additional

things to tell you. Today, because of the delicate situation and the particular

importance of the issues on the agenda, I beg you to forgive me for making do with this

statement, and for not holding a question-and-answer session.

[Qital] Now that the prime minister is speaking in English, I return you to the studio.
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A N BA LEV INTERVIEWED ON CAMP DAVID TALKS

TA011823Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1505 GMT 1 Sep 78 TA

[Interview with Knesset Foreign Affairs and Security Committee Chairman MK Moshe Arens
and Labor Party Secretary MK Hayyim Bar-Lev by Shalom Qital on the Weekly Newsreel pro-
gram--live]

[Text] On Sunday, the Israeli delegation headed by Prime Minister Menahem Begin willleave for the Camp David summit. How should Israel act during the meeting? Are there
signs of a breakthrough from the present deadend in the negotiatmonse We have called Ks
Moshe Arens and Hayyim Bar-Lev to our studio to discuss these and other questions The
moderator is our political correspondent, Shalom Qital.

[Qital] Gentlemen, it seems that less than a week before the convening of the Camp Davidsummit it is almost certain that a peace treaty will not be signed there. One can assume
that the parties definitely would not like to risk a serious blowup. In any case, the
forecast is that the only thing that will result from that meeting is the setting up o
the framework for the continuation off' the negotiations. Tnis, at least, is the opinion
of those who express a cautious evaluation prior to the meeting. If indeed this is so, -
Professor Arens, what framework for the continuation of the negotiations would you
be satisfied with, if it should be so determined at Camp David?

[Arens] I would be satisfied with any framework that would insure the sontinuaton ofthe contacts, free channels and the ability and the willingness to talk. I think that
here we are discussing a process which is by nature--as any agreement toward an arrange-
ment in the area--relatively long, and many more meetings will be necessary. What is
important is that all the parties agree, that is, Egypt--and certainly we agree to it--
that the framework will be created to enable the continuation of the negotiations which
are necessary so that we could--if possible--reach an arrangementt

(Qital] What is your view of success, Hayyim Bar-Lev?

[Bar-Lev] In my opinion, success will be achieved if the obstacle which is currently,and has been over the past few months, in the path of the negotiations between ourselves
and the Egyptians--the different positions with respect to the question of Judaea and
Samaria--is removed. If that is removed and the parties reach an understanding in principle
on the question of Judaea and Samaria and on the Palestinian question, and thus pe cie
road to negotiations between us and Egypt with the aim of eachin and agreemet .
would regard this as success. Any other thing, in my Opinion g a peace agreement, I
crises, but it will not prevent them.Perhaps postpone

Qtal] Mr Bar-Lev, how can this road be paved--on the issue of Judaea and Samaria--inpractical and concrete terms?

[I3ar-Lev] By having the Israeli Cabinet change its position, a position which maintainsthat sovereignty over any part of the territory of Judaea and Samaria should not betransferred to any Arab element. If the cabinet changes its position and says that it is
prepared to withdraw from territories in the West Bank in return for peace, though not to
the 1967 borders and without harming Israel's security-ha e ontinuing tohold n to
and control territories which are vitalrtoloursseurity. f the cabinetsays thisd In to
believe it will be possible to reach a formula acceptable to As-Sadat as well.
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[Qita].] In other words, a territorial compromise?

[Bar-Lev] You can call it a territorial compromise, which is a term the Alinement uses;you can call it an agreement in principle to withdraw from territories--not from all theSterritories; you can call it negotiations on new borders--which are not the 1967 borders.Th7e terminology is less important than the essence; and the essence, in my opinion, is;we say that we are prepared to transfer territories in Judaea and Samaria to Jordaniansovereignty or Jordanian-Palestinian sovereignty in return for peace, In my estimation
this would put off a crisis for a while, but it is not possible to completely avoid acrisis and the deterioration of the situation.

[Qital] Professor Arens, what is your opinion?

[Arens] From Hayyim Bar-Levis words one could understand that the Israeli Cabinetspositions are the obstacles in the path to the possibility of reaching an arrangement with
Egypt. I am sorry to hear him say this. In my opinion this is very far from the truth.

The gap between the positions, if we want to talk about the obstacle in the path toprogress, stems from one thing which is very clear; the unwillingness on the part of
As-Sadat--at least so far--to understand the security problems with which Israel isfaced and with his unwillingness to agree with us and understand that the ability todefend ourselves requires an IDF presence in Certain places. We have not seen any signof understanding for these positions on the part of As-Sadat with respect to the inai,for which we have submitted a very generous proposal, while remaining in the Rafahapproaches and keeping the airfields, This proposal has met with total refection byAs-Saclat. Of course, we have not seen an~y readiness or responsiveness to understand ourproblems in Judaea and Samaria, which are areas which border on Israelis industrial and
population centers, As long as As-Sadat does not understand that this is Israelis manorpr oblem and also the major problem in the path toward reaching an arrangement, since anyarrangement that will not nsure Israel with the capability .to ward off enemies, whioh isreally the ability to defend itself, will not be a stable agreement. [incomplete sentenceas heardw I hope that at Camp David and perhaps in talks that will be held after it wewill observe a willingness on the part of Egypt and As-Sadat to understand our realproblems, which must be solved before an arrangement can be reached.

[Qital] Mr Bar-Lev, you maintained that Israel should change its position while ProfessorArens, in contrast, points to the need for Egypt to demonstrate more flexibility, thatis, accept an Israeli military presence in areas necessary Eor Israelis security, Itseems to me that ultimately all the parties will have to conduct a self-examination. Whatin your opinion, is the introspection which Egypt must carry out, after you touhed only
on Israelis introspection?

(Bar-Lev] I touched on Israel's self-examination because I regard it to be evading thereal Problem--and this is what Professor Arens has just done, and also what the cabinetis doing--by saying that Egypt is not ok, Egypt is not prepared [to see our point], theUnited States is not ok and is not prepared--instead of first of all saying what we areprepared to do,
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We do not control Egypt, nor do we control the United States. We, the Isk'ae'is, caninfluence and control Israel. In my opinion, .the first problem is us, and I say thatin order to achieve peace it is necessary to draw new borders, which are not the 1967borders, and which will allow us to remain in the Jordan River Valley and insure thedemilitarization of the West Bank so that if a war should break out, it will break outat the Jordan River and not along the old border. We are prepared to have such new bor-ders for the sake of peace. This depends on us.

This does not mean that we do not have demands of Egypt and the United States or that
we have nothing we do not hold against them. However, to direct all the arrows only
toward them and hide the fact that there is no change for the better in their lack of
forward movement and their lack of consideration, this is simply tPl'rowing sand in the
eyes. The first question over which we have control, and the only one on which the
cabinet has 100 percent control, is our own position. I repeat, as long as the cabinet
says that we are not prepared to transfer Nabulus and Tubas and so on to any foreign
sovereignty, as long as this is the stance, putting the blame on Egypt and the United
States and other elements will not help. I see in this something Israel can'use to open
the road to the continuation of the negotiations.

[Qital] Gentlemen, we...

[Bar-Lev] As for Egypt, if you will allow me, obviously Egypt, if it adheres to its
public stance, that is, demanding a total withdrawal, then there will not be any arrange-
ment, because we, the Israelis--I believe close to 100 percent of the Israelis--are not
prepared to return to the 1967 borders. However, before we sweep someone else's house,
let us organize our own.

[Qital] Gentlemen, we are talking about a comprehensive arrangement, about what Israeland what Egypt must do when a peace treaty is signed, when there is an arrangement on
all fronts. Let us deal with several concrete questions which are less than a peace
arrangement and which may crop up during the Camp David summit, such as a substitute for
a peace arrangement, or a step toward a peace arrangement--what is called a permanent
partial arrangement. What is your opinion, Professor Arens?

[Arens] I would suggest, especially in view of what has been said now by Hayyim Bar-Levand things that are being said through 'the Egyptian propaganda channels, that the Camp
David agenda--after the Lebanon issue, and I hope that this is indeed the first subject,so as to insure that an end is put to the massacre that the Syrian Army is carrying out
there...

[Qital] The foreign minister yesterday promised that indeed there will be.talks with
the United States at the highest level.

[Arensj Yes, I hope this is true and I think it will be very interesting to hear what
President as-Sadat's position is with respect to what is happening in Lebanon. However,immediately after it, I would suggest discussing the Sinai issue, because it constitutes
the real test of As-Sadat's willingness to understand our problem and to reach an arrange-
ment with us,

[Qital) To put the Sinai issue -n the table separately before they get down to the dis-
cussion about Judaea and Samaria?
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an interim stagen As-Sadat is no a riz e t nd , n it e d

not authorized td 
eagn a trle with. repeca

an asil h to condc ne tatt si

deala 
ee n 

het 

erirrees 
nd i

[Bar-Lev] 
Lo 

hene ni a nt 
is te

of a s Cate, rt my friend, be 

atoried 
at

da a with y fewhat h wl nt danot prepad 
esse

Pl us a o ayh n t S-Saa t, and ud a[Arense Neither will he 
aee aannot force him do you. e t us gh

an ageme t mefr e t mam chneill
tea.. 

e v m k c o e s i o n s w h e n h e i s n o t a u h r z d t
SaertailY not, but yoiarenoknow it by virtue of e who knowsothe Arabt Prep a ed to make an y o c s i n n J d e n

SamSamariaandyoth 

peace toee

en wieus and 

s nns t f u s

problemttoaY iri , owwhtAaat e ncsinhad
t h att s i g a n d p e a cef

he p oble ofJudaea andno a ai a n ph t s o gt ed h alestinian

agree..

t
f

+
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All e wntsis that between 
us and himself, and with U.S. consent we eais als nelaaton

All he wants istht bewas n cale atdthemtime--nowadays tUin aoud rysingto findhsome

of principles, as it 
was called at h ien~d~ h ntdSae sas n h

und r itn di s , th ns ab u o ds and for 2 weeks has beer n sit in ar un tih g to elemnd ofe
understands tings about or find one -an agreement in principle in which the elememt of

other word and will pobaburprteiss so that As-Sadat wil beblem tonl f then, sobhe

evacuating territories 
on our part exists, s htA~aa ilb bet aeteAa

world and say; In principle, I regard this as a solution to theproblm. 
Only the

has said so far, will he be prepared to sit with us and seek a final 
solution to the

problem of the Sinai.

im Bar-Lev, gentlemen... -

[gital] Professor Arens and Hayy nterlocutor and you have

r One can say that it is not nice of him, but 
he is your i

no choice but to either accept it or rejeot it. I would not recommend rejecting it.

[Qital] Gentlemen, I suggest, our 
time... _

Propaganda, which is part of As-Sadat's 
tactics, I think this is clear to all of us.

[Ar ) an a i that he is a bad tactician. I wish we were like him. He plays

it very well, however, we are now 
not dealing with ga a twe sa int present a di f the

question is whether, on the issue of Judaea and Samariaetiations with Egypt

position, which will enable the continuation of the -sgt i e h egypt exceeded

[Qitalj At this point, gentlemen. I would like to thank you. e

the time allotted to us. 
Thank you, Professor 

Arens and Hayyim Bar-Lev.

POSSIBILITY OF DEFENSE PACT WITH U.S* 
STIMULATES COMMENT

Begin's Views Reported

TA012045Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1825 GMT 1 e Prsident Yizhaq

-Excerpts) And now for Camp David, Prime Minister tenahem Begin met wi 
there t ni to

Navon this morning in order t 
romisedport to ot the presidetscusins on the eveiga to

the Camp David summit. 
Begin Proie orpr otepeietaanwe 

ertrst

the fo id the meeting, Correspondent Yoram Ronen reports 
on the meetng

-Israel following th e in-videotape]

president's residence: 
e lgadubo hi-e r

The prime minister spent a full 
hour with the president. He laid out before him the various

pions Israel has before the Camp David summit as well as t i be the nfirst topmeetd to

totake place during the talks. It seems that the prime minister willresiden as-t ill

tak plcedrigtheals he arrives at Campeavd

with President Carter on Tuesday,talknhemselves at Cap at lesideek.

arrive several hours later. The talks themselves Will to tellus what he told the

egi1, who was--as always--optimistic, 
was not prepare

president. '

[Begin3 If I could tell you what I reporesidenttheprhat 
he told mebelongtoethe presind

not to:the president. 
What I told the 

p

dent and to me.

Ronen] Perhaps you could elaborate somewhat 
on an idea you raised last night 

during yo

speech to the UJA delegates 
concerning a defense 

pact?
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A senior U.S, official in Washington this evening gave clarifications on the framework

agreement regarding Judaea and Samaria, and among other things he revealed that Israel
will soon begin evacuating a considerable number of its soldiers from Judaea, Samaria and
from the Gaza Strip. The official said that this is being done in accordance with the
agreement signed last night. According to him, Israel will reduce its forces in those
two regions to 6,000 to 10,000 troops. Those units will be concentratr.: in defined areas

in the first days of the implementation of the agreement.

The senior U.S.. official noted at the sane tine, however, that a full-scale Israeli with-

d rawal from Judaea and Samaria depends on the negotiations between Israel, Egypt and Jordan,

together with the inhabitants of the terri ories.

RE-ACTiION TO CAI"MP DAVID AGREEM+ERNTS C ONTJ yr / Q' (S y 1" Y' -

Arens Rabin Interviewed

TA180837Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 0500 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Tezt] In order to discuss what was achieved at the Camp David conference and President

Carter's announcement and that of Prime Minister Menahem Begin and the president of Egypt,
Anwar as-Sadat, we have invited to our studio in Tel Aviv the chairman of the Knesset

Foreign Affairs and Security Committee, Prof Moshe Arens, the former prime minister and

Knesset member, Yizhaq Rabin. In Tel Aviv the moderator is our political correspondent,

Elimelekh Ram.

[Ran] Gentlemen, the prime minister said: We have not yet brought peace, there is a long

process of negotiations still in front of us, and the first question is: What are the

main problems which will have to be overcome before peace is achieved? Professor Arens,

please.

(Arens] That question is difficult to answer, since we do not know exactly what was agreed
on and what has not yet been agreed on. In fact, we only know one thing, that it has been

agreed not to agree--and that is on the issue of the settlements. It may be that beyond this .

there are other issues. According to the information given us up to now, there have been

far-reaching concessions here in the original Israeli positions, or in Israel's positions
before we left for Camp David. It is not clear what more has been left.

[Ram] Does the future of the. settlements, in your view, appear to be a condition for

As-Sadat's agreement to signing a peace treaty?

[Arens] I think that, according to the reports we have Just heard, this is what has to

be understood, nambiguously.

[Ram] Mr Rabin, what, in your view, will be the hard points to deal with?

[Rabin] Before I deal with details, I would like to say that we have now watched, emo-

tionally, a far-reahing event as regards the uture of the State of Israel, the future

of the area and I have no doubt that this is an opening for a new period, *a period which

can really guarantee peace to the State of Israel.

Althou'igh the details are not kcnown, it i_ already possible to say that both sides have

conceded. As I see it, the Israeli conaessions were also significant and even painful,

but Egypt also conceded.
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CA3? DAVID AGREEMENT DRAWS COMMENT, REACTION

Begin Interviewed

TA180707y Tel Aviv IDF Radio in Hebrew 0605 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

Prom the Morning Newsreel) -

[Tex:] An hour ago Israeli Prime Ministe Menahem Begin ranted an interview to our /
correspondent at the Camp David conference, ani W.essely. Mr Begin says,. this is a
turning point in the history of the nation. [begin recording]

£Question] Mr Begin, what agreement are you bringing with you now?

[Arswer] God willing, when I return home I will tell the public: We are bringing an
agreement which has honor and security.

[Question] According to the agreement signed today, a peace agreement with Egypt is to
be signed in 3 months. Will the removal of the settlements in Sinai be a condition for -
a peace agreement with the Egyptians?

(Answer] First of all, we undertook to sign a peace agreement during the next 3 months--
this does not necessarily mean at the end of 12 weeks. It is possible that we might do
this earlier. It is true that President as-Sadat raises a condition and this -is also what
he wrote--in the signing of a peace treaty we should remove the settlements. We have not
undertaken such a condition. However, we stated that we would submit this matter for a
Knesset vote because the policy of removing the settlements goes against the governments
decisions, which was approved by the Knesset. Therefore, the delegation--the foreign
minister, the defense minister and myself and our aides--did not have the authority to
change this policy.

- N;

Thus, our answer was that the matter would be submitted for a vote by the Knesset--and
we will allow a free vote; there will be no party discipline on this vote, and since the
coalition will allow a free vote I am sure that the oppositiop will do the same. Thus
all Knesset members will vote according to their conscience. Each, personally, will decide--
not according to the lineup of coalition and opposition--supporters of the government and
its opponents--but according to his conscience. The decision will be made in the freest -
manner possible with the Knesset. decision. being binding on all.

II
[Question] Mr Prime Minister, have you decided how you will vote on this issue? -

[Answer] Were I able to tell you how I will vote then I would not. tell you because the
vote will be a free one--and I would be telling you how I would cast my vote.

I am still considering whether I will participate in the Knesset debate, because one of
the considerations is that I prefer that the Knesset really decide in a totally free
manner, and there is a possibility that I will keep silent, so that the Knesset will
decide without my influence.. Each according to his conscience.
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However, the main thing that I wish to say is that whatever the Knesoet decision is, Iwiuh to announce in advance that I will-aocept it and will not turn this into an issueot' confidence. There will under no oiroumstanoea be any personal offense. I statoThu Kneuaet vote will be binding on all of uo without oxoeption.

-Qunstion] Will you, on your part,.exert yDur influence .to have -thip proposal passed?

(Answar] I oaid the opposite of what you have now assumed. I am not making a comitment.I snid that I am oonsidering the possibility of not even making a speoh.

Quostion] Will we have maximum socurity with the return of Sinai and the airfielda toEgSypt?

(Anwer] We will have seourity. We hare insured this. Mai Gen Avraham Tamir standswith u9 on thia. He is a great expert on Israel's security--knows every grain of sand inthe Sinai and if he supported the agreement from a security point of viow than you cansleep wih oase.

[(ueotion] As for the settlement in the West Dank, in your assessment, will Jordan take;:u active part?

Answer] Yeas, in accordance with our peace proposal Jordan has a function--even functions,HoCwover, it tmust be clear: Our army will ibe present in Judaea, Samaria and Gaza, and onlyour army. No other army will be in Judaea,. Samaria and Gaza,

(Question] There was mention of a withdrawal of IDF forces from the West Bank. When, inyour assessment, will the IDF begin the withdrawal from the West Bank?

(Answer] Any withdrawal will be im'plemented when the peace .treaty 18 signed. However,I wish to refer you to the English version; a withdrawal, this is what we wrote, meaningin Hebrew a certain withdrawal [nesiga mesuyeat], We have insured the IDF's remainingin Judaea, Samaria and Gaza in.the following sentence: The remaining Israeli DefenceForces, This means the Israeli Army that will remain in Judaea and Samaria--there is adouble meaning here--those that remain, out of those which withdraw. This means thatthere will be a certain withdrawal and the main force of the IDF will remain in Judaea,Samaria and Gaza in order to provide security for the people of Israel in Eretz Yisrael,

[Question] Mr Prime Minister, will there be foreign rule in Judaea and Samaria?

[Answer] No, there will not. -

[Question] When will the military government be dissolved?

[Answer] After peace is made.

[Question.] What is the meaning of the clause about the exchange of letters on EastJerusalem? -
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nswer Today there is no exchange of letters, as there was to have been, but if we get

a letter with a certain content which does not at all enidane Jeuae n h ato
the president, I will answer the peinttlndnger Jerusalem on the part oftheo bresidivid, evr andr president telling him that Jerusalem is one city whichcannot be divided, ever, and it is the eternal capital of Israel. This is what I willanser him and I will explain to him that this is a decision of theTKnessetWoftl 11 l yer
ago in accordance with a law passed on 28 June 1967 sin The vnet may years
order apply the state's law, 9uidcto n am7 ying The government may byoire aps theiteds lh, jurisdiction and administration over all parts of Eret:Yisrael as specified by the order. On the basis of this law the government then--thatis in June 1967--applied the State of Israelis law, Jurisdiction and administration overall of Jerusalem.

[Question] Mr Begin, how would you define the relations between you and the presidentof Egypt, As-Sadat?

(Answer) As you know, last November, in Jerusalem [words indistinct- and he answeredme, you are my friend.ae

[Question] Are you still his friend?

[Answer] I answered this important remark and I believe that when a man tells anotherman; you are my friend, these are important things. However, after Ismailia there wasa turnabout and bad things were publicized. Today I do not want to repeat the bad thingsbecause I think that we have a reason-even to be aoyful..I think that what happened is.a turnabout in the history of the nation We will hope for the best. h h

I cannot yet say that we already have peace because we have not yet signed a peace treatyBut there is hope that we will have peace, as I hope, not only in this generation butfor generatio to come. Therefore, I do not want to talk about the bad things, I preferto talk about the good things and as you saw today we again said to each other: Weare friends,.

I visited President as-Sadat at his cabin in Camp.David, He met me. We conducted afriendly talk, He then returned the visit at my cabin--it is called a cabin--I wishevery Israeli citizen had such a cabin--and we had a most friendly conversation--muchfriendship, much openness, an assurance that there would not be war, that we would makepeace, that we would help each other. No better things could'be said to those who usedto be enemies and who became friends and who then became this and that and who againbecame friends.I

[Question] Mr Begin, who will be the first Israeli ambassador to Egypt? Have youthought about this? gP Hv o

[Answer] 211 tell you the truth, I have not yet thought about sending an ambassador butwe have may condidates. Look here at the U.S. Embassy, I- can pull them by the hairand send them to Cairo, We also have people in Israel. I do not want to maes firm state-ments otherwise they will ask me to keep my promise. Im

[Wessely] Thank you, Mr Begin. [end. recording]

. ; ;~
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Dayan, Waisma Oomment

TA180599Y -Jerusalem Domestio Servico in ebrew nSOS QMT 18 fep 78 TA

[Prom- the Morning Newareel) -

[?alc] . orraapondant Rfsli arquai managed to gat inside the reception htll of the
White Uouuo and tried to apeak with a few people serving nn the Xarnuli dolea tion. The
delegation members refused to speak about the content of the reement beftorn it was

lficlially publicised. Rasi IDarqa'i spoke with Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan, D a'
Minister tflser Weisman and the Israeli ambessadar to the United States, 81iimoha Dinits.
Fi1rst, Por.lgn Minister toshe Dayan. (begin recordint)]

(arqali Mr Dayan, wculd you yay a few words to the radio?

(Dayan) I am very happy that a situation was created where the people, the publia in
Israel will have to make the decision. This is important in itself, I am sure that
during the next 2 weeks this will extensively preoccupy the entire publio--all sorts of
Friday evening conversations, all kinds of criticisms and Fault-finding. At least for
this period, I hope, all these things will disappear and instead, each will give an
aount to himself, discuss things within the Framework of his family, his party, in

the pres. The public will have to make a cruoial decision.

For a long while I, at least, have thought that we have to come to a situation in which
we should examine the conditions under which we can achieve peace and only then decide
whether to accept or reject these conditions. In short, to get to this thorough and basic
examination or cl.arification--not a declaration of principles and such things--but to
get truly to the things on which peace depends and then to consider whether we prefer
to make peace on these conditions. The situation now is that this is the question posed
to us, and this question is posed to individuals, to the government, to this or that
minister and this or that party. The question is posed to the entire public and I assume
that this will not be a question discussed by the public in accordance with partisan
affiliations. This giving oneself an account will be- one of Israel's greatest moments.
This in itself is of first rate importance. Later of cobrse, the result of, this, what-

. ever it may be, will be one of the phenomena that will be most meaningful for Israel.

[Barqa'i] Sir, what is the account you give to yourself? Are you satisfied with this
agreement?

[Dayan] I am satisfied from [word indistinct) of the agreement as an agreement as
regards Egypt--both with regard to the agreement with Egypt and with regard to the ---
agreement concerning Judaea, Samaria and the Gaza Strip--the autonomy and the abolition
of the military government are. compatible with my views, except of course for thisdecisive question only, namely, the settlements and defending them. This is the only
problematic point. As for the other clauses of the agreement--the military installations,
the demilitarizations and so on--I think this is a good agreement.

[Bargali] Mr. Dayan, what can you say about your personal feeling at this moment?
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(Dayan] I have a good, positive feeling; thanks to the fact that I am indeed takingpart i.n this. This was the only reason why I was called on to loin this government andbecause of which I decided to undertake my positionin the government. What I assumed,that this year will be decisive on this matter, came true indeed. I could have killedmyself if I had been home at this moment and not because I would have been uneployed
but because I would have told myself: Here, you were offered to do this and you refused,whereas with my experience and ability, I can contribute something. These are things Ibelieve in, first and foremost, the set of relations between the Arabs and us. I amnpleased that my assumption that this would be the mayor issue concerning the government
came true and that I am now here, an active partner to this.

[Barqali] We do not always see you-excited, Mr Foreign Minister.

(Dayan] Am I excited now? Well, I am indeed so.

[Barqaii] Thank you.

[Barqati] Mr Weizman, how do you feel after almost 2.weeks of being. closed off from theworld?

[Weizman] Stable. There are of course a.lot of things to do and think about. Theseare difficult and exciting moments. The most important thing is to look ahead.

[Bargali] To look ahead and?

[Weizman] To look ahead and see how the State of Israel will get used to peace, at leastwith Egypt, but I hope with more countries. The country will have the first opportunity,since it was first established and since Zionism was first proclaimed, to live, at leastwith one people, the largest group of people, in understanding, in neighborly relationsand to carry out all things that Zionism has tried to carry out for. so many years, toreach the achievements that Zionism might not have been able to reach because of tihe wars.

[Barqa'i] You are talking of one people and mentioned the chance.of peace with othercountries.- What indeed is the. chance for a peace agreement.with Jordan?

[Weizman] We have not signed peace with the Egyptians yet and you are already askingabout Jordan. I suggest -that we take care of one Turk and wait. There is a lot yet to do.

[Barqa'i] What about the security problems that may arise as a result of the agreementwith Egypt? 
'

[Weizman] Peace is one of the important factors of security, one with promises surely.We will have to carry out these promises with mutual understanding and supervision and 'with the help of the .IDF, of course. -

[Barqa'i] This means to evacuate settlements. -

[Weinman] We will hold a short conversation this evening at the White House before thesignatures. The problem of settlements will also be raised for a decision by the Knesset.
I suggest that we finish our cup of tea this evening, comb our hair and sign a peace
.treaty with Egypt.

[Barga'i] Thank you. Mr.Diritz, how do you sum up these difficult days in isolation?
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(iirtiM These were days of hard efforts, I wa happy that we reched what we reached,

[:larea'1] pan you describe a littl.e the atmosphere in the talks?

[Dinita] I think that there were days with a gaod atmosphere and days with a wo~re atmos-phere. gverything is behind us now, Ltati turn over a new leaf. This will demand effortsbut the goal 3usoti.is .this,

[D3arqa'i] Are you exci.ted?

CDinitz] Yes. These are great historic moments. (end recording]

Peres Reats Cautiously

TA180758Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 OMT 18 Sep 78 TA

(from the Morning Newsreel)

(Txt] m head of the Labor Party welcomes the signing of the agreement, the plan aspublicized by the oommunications media. .In his opinion, the canoesdiona made by the IsraoliGovornmant are too many. Correspondent Beni Rom heard Shim'on Peres' initial reaction.(begin rcoording]

(Peres] I am really happy that the summit did not fail. I am happy that the way to peacewas properly opened, as it should be. In the wake of my talks with As-Sadat I believedthat a settlement with Egypt could indeed be reached and this is what in fact happened.We should reach some framework of an agreement regarding the future of Judaea and Samaria.

As for the conditions of the treaty--we will be able to react only after we properly scru-tniza it. There is no need to rush to a reaction. It is clear that this is not exactlyoimilar to, let us say, the Likud's previous.plan. However, this is no time for settlingaccounts. I clearly welcome the decision. As regards its content--this we will discussafter we peruse it.

(Question] Perhaps you could still reaot to the-content'of the agreement, as little as weknow of it now. What is your opinion, for example about the issue of not setting up settle-ments in Judaea and Samaria any longer?

[Answer] I would not want to react to this or that detail. It is clear that Israel'hasto pay a price, and a heavy price, for peace. I am doubtful whether it is necessary to con-duct the negotiations. thus or to reach these conditions exactly. However, there is no rushto get into criticism today. I also think that immediately after making the statement tothe U.S. Congress, the head of the delegation and prime minister, Mr Menahem Begin, shouldreturn hone and report to the people and to the Knesset. Only then can we react at length
and in detail. .

(Question] From the little we heard from the communications media though, were there toomany and Par-reaching concessions made? Was this something that- could be done earlierwithout all this dragging on and tension of the last 9 months?

[Answer] Many concessions were made. As I mentioned, I do not want to get into a discus-
sion on this matter. :However, I have no doubt that with the concessions made it would. have
been possible to end the negotiations earlier. [end recording]
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Ehrlich on Agreement

TA180730Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in'Hebrew 0505~OMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Text] Finance Minister Simha Ehrlich said that he foresees a revolutionary change in
Israelis economy with the signing of the peace treaty. Mr Ehrlich believes that Israel
has unlimited possibilities for economic. cooperation with Egypt, a thing that will lead to
the economic independence of both Israel and Egypt. Correspondent Moshe Nestelbaum talked
with Minister Ehrligh. [begin recording]

(Question] Mr Ehrlich, you have probably heard the clauses of the peace treaty. What is
your opinion?

[Answer] My opinion is very positive and I welcome the agreement. I am congratulating
my friend and colleague the prime minister for bringing peace to the State of Israel after
many generations. We are now embarked on a new road in the region, a road that is important
to the future of the State of Israel.

[Question] Mr Ehrlich, if peace is established between Egypt and Israel, do you expect
a change in Israelis economy?

[Answer] A revolutionary change. After As-Sadat's visit we already began preparing economic
cooperation plans in the Finance Ministry. It became clear to us from the first checks that
we had unlimited possibilities for economic cooperation between Israel and Egypt. This
cooperation can lead to [benefits for] both the economies of Israel and Egypt. If we reach

. peace, the region will prosper economically. - +

[Question] Sir, Finance Minister, in which spheres do you foresee economic cooperation
between us and Egypt?

[Answer] First, development of agriculture in Egypt and receiving the Nile waters in the
Negev.- Also, mutual industrial development, cooperation in industry, technology, and know
how for the development of the two countries. . In addition, exchange of merchandise and
close commercial ties. Egypt has 40.million people; this is a potential market for us and
we could also become. a potential market for Egypt. [end recording]

Sharon Praises Agreement

TA180735Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505. GMT 18 Sep 78 TA -

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Text] Agriculture Minister Sharon said that the settlement effort made in Judaea and
Samaria is the element that enabled the -government to reveal generosity and flexibility with-
out Jeopardizing Israelis security. Talking with our correspondent, Moshe Nestelbaum,
Agriculture Minister Sharon reacted to the apreement for the first time and also to the .
decision not to set up new settlements in Judaea and Samaria. [begin recording]

[Sharon] This is a huge step toward a real peace over which I am happy, just as is the
entire Israeli public. This is a personal achievement of Menahem Begin. Carter's contri-
bution has certainly been great but without Begin's true aspiration for peace, this would
not have been achieved. This is the true answer, and surely also a surprising answer, to
all impatient people.
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touv, we, who hnve boon ooaperating with the prime munister for many months forthe uooem omi thaer fa eidl negoiationa, were not surprised. On Friday and Saturdaythe erir minioter and I held several tolophone convorsationa, and I oxperionoed thegrout eityor made in order to roach peace whilo at the same time maintaining Israella?&ecurity.

I hiva no doubt that the oettlement effort in Judaea and Samaria in the last year isthe neimnt that enablod thy goverment to reveal generasity and floxibility withoutend ngoring Isranlis aocurity.

tQuestion] iow do you regord the deoiuion net to olt up new aettlements in Judaea ands8ariv during S years, exaopt for military footholds of course?

'Anawer) I hoard the announeamont of tho ommentators on this matter. I am waitingfor the reurn o the prime minister and the other delegation members, I aasume thattheso things will be presento4 and we will receive a complobo pioturo, What is im-portant to note io that what we have don in the last year ave us the ability and
the required daring in order to go far with our fle ibility, as the negobiationd
revealed. [and recording) '

Yadin Praises Agreement

TA180854Y Tel Aviv IDF Aadio in Hebrew 0605 OMT 18 sep 78 TA

(From the Morning Newsreel)

[Text] Peace is achievable, boundless Joy and a willingness to face the truth--thiswas said to our correspondent by Acting Prima Minister Prof Yigarel Yadin. [beginrecording]

Yadnt Like all of us I am most happy. Yesterday, at 2330 I attended a circle ofactivists from our movement in a private house in Ashdod and to everybodyrs surprise .I received a telephone call Z'rom the prime minister. Ha was very moved and he beggedme not to go public until 0450, and he told me that the defen y moinister, the foreignminister, Professor Baraq were standing beside him and that a framework for totalpeace with Egypt had been achieved and another agreement for a settlement with our
neighbors in the east and everybody was happy. a

It can be said that the impossible was achieved there--thatis what I think--and all orus in the very near. sture--in the coming weeks-together with the great joy, each ofus will have to do some sousearching, take very important decisions. However, ifthese things bring about peace, first of all between us and Egypt, and in the endpeace between us and our neig^bors in the east, what can be more important and of moreconcern to us?'

I hope that the listeners will forgive me for appealing to the teachers. The im-possible has been achieved. We have gone very far to meet the teachers, let theteachers go back to the classrooms together with the students so that all will beaoyful and so that they wil be able to discuss this issue with the students and Iam sure that other details can be agreed upon later.

It can be said that as far as the agreement with Egypt is concerned, in the long runthe agreement is based on the Israeli peace plan as submitted.
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We still have the basic problem--as we have heard--the problem of the settlements which
the Knesset and the people will have to decide upon. This decision means the bringing.
about of peace between Israel and Egypt and this is something very new. As I have said,
in our peaoe plan we already announced that if peace is achieved we would bring the IDF
back to the international boundary.

As for the West Bank, on the one hand the framework for a plan is based on the autonomy
plan--on a solution to be implemented after 5 years. Here too we will have to make
decisions. The most important element in the agreement is that the IDF--that is to say
the Israeli security problem--will remain in key positions in Judaea and Samaria as will
be decided and agreed upon. We have to wait for further details in order to be able to
say things more explicitly. -

The agreement was reached at the last moment but this is the framework agreement and I
think that at this moment what we should feel is boundless Joy about this achievement,
and everybody deserves praise for this. However, at the same time we should be prepared
for moments of truth, each with himself, each with his party, the entire people, and as
I say, if we wantpeace, peace appears to be achievable despite the sacrifices and hard
decisions that will have to be made by us and the other side.

I assume that the foreign minister and defense minister will return tomorrow and it appears
that the prime minister will stay on for a day or two but I will know more about this

when I read the telegrams when I arrive at the ministry. [end recording]

Zippori on Agreement

TA180845Y Tel Aviv IDF Radio in Hebrew 0605 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel] -

[Text] The Camp David agreement carries many concessions which are significant from a

security point of view. Apart from withdrawal from the territory, the Israeli airfields in

the Sinai will be handed over to Egyptian civilian administration. Military correspondent

Yosi 'Abbadi spoke with Deputy Defense Minister Mordekhay.Zippori about the significance

and importance of the agreement from a security point of view. [begin recording]

[Zippori] I, together with all the people of Israel, am happy about the opening that we

have. I think that this is an historic moment which we have been awaiting since the birth

of Zionism. We have -arrived at an opening with all Arab countries and achieved real dialog
for peace with one of them. I believe that if there is a peace agreement with Egypt--even

if the other Arab countries do not join it--we will have removed war from our region. At

any rate.; we have reduced the chance of war and increased the security of the State of

Israel.

[Question] Mr Zippori, there are many concessions in the agreement from a security point
of view--on territories, the airfields..What is the significance of these concessions from

a security point of view? - -

[Ans.wer] As far as Egypt and the..Sinai are concerned we were aware of the concessions in

advance and of the dangers that we were taking upon ourselves. From a military and
comprehensively national point of view we saw the possibility of gambling on this risk

for the sake of the achievement of a peace agreement with Egypt.
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Ao For the other details, I do not know them yet. I support and give Full credit to
Prime Mininter Aegin who is the first prime minister of Israel. to bring the people of
Israel to. uch a moment. H® and his advisers, both of whom are well versed in military
mattere--both former chiefs of staff and one today'. foreign minister, Dayan, and the
other a former air foroce chief and Former ohief of the staFF (operations) branoh--and who
:era aware of aoaurity problems, were aware of all the problems that we might Faos and

oa~Lcinly took pains to insure that these be resolved properly. At any rate, sinc I
do not.know all the details, I oannot discuss then.

(Qlustion) In the plane prepared before the summit--plana to which you most oertainly
wore a partner-rwere the risks in the concessions taken into aooount?

(Anower] These were taken into aoount. We have an analysis of all the possibilities--
what we can rink and what we cannot--and in principle I would say that there is a risk
in war and a risk in peace. For 30 years we have experienced the risks of war. It
appears that the time has come to face the riska of peso. [end reaording)

General Cabinet Reaction

TA180842Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 OMT 18 Sep 78 TA

(Prom the Horning Newsreel]

(Text] Correspondent Sara Frankel suns up the situation in Jeruslem, inaluding assessments
in the governnent about the agreement achieved at Camp David.

Well, since the prime minister informed Professor Yadin at night about the agreement
achieved with Egypt, relief is felt among the oabinet ministers that the Camp David
summit was concluded successfully. There was fear of a failure and awareness of the
difficulties. Since this is viewed as an important and great breakthrough, as an
incredible achievement, as defined by Professor Yadin, a good feeling prevails here
despite the questions arising regarding the details of the agreement.

Most of the ministers prefer not to comment on the content of the agreement since they do
not possess all the details. In his telephone conversation the prime minister said that
the agreement was achieved thanks. to extraordinarily wonderful teamwork, with everyone
makl.ng his special contribution. The prime minister also said that it was almost the
incredible and impossible that was achieved here.

There are ministers, especially those who support settlement and continuation of settle-
ment in Judaea and Samaria, who prefer to wait and learn the meaning of the clause in
the agreement talking about not establishing settlements, whether this refers to the
5-year period or forever. Some emphasize that the part of the agreement touching on
Judaea and Sa.aria is based on the autonomy plan and view this as an achievement. They
also view the continued presence of the IDF in the West Bank as an important,. positive
achievement. -

It is possible to say that shock and surprise also prevail among the cabinet members, a
feeling that the unexpected has happened, almost out of the blue. On the other hand there
are fears and there is uncertainty regarding the exact details.

IL.
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Chief Rabbia React

TA180944Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0800 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA
[Text] Israel's chief rabbi, Shelomo Goren, said that the tidings about the sprouts ofpeace should be welcomed and received with hope and happiness He expressed the ope
that this will be a peace of honor ard strength and remarked that our holy rights in the
land of our forefathers should be preserved He called on the people and its chosen t
representatives to discuss and consider all details prudently Rabbi aoren congratulat
the prime minister and his colleaguese

Chief Rabbi 'Ovadia Yosef called on the leaders and
lightsigadsombtwt oeainaae~en people not to open negotiations with

lgting and storm but, with moderation and quiet, in order to 
'urne eaet h

people and to the state. Rabbi Yosef expressed the hope that whenaomtee peace to the
comes the intactness of the land will al p e inlte redemption
Israelrs prophets. gu ed as promised in the visions of

Horowitz, Shelli React

TA180949Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0900 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA -

[Excerpts] Commerce and Industry Minister Horowitz objects to the evacuation of thesettlements in the Sinai. He views the Egyptian demand that Israel evacuate the
settlements as a sign indicating that As-Sadat does not have in mind a full and truepeace Minister Horowitz also expressed concern about the. possibility that settlementin Judaea and Samaria will be stopped,

Shelli MK Arye Eliav aid tthat this is a step in the right direction although it is notyet peace. He said that the struggle to have Israel embark on this way has been. goingfor 10 years,

The Citizens Rights Movement congratulated the prime minister .and the delegation memberson their achievements at Camp David. The head of the movement, MK Shulamit Alloni,
signing on the puec tsupport the prime minister and to shore him up toward the .signing of the peace treaty,.

Other Reaction Reported

TA180846Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0700 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

Excerpts] MK Geula Kohen has said that she will demand that a .meeting of the Herutcenter be convened and will express no confidence in the prime minister. In heropinion, Begin has lost the people's trust and the agreements he signed are an act ofnational suicide and the ultimate wiping out of Judaea and Samaria. She said that thisis in fact. partition and such a suicidal proposal has never come from Zionist leaders.

MC Yehuda Ben-Meir, one of the MAPDAL heads, said that he was shocked and that he did.not expect such results. He said that there was a heavy price involved here and i~twas hard to digest; this.. However, we are dealing here also with the issue of a fulland ultimate peace which is the aspiration and desire of the people. He said that hewould convene the MAFDAL Knesset faction at noon.

The Democratic Movement will support the government in its efforts to sign a peaceagreement within the coming weeks, he movement congratulated the prime minister and the
negotiating team for achievin t ageem men
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MK Amnon Rubinstein has said that all of As-Sadatts demands were achieved. He fore-neua oppositiun to the agreement even within the Likud faction. Nevertheless, hesaid that his party would support the government's position. In his opinion, in re-turn for those concessions the government could have signed the same agreement 9 monthsa go,

;-LK '?rzji Bar'am, acting chairman of the Alinement Knesset faction, has announced that+ h fatilon wll convene today to decide on an initial position regarding the agreements.

Alinement M4K Bar.-Lev said that as far as we have learned this was dctitlessiy a greatachievement for Carter but there was also vagueness regarding Judaea, Samaria and theSinai. It seems to him that Israel has made total concessions in this connection.However, on the whole, a basis was created for the continuation of the negotiations.

MAFAM MK Mo'ir Talmi said that the agreements were an opening for a future of peacein the region, According to his assessment what is being talked about is a saparateagreement with Egypt and this will lead us to a grave decision on th' fate of thesettlennts in the Yamit region. In his judgment, an exchange of territory will solve
the problem of the Israeli settlements in the Sinai.

MK Mair Wilcnr from RAKJt, basing himself on the details, has said that no basicproblemi was solved. The only things solved perhaps were the problems of Carter,As-Sadat and Degin who are planning, in his opinion, a military alliance.

REPORT ON JOINT NUCLEAR REACTCRS DENIED

TA161920Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1830 GMT 16 Sep 78 TA

[Text] Energy and Infrastructure Minister Yizhaq Moda'i denied this evening to ourpolitical correspondent Elimelekh Ram the report appearing in the Boston HERALD todayaccording to which Israel proposed to Egypt a joint operation of two nuclear reactorsin the Sinai, The paper claimed that Minister Moda'i was urgently summoned to CampDavid in order formally to present the proposal to the Egyptians. Mr Modari told ourcorrespondent that this is totally unfounded. He was recently in the United Statesbut was not invited to Camp David and the entire report is fictitious.

B0BS EXPLODE IN JERUSALEM; SEVEN LIJURED

NC160937Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew .0900 GMT 16 Sep 78 NC

[Excerpts] This morning two bombs exploded near the Jaffa gate in Jerus alem Sevenpersons sustained light injuries. The hospital to which they were taken has announcedthat all .of them will be sent hcme today.

The Jerusalem police .commander has noted that merchants located near the site of theexplosion had maintained a very poor state of alert, in spite of information effortsmade by the police.

HANDGRENADE THR0WN AT IDF BUS IN W4. BANK

TA181006Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1000 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

- Text) A handgrenade was hurled at a bus carrying soldiers rear the old mosque ofAl-Birah. The handgrenade exploded on the road. No casualties were inflicted and nodamage was done, Security forces combed the area and arrested several suspects.

II
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MASSING OF TROOPS ON SYRIAN, LEBANESE BORDERS DENIED

JN170724Y Jerusalem in Arabic to the Arab World 0530 GMT 17 Sep 78 JN

[Text) Israeli military sources denied in Tel Aviv last night reports circulated 
by

the sabotage organizations in Beirut yesterday 
that the IDF is massing troops all

along the Israeli-Lebanese border and 
in the Golan Heights. The sources affirmed thiat

everything is proceeding normally in 
these two areas.

TV REPORTS IDF AIRCRAFT OVERFLY BEIRUT

TA171952Y Jerusalem Domestic Television 
Service in Hebrew 1900 GMT 17 Sep 78 TA

[Excerpt] Now-to the situation in Lebanon. Two Israeli aircraft overflew Beirut,

breaking the sound barrier. Relative calm continues in the city for 
the fourth day.

At the same time, Lebanese sources 
also denied reports alleging that Israeli 

forces arc

concentrating along the northern border.

The terrorists report that they are 
continuing to maintain a defensive 

alert in the

southern area.

RADIO REPORTS ON CLASHES IN SOUTHERN 
LEBANON

NC171234Y Jerusalem Domestic Service 
in Hebrew 1200 GMT 17 Sep 78 NC

[Excerpt] In the eastern enclave in southern Lebanon, artillery exchanges were renewed

at noon between the terrorists and 
the militias and the Phalangists.

Our reporter Yehezqel Hametiri says that 
the terrorists directed intermittent fire 

from

their positions in Ramat Arnon against the enclave's villages. 
The militias returned

the fire.

CHIEF OF STAFF COMMENTS ON SITUATION 
IN LEBANON

TA171423Y Jerusalem POST in English 17 Sep 
78 p 2 TA."

[Text] (T)--Syria has decided to impose 
its rule in Lebanon, whether by force 

orsa

through other means, Chief of Staff Rav-Aluf 
Rafael EytarL said in a special Rosh 

Hashana

interview cn the army radio yesterday.

Eytan said the terrorists are not taking part in the current fighting, because the

Syrians are doing their work for them, intending to end all Christian opposition, in

both the north and the south of the country.. He added that, in his estimation, the

Syrians are capable of dcing- 
this.

Eytan confirmed reports of terrorists infiltration int southern Lebanodesite thetheir

presence of UN soldiers there. He also said the UNforceswere trying to cact

duties, and the Israel Government has expressed its satisfaction over this fact.

In answer to a question, Eytan 
said the strength of Israel's opponents 

on the eastern

front was building up more quickly than that 
of Egypt.

The ID has made nco changes in its battle readiness 
because of the current peace talks

with Egypt, Eytan said. "When the government finishes talking and tells us what has

been concluded, then we'll being to think about what to 
do." cn the question of local arms

production, Eytan. said he favcured it wherever possible, 
because locally produced arms are

better adapted tc Middle Eastern battle ccnditions, and their potential is unkcwn to

the enemy.
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KINEISSET AP('RtVES NEW FACTIONS AFTER DMC DISSOLUTION

TA171646Y Tel Aviv.D2F Radio in liebrew 1510 OMT 17 Sop 78 TA

(From L: e Ait;ornoon Newasreel)-

['Text] Horo is ;a report from our Knesaot correspondenti The Knosot oommittee today
officially recogfnizedi the dissolution of the Democratic Movement for Chany [DMC).

Tno cor^mittiQe alprovOd granting the status of a faotion to the rtwo segments of tho
former DMC, the Deooratic Movement and the Movement for Changre and Initiative.

NC Assay Yasu rl, who did not join either faction, has not yot approached tho Knesset
ccristee with a requeat to recognize him as a single-member faction..

Knesset correpondent Moshe Hakohen adds that the representativeu of tho two new
faction3 hava informed the Kneoset committee that the representation of their members
nn the .arious Knecsot canittees will, for tho time being, remain unchangud. The
re prsenLativos. of the two new factions will soon convene to dis3cus: possible changea
in represontation of these committees, as well as the division of the other assets of

tho 'owner DMC in tho Knesset.

DEMdOCATIC HOVEMEiNT COGMMENTS ON COALITION AGREEMENT

rIC17075I7 Jerusalem Donestic Service in Hebrew 0600 OMT 17 Sep 78 NC

[Text] Professor Yadints Democratic Movement opposes canceling the clause in the
coalition agroemont which gives the movement the right to protest government decisions
an settlement iusues. Canceling the olause was suggested.by Knossot member Ge'ula Kohen.

A spokesman for the Democratic Movement said that a change in the coalitlon.agreemont cannot;
be made ur.iaterally. He added that the Democratic Movement is the suceessor of the
Damcratic Movement for Change and that as far as it is concerned, the coalition agreement
remains valid.

MEETING OF LABOR PARTYS NEW.4 ARAB DODY REPORTED

TA152O47Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 2000 GMT 15 Sep 78 TA

(Text] About 100 self-employed Arab citizens, attorneys, physician: and teachers met at
noon with the head of the Labor Party, MK Shim'on Peres, in a new forum. of the party,
the Social-Political Club sponsored by the Arab Department. The meeting took place at
iet Barl in Zofit. The head of the Arab Department, Ra'anan Kohen, told our corre-
spondent that the heads of the local councils of the Triangle villages of Baqa Al-
Oharbiyya, Kafr Qari 1 and Jatt, were anong those present at the meeting.

COUMT 0?JDRS HALT WORKtC AT BET-EL SETTLEMENT

TA17153Y Jerusalem Donestic Service in Hebrew 1500 OMT 17 Sep 78 TA

[Text] Tw;elve inhabitants of the Bet-El area prevailed upon the high court of Justice

to issue an injunction against the defense minister, the military governor of Judaea

and Samaria and the commander of the Ramallah District, asking the three to explain why

LDF zaldiers sihould not be prevented from building houaes for Israeli inhabitants in'the

arta. The c:rt has also issued an interim injunction ordering.the defense authorities

tc ref'rain fron carrying out any construction or excavating work or ponulating the

--:xisting buildings until a permanent decision on the appeal is iade.
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Reacting to this, Gush Emunim members told correspondent Shemu'el Tal that in their
opinion the decision will have grave repercussions for the future of settlement beyond -
the green line.

The Gush secretariat was scheduled to convene this afternoon to discuss its reaction to
the courtis decision.

Gush Emunim Reaction

TA171951Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1900 OMT 17 Sep 78 TA

[Excerpt] The Gush'Emunim secretariat decided tonight to make an urgent approach to the
cabinet to get it to make the settlements in Judaea and Samaria subject to Israeli law:
This came after they learned about the injunction issued by the high court of justice
ordering the security forces to stop construction work and efforts to populate the p

settlement of Bet-El.

The appeal to the high court of justice was submitted by 12 Arab inhabitants of the
adjaoent village of Al-Birah. The court ordered the defense minister, the military
governor of Judaea and Samaria and the commander of the Ramallah District to explain--
within 40 days--why the IDF soldiers should not- refrain from undertaking construction
work for settlers from Israel inside the territory of the camp.

Our correspondent says that this is the second case in the last few months in which the
high court has ordered work in the settlements halted following appeals by inhabitants
from Judaea and Samaria.

However, the Bet-El settlers managed to move into the settlements new buildings before
the- court order was issued, and today approximately 40 families reside in the area.

- JERUSALEM: JORDANiS PLAN TO AID W. BANK FAILS

NC170832Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew .0600 GMT -17 Bep 78 NC

[Text] Correspondent Pinhas =Inbari has learned that Jordan has- not succeeded in its
efforts to recruit sufficient amounts of money from the oil countries for the benefit
of institutions in Judaea and Samaria-. _

The budget for the coming year is now being prepared in Jordan and several mayors in
Judaea and Samaria have been asked to refrain, at this stage, from submitting requests
for development projects and from visiting Amman.

Sources in East Jerusalem told our correspondent that the oil countries have apparently
notified Jordan that they .are not willing to pay twice, that is-directly to the munici-
palities and again through Amman.
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The most important thing, which has impressed me up to now, is that Egypt--true, after
the fulfilling of all its demands--is prepared to sign a peace treaty with Israel, to allow
an interim period of 5 years in eveiything involving the future of Judaea, Samaria and
the Gaza Strip; the solution of the Palestinian problem and peace with Jordan, beyond what
Israel has agreed to to date. If it turns out that the problem of the sovereignty over
the territories--if it 'turns out that the future of Jerusalem, first and foremost, the
future of East Jerusalem. and also~the future of the settlements, the footholds, in Judaea
and Samaria and the Gaza Strip, these three things, their problem does indeed remain open
for a decision at the end of the 5 years, I think that this is a great and impressive
achievement. [sentence as heard]

I have no details. Is there an Israeli commitment, of any kind whatsoever concerning the
fate of Jerusalem, concerning the future of the sovereignty over the territories, concerning
the fate of the settlements, the footholds in Judaea and Samaria? If these have remained
open questions on which Israel still has freedom of maneuver with regard to how these
things will. be decided in another 5 years, that is, after peace is made between Egypt and
Israel, after we experience having peace between the main Arab country, Egypt, and Israel--
I regard this as a great achievement. I saw this even before the Camp David conference
and I also wrote about it, as the main direction guaranteeing peace.

{Ram] What about the future of the settlements in the Rafah approaches?

[Rabin] I have the impression that Egypt will present this as a condition and I hear that
the prime minister and the Israeli delegation at Camp David have in fact left this issue
for the Knesset's decision. I. imagine that the problem will be put to the nation and the
Knesset. Will peace rise or fall on this?

[Ram) Professor Arens, what are the main changes which have occurred, as far as we have
heard and as far as the information changes in Mr Begin's, the prime minister's, peace
program, as it was presented in December?

[Arens] Yes. On the basis of what has been reported-up to now, and if I have not forgotten
anything and not made any mistakes, it appears to me that this is: A. In Sinai, the
.withdrawal from the demand for control over the airfields; B. Agreement to the fact that
diplomatic relations will be founded only after the main withdrawal, if I have understood
correctly what has been reported, not with the signing of. the agreement, but only. after...

[Rabin] That was in the peace program prepared by the cabinet... -

[Arens] That peaceful relations would be founded..

[Rabin) Only after... -

[Arens] That may be so. At any rate, I regard this as a concession, because, traditionally,
peaceful relations, diplomatic relations, are established right away with .the signing of
a peace agreement.

,With regard to Judaea. and Samaria, there is an understanding, as was reported, for a halt to
settlement in the area. These are not things we agreed to, or discussed a willingness to
agree -to, beforehand.. .If " -have understood correctly., -there is a willingness to permit

- the Jordanian. police to enter .Judaea and Samaria; there is a willingness to restrict the
IDF presence to certain bases.
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It appears to me that this is the main list of the things which represent concessions onour part, agreement on our part to things we have not previously agreed to, before leavingfor Camp David.

[Ram] What reactions do you expect in your party, in the Herut; in view of the concessions,or the changes, in the peace program? -

[Arens] Yes. That is hard to say at this stage. We have to see all the details., Apparentlya great many things are not yet clear. I would say--on the main issue,'to which I attachno inconsiderable weight--that, at this stage, it is not at all clear, whether Egypt's
willingness to sign an agreement in accordance with that timetable mentioned at Camp David,a peace agreement with us, is this an irrevocable commitment? [sentence as heard] Or, is itdependent on the 'fact that the Jordanians come; that we agree to make additional concessions,
is it dependent on negotiations which are to be held over Judaea and Samaria, with thePalestinians, is this an irrevocable commitment which-will lead Egypt and Israel to a peaceagreement even if no agreement is achieved on the issue of Judaea and Samaria? This is
not clear and it appears to me that it will determine the position or many people.

[Ram] Mr Rabin, do you expect a new political deployment in Israel?

[Rabin] It is still too soon to evaluate. I have no doubt that in several significant
things, Israel, the Cabinet of Israel, has made concessions when compared to the [Likud]
peace program. When the reference. is to Sinai, in fact., all the Egyptian demands have
been accepted, apart from the question of the settlements, which, I have no doubt willstand as a painful and difficult problem facing everyone in Israel, facing all the parties
in Israel, facing everyone of the Knesset members who will have to vote on it when the matter
is put to the Knesset.

[Arens] The speed of the withdrawal fromSinai is also faster than in the original program.

[Rabin] Yes, these are secondary things...

[-Ram] Two or 3 years...

[Rabin] Secondary things. The main problem is that of the settlements in Sinai.

The second question, as I said before, is what, in fact, is Israel committing itself to
today--in the framework agreement on which Egypt makes its signing of a peace agreement
with Israel dependent--with all the details, the main ones-.of which. are connected with
the future of the territories, the fate--of Jerusalem, the-fate of the settlements and
the security arrangements.' I have no doubt that Egypt will not: make peace with Israel before
.a framework agreement is also achieved, not. a declaration of principles, but a framework
agreement which will contain clear words, or, at least, there must be clear words in it;
and the questions to- which I have as yet no answer ar.e what Israel is taking on itself-
with regard to the fate of Jerusalem, with regard to the. problem 'of the sovereignty and
the borders, with regard to the fate of the settlements in the Jordan rift valley, the
Jerusalem area and Gush rEzyor).

[Ram] Professor Arens, we heard that the Egyptian foreign minister, Ibrahim Kamil, has
- resigned in reaction .to this agreement. Is it possible that there may be changes in the
Cabinet of Israel, on the part of ministers, let us assume; on whose flag settlement is
engraved, the need for settlement?
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[Arens] It is very hard to say. First of all, the main minister connected with the.issue
of the negotiations--the defense minister and the foreign minister--were in Camp David and
they are partners in the negotiations and they are also pleased with the results.. Con-
cerning the rest, I am sure that everyone will certainly say that he wants to.see the
details, wants to see all the things agreed on and not agreed on, before he expresses his
view. - -

-Ran] Gentlemen, a last question. Peace is talked of. We hear the-bells of peace. What
is the meaning of peace in the Middle East, in the State-of Israel, after 31 years?

[Arens] I think that, first of all, it is worth emphasizing the decisive question as far
as we are concerned, which is: Is the reference to stable peace, what we call real peace,
when we will no longer have to, face security dangers, or is the reference to another stage
in the moderation of the dispute, when we will still have to be on-our guard? It appears
to me that we mean the second one, even with all the hopes which are linked with that
agreement which has just been signed. Syria, Iraq, the easter front,. the problems in
Lebanon today, it appears to me that we have not yet reached that point where we can begin
to speak about the disbanding of the IDF and of the. end of the need to be on guard,

But, without any doubt, if this agreement brings at least a separate agreement with Egypt
for a moderation of the tension on the southern front, enables us to decrease the forces
we send to that area, this will be a great relief for Israel and Egypt, economically,
a great step toward the fulfilling of some of our dreams in the area. -

[Rabin] Even if peace is achieved, this will not yet be by way of being the actualization
of the ancient vision of the prophets of Israel, since the reference.is to peace with a
section of the Arab world, peace to which time must be given to examine to what extent .
the two, or the three nations, will come closer., those with whom there is at the moment a
chance of reaching peace; to what extent this rapprochement will lead to an erosion in
the warlike motivation of the whole Arab world and will-really create friendly relations.

But there is no doubt that there is in this an opening, an opening for a change in national
preferences, not in the first stage, and: many difficult problems will arise, problems
connected with what is our unity, what is our place in the Jewish world, what will the
Jewish people's link be to the State of Israel when it is at peace; how will this influence
aliya, how will this influence lifestyles in Israel, how will this find its expression in
the new reality we have not yet experienced? There are many questions, few answers.

[Arens] I would maybe add two questions. It appears to me that-these are questions which
each of us will have.to cope with in the coming weeks and months. The first question is;
What is the degree of risk we are taking on ourselves? :What, is. the degree of risk when we
leave the. airfields in Sinai? When we will, maybe,Afor all. that, have to again face the..
need to defend ourselves, and. this. time without those bases.,. and of course there are other
security assets we have conceded. -

The second question is: To what extent will the agreement, if it is signed, restrict the
project of Zionism. Are we entering into a stage in which the project of Zionism will
slow down; will it be seriously restricted; to certain areas of Eretz Yisra'el, or will
we be able to continue .with the omentum and -the impetus of the project-of Zionism?

[Ran] Gentlemen, I thank you very :auch. We are returning to the -news studio in Jerusalem.
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'Ami on Agreement

TA181649Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew .1105 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA
[From the Midday Newsreel]

[Text] Let us begin with the evaluation of someone who was the minister of transport
and communications until the beginning of the week; i4e~ir 'Amit; who is today one ofthe leaders of the SHAY movement. [begin recording]

[Question] Mr oAnit, let us open with a personal .question. .In fact, less than an hourago you took leave of the staffof the ministries over which-you were in charge, withyour resignation having come, among other things, against the background of what wasthappe on the political plane. In view of last night's events, do you regret thisstep you took?

[Answer] l do not regret it but there is not doubt that today I had mixed feelings atthe farewell party. I said tony friends at work that I would have had mixed feelings inany event, how' uch more so after the signing of the framework agreement. Here there isno question of regret; when you enter the road of politics. of.statesmanship, forces workon you over which you have no con.rol. To get down to basics, there is no doubt that Iregret the fact that I am leaving the Ministry of Transport at the beginning of a processwhich i developed, which I began;. many beginnings, .many hopes,. the same goes for the. Ministryof Communcations, maybe even more They are standing at the threshold of a new era andI have musings, of course, about this., but, as I said, when you begin to be a politician,in .quotes--I am a very"smaJ politician--you run along a track and thats the situation,
(Question] Do you not also regret the fact that you are resigning at the beginning of thepeace process?

[Answer] I said, I mentioned that.,,

[Question] You said- the process in the ministry..-

[Answer No, I said how much ore, in view of what happened this morning. By the way, Ibelieve, I do not know details, only what I hQr oyer. the commiunications media, I believethat there has been a real breakthrough here, that is, that it. is not a. technical, matterbut'a substantive one I thirk that the hard decision was made by As-Sadat consideringthe fact that. he will- have to stand up against the .Arab wor.d. I estimate. that Saudi Arabiahas stood at his side, .othera se he would not have -done it or,at least,- only tacitly--and I estimate that Saudi A rbia .supported him in view of. what is occurring in Iran--buthe will have a.nroblm in the Arab world, a much more difficult problem than that Beginwill have with all kins of dmestic rebels' because; in the final analysis, and I havealways said this, if aryone can tae a concession here, it is Begin; if anyone has strength, -domestic and poltca strengmc oa the national level to do this, it is Begin and I amvery happy, I very mch admire--his orning I. Sent a cable to the prime minister, a cableof adf.iration andhope because of what has happened, admiration for what has happened andhope for .what still should haBnen_ and today I am' hapty Justd'ri as
If I may add to this -- am h Y just as is every good Jewish citizen,Ip s not something static, 'it is dynamic.. :It will be .possible toacsiepeit if an at.osphr= -s created, if cooperation is created arid-both the. Ministry. ofTransport and the Ministry of Comunications have a k y rpleinthis process, Ye il--we,.I say--but you, in the Ministr of Transport and the iistry ofComimniocations, will bethe spearhead, the arrowhead o this process . t i y C c o l
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Whether it .will be flights to Cairo or ground transport or a regional communications center,
all these things will not only be a result of peace but components of the road to peace,
important components which will guarantee the success or the achievement of peace.

[Question) Would you like to return to the cabinet today? -

[Answer] That is a hypothetical qgestion. It is not a matter of personal desire.

[Question] The faction could decide on this, the party....

(Answer] The party -will discuss and examine and this matter has several aspects. I would
like to say that it is true that the external political issues were a part of. the factors
in the decision, because we always said that they were all interlinked, but the part which
was no less important, maybe more important,. was the way. in.which the cabinet functions.
and how it deals with domestic problems and I: was very unhappy about it. I fought over
this for the whole year. I think that these are things that are very substantive. The
approach here must change. The prime minister--maybe, today, after he frees himself from
the great mission, he will become partly free, he will be able to devote a greater effort
to the domestic matters. Our domestic affairs require very much improvement,.very much -
attention and, in my view, a change of values and changes in the establishment so that,..
if you ask me if I resigned on the foundations of the external problems, I would say both
on the basis of this and of the fact that there has been no progress over the year. I
am happy that the elements, the different elements at Camp David, including As-Sadat-- -
I never said that the matter was unilateral--but our forces, too--we made no few concessions.

[Question] Maybe. we will come to that sphere. How do you feel about the details agreed
upon at Camp David? The chances? Are there also risks as well-as chances?

[Answer] As I said, I am not in on the details, but there is no doubt that the fact that,at least, as it is reported, that we made a full concession in Sinai. This also has security
significance. I do not know how much was decided--how much attention was devoted to the
matter of demilitarization. I regard this as being of prime importance, the matter of
demilitarization. I do not know what happened about Sharm ash-Shaykh and other questions
which are hard for me to deal with, but there is no doubt that in Sinai we made a significant
concession. This--it may be--this loss may come out as the cost of the peace process, which
is a no less important component in the security factors.

[Question] .In another 2 weeks, or within 2 weeks, you will be asked as will all the other
members of Knesset, to decide on the fate of settlements in the Rafah approaches. What is
your positioh. -;

[Answer] I will determine my position after receiving further information. I regard the -
peace process as being of prime imoortance. I, as I said, if this is real peace--and.I
believe that As-Sadat wants that, I believe it, I always said so--I want to consider the
matter seriously. This does not mean that we have to throw the settlements out. In yj
view, if there is a positive atmosphere it will be possible to find a modus vivendi on this -
matter, too. Altogether, when we begn to live together, things will look different.

[Question] What about what was- agreed and achieved concerning Judaea and Samaria? * j

/{
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appears from the problems in this issue. I think that whatpe ars fr sm th information I have today, the exist in settlem eas evedthe re wil a be

'no new settlements, the IDF is in key Po i i natgll b ~ s b o e t r J a n asi t i
th i h bi an swill. be able to run their li es a o mu a W ih ap e s ac ptble toen rme, completely, and Z will su runherlives, a formula whichi-e t ne Jordan and.

" l ei rt it ith all my heart, appears acceptable to-[end recording]

- .. yl Yadin nterviewed - -TA1812 3 2 Y Jerusalem Domestic erv ce in Heb

[Promthe idd rw 115 GMT 18 S-ep '78 TA[-rom the Midday Newsreel]

[Interview with Deputy Prime Minise ialYdnb18 September-=recorded 
ster Yigael Yadin by Zevi Lidar in Jerusalem on

[ Text] [ Ques tion]poeso 
Ydn[geement reached i.osno Yadin what details do you know at this staen Washington? 

S about the
[Answer ] Today t10 hpublicized TnaC at 1800 the full version of all the documents signed there will be

Iwe have noWecie ashington and Israel., hnwd nssge hr ilb

P b i i in r c i r o , y a het , ~a n s r e T h e n w e , .t o o , w i l l , k n o w ' m a n y d e t a i l s t h a tthis I can sa reat ie d I assume that we will receive them before 1800 .d e pt forbroadcasy at the moment,. and I will not hem es ta18tis morning on the rai get into additioa ..ais Exaceat forsmeats will be frozen for radio that the agreement aSrni Years--this is not true apparently states that the settle-

is and we will learn this at 1800. Except for this I thinno thatiis uteca htone issue thtawas not agreed on there will be brought to the t reciclaus
correctly, and m eans the settlements in the Rafah a pr Knesset for a decision--this

c r e t Y,' this means that if a declaration is acce ted in he spi i othisad tdesire--and I do .not fadelrioisaccepted ipochn If I understand"
now, or within 10 or 20 nwwehrthsmasta hi h prto As-Sadatis
eJrani yet know whether this means that the settlements should be evacuatedw o r d i n 1 0on t , 2 y e a r s l t h e n t a k i n g i n t o c o n s i d e r a t i o n t h e - e ev a c u a t eth Israel, 

.pt will be prepared to get into amework agreem ceSet 
tonthi 

negotiations an peaceAccording to this'Ploaic rl agreent at a certain stage during the' process of evacuation

the aree e tio retels beides t abshe d a dIn other words, the Knesset will have to

d eh e o n t o e c r e e i s , b s d s t h g e n e r a l d i s c u s s i o n o f c o u r s e a b o u t e n o r i n
t h e .a h a p p r no t' w h e t h r t o e v a c u a t e a t t h i s s t a n o c o u r e et ee n s i n 'his a s a-rIaches der Eg tansvrgty aae or to leave the settlementsin -

thement, aillnb in favor then Israel. getting into details at '-
and -Egypt will sign a bilateral

Wheestion] he are ta . rleneare they saying that diplomatic 
established with Egelt°Aswer] I think. that when the daedions c l bih

l There are two stages f t t ae pulic at 1800 that this will becoine

f l o e Y a c e r t a i n s t a v e c o n n e c t e d w i t h r e c o g n iti 0  T h e re i age n d 
'tg . a l ~ ~ 'rdo not want to go into detinition This will be .relations will be founded Thisth s at this moment--tat ew isna e stageTs is a matter of athaen it arrives diplomatic

'uestion.) There is c s ' aa1 ens a gsubect that requires clarifications
J hudaea and S i nt n Washington? In other words -t there a le nk between

J~ d e a n d S a r i a i s n o t i m:p l e m e n t e d - l e t Uxs s a y t h a ' i g .t h a e f u e t n e ' w
this have an influence from te point of vie eythat King agy p t egarding

eW of relations w.-th Egyp-t? to ener-

°i;
. ,''j
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[Answer] I cannot give you an answer but I can tellnecessary to reach the framework agreement in ever ythinu what I understand. It was
and Jordan as a condition for the biaee a en in evrtig Pertaining to Judaea, Samaria -approaches issue. The mon t laeral agreement and in connection with the Rafah

apprache isue. he otient an agreemenb was achieved on this subect,'then the issueof peace between us and Egypt is not subect to the negotiatiss there. This is how Iunderstand the state of affairs'at this moment.

[Question] Let us now refer to the content of the agreements, that is, what was Published

moderate members of the ogreements Do you think that the price is too heavy, as some
modeatememersof he pposition have expressed?

[Answer] At this eoent I, like everybody else, I may say, have not had enough time not
only to peruse the documents carefully but to consider this thing. tHoweverg geellytthink this was a first-rate achievement for theoeide sing. toweveri generally Iable to say-i c-nrs ehp hto h overnment since today. it is really poss- -ibdayo aoYn-in contrast perhaps to that euphoria prevailing after As-Sadatis visit here--
today in a concrete and not a hypothetical manner, that if we decide to go this way then
we have a separate peace with Egypt. This is a great thing. What is the price for a
separate peace with Egypt? Everybody will have to give an account to himself on this
with utmost earnestness.

[Question] What is the account you give to yourself? ..

swerhic I caubgive you a final answer yet. However, I think that every reasonable
price which is subject to all defense arrangements is xorth pain foreteesnawit
Egypt. I will thirc about a final answer to this istor paying for a settlement with
Generally speaking, this is my feeling at the mmenuestion after I consider the details.

:'!oreover, I want to say that the framework agreement regarding Judaea and Samaria is in
fact a great achievement of ours since it is based, like. the Sinai issue, on the govern-men's peace plan. There areall kinds of variations here. There, too, [at Camp David]we did not say that that was the dinal word. We said let us conduct negotiations. There
were many details that had to be .discussed.; Hoeet'picpenmlhvn 

h
5 years of autonomy thtolHfe h - owever, thie principle, namely; having the
determinoed, that inanyncase, afrom the ese 5 years will the'sovereignty question besptseriedon that nayhe from he fense point of view, the IDF will be in thosespots agreed on, that there will be some sort of a link with Jordan--all these issues are
detailed in the autonomy plan and from this point of view I regard this as a great achieve-meat.

[Question] There is also a clause about the settlements...

[Yadin] I have told you that the clause of settlements, as broadcast, s not corect.The .ituation is completely different However, at this. moment when I am talking. with
you I cannot 'detail, it. It will be Ino*, at 1800.'

[Question] Could you generally say whether there is a concession on the subject ofsettlement?

[Answer ] It is difficult for .e to give you the answer. The mattef' is connected with acertain timing..I cannot elaborate at he o omentswer recording]

Peres Interviewee1

TA18172 5 y' Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1105 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA
[From the Midday Newsreel ]

[Text ] We invited PK Shimnon Peres to oar Tel Aviv studio at noon. Our correspondentfor party affairs is talking with him.
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[Sara Frankel] Mr Peres, in the light of the announcements nd publications so far regardithe framework agreement that was signed--what are, in your opinion, the positive andnegative points in this agreement?

[Answer] First, the positive points, The very fact that there is peace, this is the
positive and important point that puts all other considerations in shadow. Moreover, in
my opinion, we should consider what could have happened if we had not reached- a peace
settlementl The Midle East would have entered a state of chaos and Israel would have
found itself, isolated in the world. In every oiia iuto n hudcn~ewhat was achieved and what was prevented. y Political situation one should considerwas achieved. Second, I believe that e. What was prevented is part of the thing that- Middle East, will open horizons of econoc andl sociald developmentiffet willenable thepeoples to defend their independence, will lead to the building of large development enter-prises. As you know I have always believed that it is possible to reach a settlement withAs-Sadat even when it is only he who conducts the negotiatons I am happy shat this iswhat happened.

[Question] But?

[Answer] Without but. The price no, the painful things, I am not getting into thisnow--we will read the documents and reacte pislet ha we geuthe inai isPeace is a great thing but we should not forget thatethis we gave up the Sinai airfields,Arab world and we should be very particular about the defense options ofwthe state.f Itewas agreed in fact to return the entire sovereigty in the Sinai so the settlements thatalready exist there. will be under Egyptian sovereity in S iio the prem forJudaea and Samaria is also very high. Thn sor ignty. In my opinion, the price for p
a ccording to this settlement has turned intoa temporar in hiding this. The autonomyplanyears there will in fact be an independent Arab rule with considerable independence.- I do
not know the precise word that will be used for this but it does not make that much of a
difference, because there are 700,000 Arabs there with an elected self-rule and with strong
national desires and with the support of the outside world. The police duties will be
handed over to Arab hands,. the .IDF presence will be limited to only a nuber of positions--.these are certainly far-reaching concessions.

[Question] This means, as I gather from your words, that to0 little was achieved, or that
it was too late.

[Answer] At this moment, I am not giving out grades, I must see the overall picture.
Neither am I dealn with hypothetica .situations. You asked me what were the positivepoints, and I certainly see some positive points; you asked me whatte price was, and Itold you what the price was.

[Question] In your estimation, what is te
Party focus--or where will it focus--its discussion In other words, where are the weakspots which the Labor Party will.have to faceu

SAnswer] Obviously they are with respect. to the Rafah approaches and the fate of the
settlements respect tth entire witherespect to the future of Judaea and Samaria. Notso much with respect to the entire Judaea andSamaria area, because the autonomyplan.letus not for et thi-^ to th'9 ores

,. - - --

.- t' -- ---
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We will also have to see what exactly is in the agreement with reference to Jerusalem, thathas not yet been publicizedewhether there is an agreement, or whether there is none--butas I said when As-Sadat came tovisit Jerusalem, we are in- no opposition to peace.
[Question] I would like to read to you a few lines from a member of t e. Eliyahu Speiser, who said that he will ufcond fotmanmle suof teemarty bureau, gem
being the best .thing that.has happened to Israe an spport the agreement, the agreement
Eliyahu Speiser, and notyosi San , for example, but specifically Speiser? How, in
your opinion, does it happen that people who are considered, let us say, as hawks, orpeople who are doves regard this agreement as a breakthrough, let us call it?
[Answer] I am very glad that this is Speiser~s opinion, but in every democratic party thereare various opinions and each person must see the whole picture. Thus, it is impossible,
for example, to separate the achievement of peace and its price. These are not two separatethings, they are one comprehensive thing, and when a person makes an overall summary, hecan reach either this or another conclusion. After all, we are not dealing with imagesbut with decisions and these--as we have always claimed-eare difficult and must be madedespite the price involved.

(Question] Following the signing of the framework agreement. and the ensuing debate whichwill take place in the Knesset--and in general it seems that all .the parties and the entirepolitical system will discuss this issue in the next few months--in lightiof this,hdoeyoue
foresee any turbulence within various parties? n

[Answer From a certain point of view, I think that the decision made at Camp David put
an end to the political polarizationwiheitd OboulteLidisolngr 

hait used to be and what you read from Eliyahu S eield. Oviously the Likud is no longer what
read from other m ses words we would probably be able torafrmohrparty members in other places as well.-

aQuestion] yes, of course, At this very moment, for example, a meeting is taking place* at ;IIfl Gerula Kohenrs place, taking the other extreme; of course..

[Answer] Yes, and I assume that if it had been the Alinement which had made such anagreement, certainly Mr Begin and his colleagues would have attacked it, but this is notthe consideration, as I have said before. There will' certainly be a discussion in ourparty. Today the bureau is convening and I do not foresee crises in the Labor Party. Weave been educated in making great decisions and have never demanded of others things thatwe ourselves cannot carry out. We have argued for peace and for security. I, for example,an very happy that. Mr Beedn wl now enjoy th suppait of the Peace Now Movement; perhapsthe movement itself indeed fulfilled a certain role in this issue. So, on the one handthere is an end to the national polarization even though, of course, there are still variousmarginal activities.

[Question] Do you thik that in general our political system is. constructed in .such a'way that it can accept a peace agreement?-

Answer) I never doubted this for even a moment. i believe that it is easier for us asJews to stand up agaiorct bg things than to .cope with everyday life. We are a nation ofgreat historic decisions a nation which encounters difficulties in everyday life. .I. assume- th rtt the bigacdhisir_ will be accpted r or thegreatness of it-, both regarding its. greatnesswith respect to uthe achievement and regarding ts price and its sorrows, and in niy opinion' cshe course f our history should have been redirected toward peace, and I am glad that-thischange has taken place, This is my basic, deep feeling.
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oQunegatively hat is, whatever happens, you think that this is an historic hour--positivel
[Answer] I did not 

-

thn Ieu idntaY: whatever happens. Even when one makes eeoems
the sect needs., and I have also described with utmost restraintthe security probleorget

.that might arise.'

[Question] Thank you, Mr Peres.

Horowitz Worried
TA181308Y Jerusalem-Domestic Service in Hebrew 1105 GMT 18 Se 7

in~ Herw10 M 8SP 78 TA[From the Midday Newsreel]

oIn1t8e v embe re and Industry Minister Yigarel Horowitz by Zevi Lidar in Jerusalem

on1 etme~recorded]

[Text] Miise
S Question inister Horowitz, this morning when I called

were, you said you did not know. Does this mean that yo are yot at d paced 
'ihwa aachieved in Washington? You are not ao You how you

Peace with what was1
[Answer] Yes. I mwrid!jAn sr j Y s. I am w orried , and I am w orried although I assume that io inty and we still do not know the whole pict ug. I assume that Beformation is frag-

Mr Weinman, when they arrive here, will report to u; and we't erdtal bu hU.S. involvement in or influence on the decisote withh
I~1 ama 

dorried 
first abutth

I am worried first about the Sinai. The fact that As-Sadat demands that we remove the

settlements from the Sinai--.if this is true then it i d c t s t a i p a e i t ni n rnot true This is ss trueiPth then it indiae wea remov th
he not want to have Jewscerif they agredn the Egpta soerta hi peace intentions are 'ists tron This isd so sine titeyen t Egyptia soverei ty over the Sinai why shouldient ons, t o ave Jess .a condition. to Sinai This is not clear to me. If he in-it onhis ac peace, then I put a question mark next to his peaceintention -
[Question] You are not ready to accept this condition? -
[Answer] It is very hard for me to d i e wt
and e will not view this as a mat e r on p vetoKn s eth t Be g v e on t
matter as he thinks; 

oconfidence--thatieer 
gnse ebrvtso hsa

[Question] What about. theft heSni;r,'
n the agreement? - e fate o the Sinai airfields? How do you relate to this chapter

[Answer] I view our ighto settle in the SSinai, as a natura r ight vh c s h rd t e j3in s As ke r th ai f e ds t i isclear military matter and it is di-ficult for metoexpres kep a e inis t is is(Qesio I press anopinion on this matter. °[Q )to]I we say--and tieston I tl ths is what transpires rom the c edit from Washington--that the
i s s ur o f s t t e e n s i n~ k th a ta w h e n a ~ e s~A - a a i c o n d i t i o n f o r p e a c e , .d o I c o r r e c t l yjnou will prefer -atsitu en you reach the point of votipeace, di I co t ltheirr plce no..peace and to lev h a tng about this matter that !youir wll re fea ao leave the Ra t'a approaches settlements in

tner] Ask me this ater
hard for me to digest that the report of our delegation in the United States.hd r e i gb eshat i have to remove the settlements and return the settlerstQtetion What aboundares
[Qestion] hat about the framework agreement with regard to Judea and Samaria?
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(Answer] I do not know for sure what was decided. However, if it was correctly reported
that Jewish settlement in Judaea and Samaria will be forbidden--it is very hard for me to
put up with this.

[Question] Despite the fact that the prime minister, who is known for his loyalty to
Judaea and Samaria, and Mr Weinman and Mr Dayan supported this?

[Answer] I mention this again. I want to know what is the degreeof involvement of the
Americans in this decision. I want to hear about this and only then will I be able to
say clear things to you. -

[Question] In other words, you believethat the three personages representing us at Camp
David could not face and hold out against the U.S. pressure?

[Answer] It may be that."they' reached the. conclusion [words indistinct] that the U.S.
involvement was massive and things were put in such a way that we will all have to discuss
things anew. However, I want first to know what was said there.

[Question] Do you then believe that the price that was paid was too high?

[Answer] Yes, very high.

[Question) Mr Horowitz, .do you not rely on the leading triumvirate that was at Camp
David?. - -

[Answer] I thought and still think that this is the best delegation the Israeli Government
had for these difficult and complicated negotiations. Nonetheless, I reserve the right
for myself to notify you only after hearing the details. I, as .I have said--it is hard
for me to accept the removal of the settlements from the Sinai and even more so to accept
that Jews will not be able to settle in Judaea and Samaria.

[Question] You are known as one of Dayan's confidants and friends. Moshe Dayan upheld .
this agreement. This morning he said on the radio that it is for this in fact, in order
to reach this agreement, that he joined the present government.

[Answer) I 'Joined this government not for this reason. I wanted peace but I imagined
peace with different conditions. With all my appreciation of Moshe Dayan, i do not
always accept his positions. [end recording -

ei mn n rviewed ' .

TA181622Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1200 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Text] This morning correspondent Dan Shilon spoke in Washington with Defense Minister
'Ezer Weiznan. [begin videotape] --

[Question] Mr Defense Minister, what- does this day mean to you?

[Answer] I have had many great days in my life: days of war; days'of successes; days
'of 'failures. I think this day is the.beginning of something. which is, perhaps,- an essential
change in our way of life in Eretz Yisra'el. If we indeed succeed on that path that we
started last night, 'the path of achieving peace first with Egypt and then, I hope; with
the other countries, we have perhaps, we hope, succeeded in achieving a part of a new
way of life, one that we have been seeking for many years.
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ISRAEL
One ha to balysready for war one has to be always ready to defend what we belivinroevera has peace can be achieed, this is above everything. I believe that the-ap David in the last 2oeks-Ifor almost a year, the peak of which has taken place at
Cao p a vid li n Z~ek. I think" ha this is m r th n the begin ~ing" 6f a wayor accomplishing a different- form and way of e in the Middle East. 

estion] you tried to put it in words of your own--you have accumulated to your

credit, I believe, more hours of meetings with the Egyta prsdn hnan te alleader has in th east--does Ep de egytian president th bs other sraeliare still hidden even. in the pesentda dgemr?pecdsiealteotcesht

(Answer] I think it does"[Answern t thi t efe s; I thought so during all the recent months. I expressed my
pinion to that effect on television on the radio and in the press. I think that thegyptian president is really and honestly seeking ad he has, nat hi s ownaspirations desires, demand and problm I h peace. He has, naturally, hi ownte moment we have proof of this. Irobhem I have always believed thisadItikt

o f a l t e h avbem p o o f t hs I P h e , i n s p i t e o f a p r o f h s a v e a n d t i n k v ie
ad roblems t get r which I wont go into at the moment t pyand signed together with the Israeli prime minister, and with the blessingnof the U S* President I think this means he is a valiant mani thin it t e lwith him, If the deal is peace, I favor doing business with him. - pays to deal

[Question] Mr Defense Minister, in the course of, the last fe'ots tsesta ohave been the most concilit t feprmonth t e o os
ary in the Israeli leading trio, Have some fyu poas"

indeed been. adopted at the Camp David conference? 
*eo yu

[Answer I do not accept the term conciliatory I did have my opinion, and I dont think
manner thanthe others. may have expressed dy view in a clearer, louder and more. lucid
the Egptians. It was proved, in act thathere was a chance to reach a settlement withagainst the background of in Irelain f ith I have been right. All this was certainlycreated, ea s d i my relations with the president of Egypt, the relations I have

craeestablished with my counterpart, War' Minister al-.aai eivewhv ecea turning point in the relations between us and a art of the Arab world eae wethave re hed
or planes. Tere wy o oubt and not necessarily through the sights of guns, cannonsmpaneaircrThere is no doubt that we shall have to maintain many gunsights, cannons andmany aircraft, before we are assured of the knowledge that thisis indeed the way. Hencethe IDF will have to continue being that IDF it has been for a long time to come,. I h

h o w e v e r , I b e l i e v e d , y s i n c e t hpe r a p s e a b l t g r a d u a l l y r e le n t a l i t t l e A s f o re
be perhaps a ray .of light, the day the the president of Egypt in Jerusalem, that this mayproved that there is a chanceng of a road, and I thinil the Camp David conference

[Question] You are saying that we shall need even more planes and troops to defend theborder of Israel. We agreed to give up one of the airbases s an o ten.y herstand better than anyone else the meaning of an airfield at'Ezyon. oU certainly under-to give up such a field? Y How come y

[Answer] ook, Dan, first of all the term to. you are. in the midst of negotiati - give up is not the right one be
it is not -Ezyon only,- Thers is anotr and take,. you discuss and you consider, and:.iat spaces- o theSii Thers aother field, there are even more fields, there are the
vast spaces. of the Sinai, There are contours aand forms of toi1 between us and the Egyptians. -
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The problem is whether between us and the Egyptians today there will indeed be a trust,relations, whether there will be open roads, open tourism, whether there will t, Jointprojects, diplomatic relations and whether there will be understanding. If yes, thenthis is worth a lot of space. Sometimies it is even worth an airfield.

(Question] With your permission let us go back to .the Camp David summit. It seems-thatyou have etwithPresident as-Sadat--also at the Camp David summit--more often than anyother Israeli. What was the dtmosphere? Tell us something about the contents that have". been so hidden-from us inthe last few days;

[Answer] It wont do to make too mch of a mystery of Camp Davidt I think--first of all,I must point out that President Carter amazed me. I saw him, I met him once...,

[Question] The question this time was about President as-Sadat.

[Answer) You1ll excuse me, a moment. There was also another president there. There wasalso one prime minister. The stage was shared with quite a few partners. I have to pointout that President. Carter made a great impact on me. I discovered a wise, quick, brave,keen person, a person positively aggressive, and, as the prime minister put it, itwan't Camp David, it was camp Jimmy Carter.

My relations with As-Sadat did not begin and they did not end at Camp David. They arevery interesting; I do not want to analyze them. I think they are chiefly based on ae
certain mutual trust. What we agreed upon, what we talked about in the past, we did notreiterate to each other. It was nothing of any great importance. But a kind of sedimenthas been created oi'.trust between two relatively adult .people--he is older than I am--who deal in essential polical andi security issues of two nations, which have been engagedfor 30 years in a great debate. Since the day I met him in Jerusalem, and during those timesI was with him in Egypt, and in Salzburg recently, we found a common language. We have notalways agreed This was manifested also at Camp David. If here and there there was somesubject that got, hung up >on a trivial point--no little because of my relations with him--I managed to put through things that I thought would be perhaps impossible to put through.I wont say that everything was bilt on the relationship, God forbid. But I do also hopethat the relationship that has developed between us, arid I definitely hope between ourprime minister and the president of Egypt, will be part of the landscape; not only somehill, some tank, some plane or some distance, or this or that relation. But indeed relationsbetween people will perhaps bring about more understanding; .

I merely want to: point out one thing, and I have to emphasize it all the time: The Israelination should know that we maintain the IDF on a high standard, and it will still take along time before we reach the conclusion that we can reduce the number of training.days, theyears and months of service. I hope we shall see a time when Israelis- will have to. fight.less and build their land -more. But this will not be tmorow or thei day after tomorrow.

-.Question.] Mr Weiznman, what is to be expected in the State of Israel as of tomorrow .The agreement speaks of concessions, the agreement speaks of airfields, of rural settle-ments, it speaks of an inte'im period, of an agreement the Knesset should decide uponwithin 2 weeks. What lies in store for the State of Israel in the next 2 weeks?
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I think that the scope and the nature of the task we dealt with contributed to the
fact that all those things that in. a normal and open life cause--what did you call it--disharmony--here, at Camp David there was complete harmony.

[Question] Mr Defense Minster, th you very much. [end videotape]

Dayan nterviewed

TA181442Y Jerusalem Domestic Televisi n Service in Hebrew 1200 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA
[Text) We will now broadcast an interview with Foreign Minister Dayan. [begin videotape]
[bayan] In the long run there is no difference, that is, there is no contradictionbetweenouir before which i greement. However, it does have elements that
were not tare before, which are not contradictory but which were added to themytno plan, and second, the contents of the plan at the moment are not the realplan but a framework agreement which will have to be filled with content. t

[Question] Looking at the other agreement, how far is it from the plan proposed bythe prime minister?P prosdbj

s- vis E ne i question which s totally different from our peace proposal
vis-a-is gypt: The Egyptian condition of the removal of the settlements.. They are.talking about the removal of the settlers and not the buildhesetlent Tere.

. in the buildis -adi diint h otebidngs --we are not interestedinm uilings--and in addition to this of the 'Ezyon airfield which we assumed would -remain a military airfield. From the Egyptian point of view, for this agreement to be-implemented the settlers have to leave, the settlements have to be vacated and the rEzyon.
airfield mut cease* to be a military airfield. It. can be. a civilian airfield. 'I doubt ?if this means an Israeli civilian airfield. Perhaps it will be something in between.
Of course when we talk. about the difference between leaving the settlements according to
our basic plan and their removal according to this proposal, thi.s is also accompanied bythe security arrangements that would have had to accompany the settlements wer our planaccepted--Israeli security arrarge:nts.a

[Question] To what extent are the two documents interdependent and to what extent* does each stand in its own right?

[Answer] This is a question to which I do not know the answer for the time being.However, since today two separate agreements were signed ,, they apparently do not dependon each other, i the Egyptians are willing to implement the agreement with respectto Judaea and Samaria, even to begin its implementation, that is, to conduct negotiationswithout ma.kingthis dependent on the second agreement--the Sinai agreement--then this ispossible. From a practical point of view I am unsure of how they will behave on thismatter, especially since they would lie Jordan to Join this agreement, and:I do notknow if Jordan will Join So, if Jordan does not Join and the Egrptians do not. showa willingness to behn to ilement this agreement, then there. will 'only be theIsraeli side d-lnle the other side--to which the Palestinian representatives will beJoined-will not be there, Apparently, there are two different agreements: it ispossible to idlemect the agreement with respect to Judaea and Samaria, even if theKnesset passes a decision not to remove the settlements in the Rafah approaches,. 
"resulting -in the agreement with Egypt not becoming valid. a -

[Question) As for the application f'the agreement with respect to Judaea and Samaria:To what extent is its application dependent on the degree of Jor'dan's participation?
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[Answer] I wouldntt want to give any exact predictions at the moment. People will havereservations, exceptions, they will be sorry, and they will argue. There is no doubt thatthis constitu~tes an essential change in the way of life of the State of Israel. There area number of very basic decisions that we have to make, both.from the public view and the
military view. The IDF, for example. I am returning home tomorrow. Be innin view afthe
tomorrow, we- shall sit down and see what the meaning o on dayafter .
has vast implications for the IDF, for all its arms, both on pthetical decision is. This
Some arms will be affected more, some less. There will certainly be arguments between
us, There will be the basic question the settlements in Sinaiw e
to decide; the Knesset will have to decide. Therewill.be argns The nation will have
question, really, is whether the settlement between us and theEgyptians will calso bring
in the Jordanians, perhaps also the Syrians, not today or tomorrow, perhaps the day after
tomcrrow. The question is whether we shall really consolidate one front that will be calm
for many years, how it will affect our econoy, the society, how it will affect the youth
that will develop in Israel.

I said earlier: The chief problem in the State of Israel is to consolidate a Jewish,Zionist, Israeli state, as you, Dan aet I desire. We all have questions and we allhave arguments and we have not found yet where we are erring, where we can improve, whereasw can do much healthier things, so that our nation can really be a light for the nationsas we would like, a light for us, not only for the goyyim, Quite often it is darknessalso for us. I hope that this move will bring about an essential change on the Egyptianfront. This does not only mean the Egyptian front from a purely military point of view,'of a tank versus tank and plane versus tank, but whether we really can find a commonlanguage with 40 million Egyptians, with all the risks and all the vast possibilities that
are contained in a common life in the Middle East region, from Gibraltar, North Africa,
Morocco and through to Bab al-Mandab, to Iran, Afghanistan and Saudi Arabia. After all,we are 3 million in a huge edifice. Shall we be fighting all our lives? Maybe yes. If.so, please. But it is perhaps also worthwhile to try to see how it is possible to livehere. I thinkit .would be worthwhile to try, and we are in the process ofa trial. Thisprocess began here with the sign.ing of an agreement between the Israeli prime minister,the. president of Egypt and the President of the United States. The question is how weshall make use of it. I think that great possibilities are hidden in this.

[Question] The last question refers to the internal relations -in the Israeli Cabinet,Recently there has been talk of a certain disharmony.. You, too, have been mentioned inthat connected,. as Mr Disharmony. gow would 'you 'explain what' is happening at Camp pavidregarding the harmony and the coon work in view' of what is s in store now

wer] Everything is' tops. I ca evren say, in several spheres better than expected.Maybe it is the atmosphere. of trees all.around us';"We were hardly able to see' the sky,"all is green, the intimacy. But I thi.nk it is more than that. I think it is foremostthe feeling of the three of us t im nste, the a dand all the rest of the team, especially Dr Baraq, for example. 'Aharon Baraq, who: madean extraordinary contribution tc the entire subject. Major General Tamir, Me ir Rosenne,all the people who were sitting, and we were all the time together, we were eating,talking, playing, thinking, fretting, worrying together, closed and locked up,

. I,
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LAnswerj The peace agreement that is to come after the 5 years stands on its own.
That is to say, we have two things: one is the determination of another regime in
Judaea and Samaria--a regime based on the abolition of the military government and every-
thing else involved. This does not have to cease after 5 years. But the agreement also
talks about a peace treaty and this is not to be drawn up with the Arabs of the territories.
It does not depend, therefore, on the abolition of the military government. 'A peace
treaty exists only between states and we do not want to view the Arabs of the territories
as another country. .Therefore, the peace tMeaty should be drawnupbetweenus and Jordan.
So here we have an overlap in.the timetable. As for.the settlement referring to the
autonomy: stage A refers to 5 years, and at the same time it is agreed that after 5
years peace will be signed with Jordan. But let us say. that Jordan does not agree to
sign a peace agreement with us after 5 years. This does not mean that the settlement
regarding the Arabs of the territories, will not remain valid.

[Question] To conclude, could you tell us, Mr Dayan, what your personal feeling is as
a person who for -many years has been invol7ved in negotiations with the Arabs--after
the signing of the agreement tonight?

[Answer] Are you asking a personal question or a public one? If it is a personal
question it is a little. uncomfortable. It is easier to answer from a public point of
view--that is-, my feeling as the person involved and so forth. Well, there is no
doubt that this proposal for an agreement is a pinnacle compared to all the interim
agreements and we have exhausted the whole dictionary--a cease-fire, armistice .separation -
of forces, limitation of forces and so forth--but I want to say something to the heart
of the matter if we have another couple of minutes.

Throughout the whole of the past year when for the first time we talked about a real
peace agreement it was my position--and I stated it publicly--that we. must fully. clarify
under what conditions we can achieve a real peace with the Arabs, and in this case with
Egypt. Not a declaration of principles and not [word indistinct] but to really know
what will happen to the settlements and what will happen in Judaea and Samaria and so
forth. If and when we learned this, and this is one of the big successes--perhaps not
ours but of U.S. President Carter--here we are talking about a total .normalization of
relations including diplomatic relations and so forth. [sentence as heard] Whenwe know .
what is being proposed to us and the quid pro quo, so that we can say this is the peace
that we are being offered and this is what we have to pa'y,-then we have to decide
whether we are prepared or not. This time I. am very pleased that the .decision on this
matter will be in the hands of the people. We do not have the practice of holding
referendums. .- Therefore, it will be in the hands of the Knesset. '.I am very pleased
about this even in its own right. I can see the whole of the. house of Israel sitting and
discussing this during the next 2 weeks. Those who sit on their balconies on the Sabbath
and gossip and so forth--everyone, with his family and children will ask himself whether
we should do this or- not. This time the people in Israel will have to think about this
as will the parties and the newspapers and the people and their families. Is it worthwhile
or not? Should we pay the price or not? This is one of the difficult decisions but one
of the real tests. Compared to all the things that we deal with during the year this is
one of the most basic questions and:it is a good thing that it is being thrown to the
people. You will thirk and I will think and in the end we will have to decide. This is
what is being offered us this year, within the next 3 months, and this is the price.
Are we ready or not?

[Question] What is your assessment? Will they accept it? - -

[Answer] I do not know. [end videctape-
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Begin nterviewed

TA182105Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1900 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Interview with Prime Minister Menahem Begin by correspondents Dan Shilon and Eli Nissan .
in Washington--videotaped]

[Text] First, a special interview with the prime minister. Mr Begin says that it is not
true that Israel has agreed to a joint Jordanian-Israeli rule over Judaea and Samaria and

-that the- only army that will be in Judaea and Samaria even after the period of 5. years
will be the IDF. At the same time, the prime minister recommended having joint Jordanian-
Israeli guards to guard the border. Mr Begin says that there is no total freezing of
settlement, but that in the next 3 months no new settlements will be established.

In a special interview with our U.S. correspondents Eli Nissan and Dan Shilon, the prime
minister says: I am a lover of Eretz Yisratel. I shall always love the Gush Emunitm
members, even if they demonstrate against me. Here is the interview with -Prime Minister
Menahem Begin as it took place today in Washington. [begin videotape]

[Shilon] Mr Prime Minis.ter, can we celebrate already?

[Begin] To a certain extent, yes. There is no question that a shift has taken place
in the relations between .us and Egypt, and there is hope that such a shift hill also take
place with other Arab countries. However, not entirely; we still have time--several
months--to negotiate on the actual peace treaties between ourselves and Egypt. As I
said last night at the reception in the White House, I proposed to President as-Sadat
maybe to make that period shorter. However, the reason to celebrate is mainly linked
to what is called framework for making peace between ourselves and Egypt, which includes
almost all the articles of the peace treaty, except for the settlement issue. As you
-kow, we have announced that on this matter only the Knesset will decide, because only -
it is authorized to decide. However, I have also told President Carter--and he was happy
to receive this announcement--that the vote in the Knesset will be'totally free, and we
will not, impose any partisan discipline: neither by the coalition, nor--I hope--by the
opposition. Every Knesset member will vote according to his conviction and his conscience:
one way or the other. The majority will rule,. and the majority's decision will be accepted
by all and will be carried out. -

(Nissan] Mr-Begin, I understand that you are expecting a bitter discussion at the
Knesset, a sharp debate on this question, which is, of- course; a sensitive question. -
What will your personal stance be during the debate, or the vote?

[Begin] First of all, I am not expecting any sharp debate, and second, you must know that
I am accustomed to sharp debates in the Knesset and that they do not frighten me.

No, I shall for now refrain from saying what my position will be,. I still have to consider
whether I shall actually participate in the debate. At-CampDavid I weighed things and
have expressed this opinion of.mine to the foreign minister, that perhaps, in order to
insure that the vote in the Knesset will be totally independent, I will prefer to remain -
silent and not try to influence the Knesset members. However, I muist admit that. I have
not, yet made up my mind .

. ,-
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What I want to say is en it demonstrates against me or against 
t uy

the, ae ee true pioneers, they are men of ways love the Gush Emunim people. I lovecurse e an tIe ine I l rer n lo- conviction and of understanding. They mayIsrael has been redeemed . e o them. For selfless love, as you know,

eissan] Mr Prime Minister, several minutes ago you mentioned something about erroneous
interpretations of~this agreemnt on television and in the press In th b ont ertncoud.-you clarify what is called the rights of... P In this context, could

[Begin] Oh, I shall give several examples, such as: it was said that we have agreed to
have, however, ag dat tere rule r Judaea and Samaria: nothing of the sort. We

hav, hwevr, greed that there willibe point Israeli-Jordarmian gad owthoethe border. This is a beautiful thi oitIreiJrainguards to watch overwill also bear fhi in teuture t and will demand cooperation which is good. Itwie ao Saarfruit in the futurebut we will not introduce any foreign army into-- defor amaria. The only armyf, that wi be stationed in Judaea and Samaria-and not
uonly r nyears, but beyond that--will be our army, and it will maintain our national

security: only it, nothing else.

[issan] Allow me only to continu on this note. On this point, during the briefing to
the correspondets here at the siing of the agreement, it was said that the agreement
i.n fact a-nswers the question of the legitimate rights of the Palestinians. Can thisdefinition, in your opinion, be accepted?

[Begin] yes, We have accepted What is called in English legitimate rights, because
eveyone has his own interpretation The word legitimate, which is linked to rights--
>I tried to explain to my hosts at Camp David--has no. meaning, re ally, because, the Enlstongue is very rich. The two words are of Latin o in so that one canalso sa righ nglishrights. This would be a tautolog7, smp n rgin sota n a lo y: ightful -rightso Thi ould part itia o satteimply a repetition. So, when we saw that for our hosts

an.d for the other party it is a matter of a feeling of dignity because they have alreadyused that expression, and because it does not change reality, we accepted it, and eveyhas his own interpretation of what the legitimae rght a e it traone
demand is illegitimate, illegal, then we will not r te. If it transpires that any
[Shilon] .As for the treaty 1itkiEytadtescrt 

suacs e
disclose to us what s aecurity assurances lehap$ 

you couldty ssuanes sral i1Treciv, i i receives them?
[Begin] We have no security assu.ances., we have never, .and from no element,. asked for
security guarantees I think that the arrangement we have acomplished, proposed andaccepted in the Sinai is based on security Por Israel.h*Therecwillibeetotallyodemilitarized.
zones, where no soldier will be located; there will be thinnedtot areas- y d lcourse, be on guard. We shall secure, freedom of shippin notonlyareat we shall, ogbut also in the Suez Canal; not only freedomso bui not only in the Tiran Straits,.
flag- phis has been proie an coue gods, but also for ships flying the Israeli '

flag~thj hasbee pomised and concluded, and so it Will be, and the arrangement withEgypt is based entirely on security for Israel. o

.] ba as the United States undertaken to establish an Israeli airbase in place of
the bases which we will leave?
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[Nissan] Is there no fear that this might be otherwise interpreted: you signed an

agreement, reached an agreement, yet you are refraining from taking a position?

[Begin) I signed an agreement and I will recommend that it. be accepted. We had two

argumer.ts: I wanted to convene the Knesset for a special session this coming Monday,

during which I will fully report--including the documents and the relevant letters,

everything--and will ask that the agreements be approved. Later, I wanted to convene

-nother special Knesset session to decide only about the settlements. I-might participate

nr- that second session, but I may remain silent. However, I would like to be. left to

n e the'decision, bacause I must still think about it.

(Shilon] Mr Prime Minister, still, with respect to the internal political issue: Wha t

does this day symbolize to you as a politician--all of a sudden a. movement like the Peace

iow Movement is applauding you and several colleagues who certainly are dear to you,

from your own movement, are criticizing you?

[Begin] First of all, I am not impressed by the miracles of;the Peace Now. Second, I

kcnew that I would have an argument with several friends of mine. I said so at the

-nesset immediately following President as-Sadat's visit to Jerusalem. Sometimes, as

the French philosophically say, it is a case of c'est la vie--you have to decide, even if

you are in disagreement with your best friends, make a decision! I am convinced and

believe with all my heart and soul that the way we have taken is the right. one. I also

said several weeks ago that according to our whole experience, this is the only way that

might lead to peace. There is no other. Since we have now taken a very serious step
toward peace, my conscience is clear and I shall face my friends. If I get several stones

t:rown at me, I am used to that too. I shall probably stay alive and continue along this

path. Perhaps there are also various disagreements. I have heard various commentators

on U.S. television and they gave erroneous, not exact, information. Things will straighten

out, of course, during the day; here during this interview, too, and mainly through the-

Knesset debate, because I will present to the Knesset all the documents, every. phrase,

every coma will be brought before the Knesset. It appears that the commas, too, have

significance over which we sometimes argued at Camp David.

[Shilon] How will you face Gush Emunim, for example, whitch is bound to request more

settlements,'which you have promised? You said--the day you entered.office; or the day

you were elected--there would be many more Allon More's?

[Begin] I have said there would be, and there are, many Allon More's. What have we

comitted ourselves to? We have a period, I said--.true--we will refrain from settling--

by the way, not in all the places, but in .certain places. As I told President Carter,

we will also take into account the possibility of establishing'Nahalfootholds. There

is nothing like what is called a total freezing of the settlements, and all of this is-.

out in the open, this is what I told the U.S. President. However; basically, I am

nrepared to adrit that during thin period of the negotiations, I think it wise specifi-

c ally durin;;--how long is it--90 days not to establish settlements, it is possible- to

wait for 3 months. The Israeli nation 'has waited for peace for a much longer period.

That, I think, was done wisely and I have no regrets about it and I will argue with each

one of the lovers of Eretz Yisrarel, among which I am numbered.
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[Begin] Yes, the United States has promised to establish two alternative airfields. This
is not for the United States, it is for us, so that strategically there will be no change;
neitherin the north nor in the south.

[Nissan] Are there additional bilateral agreemenhts between Israel and the United States,
or between Egypt and the United States?

[Begin) There are exchanges of letters on various issues. The. letters, too, will be
publicized. They are not confidential.

[Nissan] Do you mean only on security issues, or on other questions as well?

[Begin] On various problems. We have exchanged letters, and they will all be publicized,
so that in 24 hours, every individual in the United States, in Israel, will know about
them. Especially since I will present them to the Knesset. We have not drawn up any
secret agreements.

[Nissan] Perhaps you could clarify one point which was raised yesterday: To what degree
are the implementation--or the realization--of the two documents, the agreement concerning
the relations with Egypt and the document discussing the framwork for making peace, condi-
tioned on each other?

[Begin] They are not conditioned upon each other, but there is an understanding that a
comprehensive peace must be reached. This means, as I have already told you, the mere
framework has already given us the basis, almost 98 percent,. .for signing the peace treaty.
As for Judaea, Samaria and Gaza, the principles have already been stated: there will be
an autonomy, not -a Palestinian state, under no circumstances ill there be a Palestinian
state, no foreign army in Judaea, Samaria and Gaza, only our army will guard our security..
However, all the practical steps must be taken, namely, to elect the administrative council,
to abolish the military government, and first the administration of the military government,
and allow them indeed .to .live in autonomy and. live together with us in peace, equality and
autual honor--that is what we. have always wanted. This is for a period. of 5 years, a period
of seriousness: we shall all observe and see what happens in reality. I can say that perhaps
this period will be extended, and if it is extended, this will also be in accordance with
the desire of our hosts--if it should. be extended. Of course, everything depends on the
agreements that will be reached, if they are reached--as I hope--in the next few years'
However, for the time being, the difference, or the shift, is in that without giving up
any principle--and I say this with respect to both parties--we reached a realistic agree-
ment. Ir. this way, it was possible--as I claimed a year ago--to reach an agreement; and
reality has proved this.

[Shilon] Mr Prime Minister, do you have signs to indicate that King Husayn is going to
join the negotiations?

-Begin] I have no signs as of yet, however, I hope he joins. In any case, in the. document,
we invited him to.join.

[Shilon] Why, in the course of the entire summit, in fact up to the last day, was there
no practical meeting--working meeting--between yourself and President as-Sadat?

{Begin] There was no need for one. We worked day and night. I went to President as-Sadat
yesterday, after I had already been informed that everything was finished for the best.
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I called him and told him that I wanted to come to him. I also had to thank him for auto-
graphing--for my grandchildren--the picture showing himself, President Carter and me.
President Carter signed too, so did President as-Sadat. It is interesting that Mr Carter
was so kind as to bring these signed pictures to me personally. They are for Merav, for
Mikhal,.for Yehonatan and for 'Aminadav. and for Orit and for Ayyelet and for .Osnat.
Did I mention all my eight grandchildren? [somybody mentions the name of Na'ama) Oh,
and also for Na'ama, who is the beauty in our family, precisely her I had forgotten for
a moment. I signed under my picture in Hebrew, granddad. That's all.

Then I told President as-Sadat that I came to thank him first of all for the autographs,
and a very friendly talk ensued. We promised each other that we shall have negotiations
between ourselves and that we shall show understanding to one another and try to overcome
difficulties. Later, after I had left his cabin, as it is called in English, so to speak--
I wish every man in Israel had such a cabin, especially those living in poor housing--he
replied: In a quarter of an hour I will be at your place. Indeed, he returned my visit,
and then.I invited all my colleagues: the foreign minister, the defense minister, all
the members of the delegation. We worked as a team. I cannot remember a better team,
honestly. I always work with a team, but this time our sessions would continue till
0400, because after the meetings with the Americans and the Egyptians I would convene the
entire delegation to hear, and voice, a report, hold a debate on what was to be done the
following day, what was to be accepted and what was to be rejected, and that is why, up
to yesterday, during that special meeting with Mr as-Sadat, there was no need. When we
finished,. we made visits to each other, shook hands--we still did not embrace, that we
did only at the White House--and said that we shall endeavor to sign a peace treaty, so
that there is real. peace with cooperation, with ambassadors and visits. Really, I wish
for you to be able to travel and see the pyramids soon.

[Shilon] Did you find outefrom President as-Sadat why he called you the obstacle to peace?

[Begin) No. It was not tactful to return to the past. We had two talks together with
President Carter which took 5 hours. The first talk was pretty hard, naturally, and we
occasionally exchanged words which I would not say were hurtful, but which were sharp.
There was a lot to talk about. However, we all agreed that all this belongs to the past,
it is very personal and such things happen. One draws a line through them and turns a
new page. I reminded President as-Sadat that both of us, without contacting each other,
have used the same turn of phrase, he in Cairo and I in Jerusalem: Let us, turn a new page,
aid indeed we have. -

- iissan]' Mr Prime Minister, the representatives of the press do not recall such confi-
dentiality, such successful confidentiality, being applied to a summit like this., and
yet there were rumors of crises in the course of the summit. Perhaps you could say at -
what point in fact the breakthrough was made toward the agreement which we now see?.

[Begin] There were crises, and this is just natural. Occasionally it seemed that we
were going to go home, each delegation wanted to go home. - -
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I told Professor Brzezinski: Listen, this is a deluxe concentration camp, what are we
doing here? So he told me, according to your experience you perhaps had begun digging
a tunnel, and I told him: Ya'agov Meridor is in New York, and if things continue this

way, I will invite hit and he will immediately start working. Ya'aqov Meridor, you know,
dug the famour tunnels in th6 British concentration camps [in Kenya].

But all this was done in good spirits and things are well known from all international
conferences: the Vienna conference., .the Berlin conference, that in Versailles--in all
the international conferences someone throws out a hint that things are not working out
and he wishes to book a train--in those days people used to travel by train, not fly in
airplanes--and that he is packing and leaving. Slowly, slowly we will solve the problem.
This is what happened several times at Camp David, too, because very serious matters
were involved, and' there was a crisis even at the last moment, yesterday noon. But I

ill not reveal today the minute details of that crisis. We thought that we would not .
be able to sign, but in only 1 hour we overcame the entire crisis and could with a light
heart and a clear conscience sign. We have not given up any of the principles which we
have believed in since our youth. [end videotape]

Major Haddad Reacts

TA181358Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1300 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Text] The Christian militia commander in southeastern Lebanon, Sa'd Haddad, Joined -
those praising the Camp David agreements, but he voiced apprehension that Syria will try

to thwart them through an intensification of the tension in Lebanon.

Talking to our correspondent in the north, Yehezqel Hame'iri, Sa'd Haddad said that the
agreements regarding the Palestinians should oblige the Palestinians residing in Lebanon
to settle in Judaea, Samaria and in Gaza.

Yamit Settlers Protest

TA190619Y Jerusalem POST in English 19 Sep 78 p 2 TA

[By Harry Wall]

[Text] Yamit--over 500 residents of Yamit gathered in the town. plaza last night to hear

plans for persuading the government not to return the Sinai settlements to Egypt.

Civic leaders urged residents to launch a campaign which would include public protests, -

media exposure and vigorous lobbying of Knesset members in order to keep this city under
Israeli sovereignty.

Earlier in the day representatives of all the settlements in the Rafah area gathered at*

Moshav Netiv Ha'asara, where a "declaration of principles" was concluded to serve as'a -
rallying point for the inhabitants of the region.

The meeting decided: "That the Rafah settlements fervently desire peace, but that real

peace cannot be based on dismantling settlements and uprooting lives" and "that the

- -pxoposed return of the Sinai settlements is an anti-Zionist act and goes against the
history of the Jewish state.-
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Though clearly shocked and angered by the decision reached at Camp David, all of theSinai residents interviewed by the Jerusalem POST yesterday expressed their willingnessto abide by the forthcoming vote in the Knesset and not -to stand in the way. of a peacetreaty with Egypt.

Regional Council Chairman Yossi Ma'as, who expressed cautious optimism that Sinaisettlers might not, after all, have to leave their homes, will head a local delegationthat will visit Jerusalem today .to begin lobbying Knesset members.

While one speaker called upon yesterday's Yamit gathering to ."look out for yourselvesand begin thinking about compensation" (for their property), the large majority presentwere against any sort of acquiescence at this time.

Despite the attempts by local leaders to convey hope until the situation clears up, anunmistakable air of pessimism, if not fatalism, loomed over this scenic. coastal town.Few people were willing to discuss what they would do if and when they had to leave; butthe matter was clearly on everyone's mind. "There's still a lot of time ahead of usbefore we have to consider those details," said one of the town~'s veterans dejectedly.

Gush Emunim -Condemns

TA181415Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in .Hebrew 1200 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Text] The Gush Emunim secretariat declared today that the Camp David accord is one ofsubmission and betrayal. In a Gush Emim resolution, which was made public only a shortwhile ago, it was said that this is not- a peace agreement but an agreement for betrayalin Eretz Yisra'el of the redemption of the people in its land. Further, members ofGush Emunim say, we cannot conceive of someone daring to cease settlement in Judaea andSamaria and uproot the settlements in the Rafah approaches. Moreover, agreement to thisis a betrayal of the principles of Zionism. At the end of its statement, the Gush Emunimsays that the person who endorsed this agreement does not deserve to be leader of the
government. This evening members and supporters of Gush Emunim will hold an emergencymeeting in Allon More. -

Greater Israel Movement Reacts -

TA181041Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0800 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA.

[Text] vi Shilo'h chairman of the Greater Israel Movement, has said that the CampDavid agreement is a reacherous agreement and after the Egyptians get all of the Sinaithey will seek to achieve the permanent goals of the Arabs. He said that 17 May, the
day. of the Likud's. rise to power, is a black day for the country and Begin should resignor run for elections at the head of the Peace Now Movement. Shilo'ah is of the opinionthat an emergency -national government should now be established.

Professor Weitz Reacts

TA181022Y Jerusalem Domestic .Service in Hebrew 0505 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[Text] A public s.torm was .aroused some time ago by.the -remarks. of the .head of the.Settlement Department of the Jewish Agency about the conditional establishment of aPalestinia state. Correspondent Gad Shimron heard Professor Weitz' reaction thismorning: [begin recording]
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I do not know. the details 
-seems to me that the p Yet One thing is clear: peace comes before -all else. Itseam tedproposal I made will now be most realistic and will have to bepossibilities of ear e aParts I have not yet publicized. These concern thewsi biltie ofcryn8 out development plans in the Sinai if an agreement is reachedwith Egypt and water can be carried from the Nile bth for them and for us. This opensa great era for us and for our sons and grandsons, an era of farreaching significance[end recording)

Kollek Concerned About Jerusalem
TA181406Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 1200 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA
[Text] According to reports from the White House, at this stage the question of the -
future of Jerusalem in the expected agreement r. It was only said that onthis issue a essages would be exchanged between Prime Minister Begin and Presidentas-Sadat.I

Jerusalem Mayor Teddy Kollek sent a message of conand thanked him for the great achievemet atCa Dogatulations to the prime minister
said, he is concerned, now more than ever, about maintainint the same time, Kollek -A real peace agreement will be one that insu t meraiti the unit of Jerusalem fIsrael, says Mayor Kollek. res Jerusalem's status as the capital o

West Bankers, Others React -
TA180958Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 0500 OT 18 Se 78 TA
[Excerptsw Here are some up-to-date reactions which we received a few minutes ago,arnd some we received earlier. iitsao

The mayor of Bethlehem told our correspondent that this is a first and welcome steptoward a real peace. In the opinion of Elyas Fray, the freezing of setlcmet sefirst step to solving the problem of Judaea and Samaria e As o settlements is a
proposes waiting to see the entire agreement As for autonomy, Mr rayf

'I
custafa Dudin, an opponent of the P , did not hope for a better result than that

hich came out of the conference. Dudin hopes that the entire Arab world will be ,1
blessed by the agreement, He believes that there will be oent s orl the e
in towns in the West Bank; however, te i l be pponents of the agreement
East peace process wil increse. p pation -of the Jordanians in the Middle

PLO supporters in the West Bank refused to react and thethings develop. y prefer to wait and see how

The, leaders of the Rafah Approaches Action Committee are meeting at this moment in anemergency session to discuss the inmlications of the eace aee ent t be sind an
-gypt on settlement in the Yamit District. A member of the action committee, Ysi aas,tld our correspondent for settlement affairs, Yigarore To our ceree, os i tMaa-as again been raised as a barrier to peace. The cessation of settlementtisea mistwhich casts doubts on the Zionism in Eretz Yisra el over ast esT e isma mistake - [ommittee is waiting for additional details on the fate of settleme The Yamit Action -prior to deciding on how it will act and ract nt in the region

act an react

" 1 ,I
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The Peace Now Movement is happy. This morning it welcomed what has been achieved at

Camp David. The Peace Now Movement welcomes the prime minister's willingness to cease
the. establishment of settlements in Judaea and Samaria. In the movement's opinion this

was a necessary step on the road to peace with Israelis neighbors.. The movement points
out that the majority of the people are willing to make:far-reaching concessions for-
the sake of peace. Peace Now says that a majority of the people will stand behind the

prime minister on this path.

More W. Bank Reactions

TA181003Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0505 GMT 18 Sep 78 TA

[From the Morning Newsreel]

[Excerpts] Our correspondent for Arab affairs, Arye Gus, brought the agreement to the
attention of personages in Judaea and Samaria this morning and here is his report:
[begin recording]

The initial reactions in Judaea and Samaria are sympathetic. I should perhaps begin -

with the popular, spontaneous reaction. The first words I heard from several houses

on which I called this morning for a reaction were: Mabruk! A poet of one of the

Arab papers in East Jerusalem burst into tears.

The reactions of personages in Judaea and Samaria are more controlled. ('Aziz Shihada),

one of the prominent people calling for an independent Palestinian state, says that
the agreement seems good at this moment. I am happy that for the first time the

Palestinians will be given the right to participate in the determination of their
future. (Anwar Nusaybah), the former defense minister of the Jordanian Government,
also says this is wonderful news and he welcomes it. AL-QtUDS editor, (Mahmud Abu

. uluf): I personally welcome every peace agreement achieved. This is also the re-

action of Tulkarm mayor, Hilmi Eanun. However, all of them want to peruse the details
of the agreement.

This is the initial reaction.. Informed sources,. however, foresee that in the course

of the day hostile elements controlled by the PLO .will try to call people out into the .

streets for demonstrations. At any rate, the security forces are as prepared as ever
to prevent demonstrations and disturbances. [end recording)

East Jerusalem Dailies Criticize -

TA190655Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 0500 Gbu 19 Sep 78 TA

[ From the IMorning Newsreel]

[Text] The negative reactions in Judaea and Samaria continued this morning against
the Camp David conference decisions, this time on the pages of the Arab papers published

in East Jerusalem. Our correspondent Arye Gus studies them:

All the Arab papers this morning carry hurriedly-taken polls of personalities and

notables in Judaea and. Samaria, asking them for their reactions.. The views heard by.
the editors of the Arab papers are.no different from ..those we heard yesterday:". a
complete rejection and negation of the Camp David decisions. There is. nothing new in
the reasoning. The decisions ignore the right of the Palestinian people to' independ-
ence and self-determination, several mayors say. The Camp David conference pushed the
Palestine Liberation Organization out of the negotiations. process. Others attack the .--

idea of autonomy and self-rule, but, while the moderates present questions, the PLO
.supporters in the territories interpret these questions negatively.
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The paper AL-FAJR- accuses Egypt of making a separate peace with Israel and denies that
it has the .right to speak in the'name of the Palestinians. Both the extremist papers--AL-FAJR and ASH-SHA'B--apologize for not being able to publish editorials this morning.
According to the editors, they were removed by censorship s eh

The paper AL-QUDS, on the other hand, this morning stresses the question of Jerusalem
and in an emotional editorial it deterrines that the future of the area is not depend-
ent on an Israeli withdrawal from the Golan Heights or even from Jdaea and Saaria;
the key is the future of Jerusalem, the ownership of the holy sites. The paper appeals
to As-Sadat in a la'st-minute call not to make a peace pact with Israel without guarantees
for the return of Jerusalem into the arms of the Arabs and Islam. It reminds the rulers
of Saudi Arabia of King Faysal's vow not to abandon Jerusalem. I n r

President Navon Coimments

A18i1459y Jerusalem Domestic Service in English 1200 GT 18 Sep 78 TA

f Text] In Jerusalem here is the reaction, a few minutes ago, of President Yizhaq 
CNavon: [begin recording] I do hope that it will open a new era in the life of the .1

peoples of the Middle East. We have rivers, you can say, of blood dividing Israel
from its neighbors and it is high time for peace to come and reign in this regionl
The peoples need it; they need it badly and I think that this agreement is a reflection
and a genuine expression of the ill of the peoples. The people themselves had ant
opportunity of expressing their will when they received so warmly As-Sadat here in
Israel and when the Egyptian people received him so warmly on his way back, when hecame toEypit* There were difficulties and obstacles on theway, but it seems that IPresident Carter made a real effort, 2nd both sides to the discussions saw the emi
portance of reaching an agreement at this state. [end recording]

GUSH EMtTNIM ESTABLISHES NEW SETTLEMENT NEAR NABULUS

TA190643Y Jerusalem Domestic. Service in Hebrew 0500 GMiT 19 Sep 78 TA
[Text] Last night Gush Exnim members demonstratively established a new settlementon a rocky hill south of Nabulus. Twenty families went there from the Qadducarp and, together with hundreds of escorts, established a hut and several tents there,

' The settlers were accompanied by MK Ge'ula Kohen, who stayed with them overnight, and
she again called foc an expression, of no confidence in the cabinet.

Haran Porat, a member of the Gush Eamnim secretariat, said at the settlement sitethat he and his colleagues were planning to. establish more such settlements. -

Our correspondent reports that the new settlement is 'located on a hill where it isassumed that the biblical Elon More was located. The settlement .is far from the high-way and there is no paved road to it. The settlers carried all the equipment to the "site. e .a et

cur correspondent was told that military personnel in the area did not disturb the *establishment of the settlement, although IDF roadblocks were later set up on theroads near the one leading to the new settlement. - u
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BE ADDRESSES KNESSET ON CAMP DAVID ACCORDS 12 IS LL
TA250936Y Jerusalem Domestic Telev sion Service in Hebrew 0822 GMT 25 Sep 78 TA
[peech to Knesset by Prime MinistefMenahem Begin on 25 September--liveJ
[Text] Mr. Chairman, I have no alternative but o repeat my remarks for the thirdtime.. [After several interruptions by MK Gerula Kohen.) I am bt'inging to theKnesset and, through it, to the nation, the structure for the makin; of peace withthe strongest and greatest of the Arab countries and in the course of time, unavoid-ably, with all our neighbors. The documents agreed upon at the Camp David conferenceand signed by me on behalf of the Government of Israel, in the White House, are setout before you. Therefore I will not read them. I will not be able to make such aspeech today, because of political, psychological reasons, Iwill not be able to re-veal the contents of two other documents, which are the first Egyptian document whichwas presented to President Carter and me at our first meeting at Camp David,.and thefirst U. S. document which was presented to the two delegations, the Israeli and theEgyptian. One of these :days these two documents, too, will be published and thenit will be made plain to everyone in Israel and the other countries of the worldwhat we achieved and what we did not achieve; what we prevented, what we rejected,what we accepted and what sacrifices we made for the sake of peace, for the sake ofpreventing encirclement, for the sake of the wellbeing of our people and that of thepeople around us.

Before anything else, I wish, as is my duty, to thank the team: Foreign MinisteMoshe Dayan and Defense Minister 'Ezer Weizman, without whose help and activity theachievement of the agreements would have been impossible; and our ambassador in theUnited States, Simha Dinitz and Professor Baraq and Dr. Rosenne, our two thoroughlyexpert legalists, who worked day and night. MaJ Gen Avraham Tamir, one of thebest of the experts on Israelis security; Brigadier General Poran; Col Ilan Tehilaand Yehirel Qadishay, Dan Pattir, Eli Rubinstein and our security staff, who guardedus night and day with boundless devotion and loyalty. We had a team. We worked asa team. After every meeting between us and the U.S. delegation, after every talkbetween one of our colleagues and one of the members of the Egyptian delegation,would meet, whether it was day or night, for a jdint consultation, and each ofdelegation members, with no difference of national rank, expressed his views with
complete freedom and everyone tried to take into account the views of the others.To this team I will say, in plain words, all honor is due.

From this podium I am again going to thank the President of the United States,Mr Jimmy Carter, for the very fact of his initiative in convening such an un-precedented conference. We searched through the history of the last century forprecedents for the Camp David conference; we did not find any. This--was a uniqueconference and the U.S. President initiated'it, conducted it, devoted to it notonly days, but nights, too;. worked until dawn and after an hour or so was on hisfeet again; took a direct interest in the formulations And not only in the ideas,deliberated with us on every clause, on every sentence, on every word and sometimes,as I will yet prove, even on every letter. There were difficulties at the con-ferences. They were unavoidable.' There were crises at the conference. Those,
too, could not have been prevented fromthe beginning.

The U.S. President never despaired for even a moment, even at the gravest moments, andhe believed that the end would be positive. He went from representative to representa-tive and never did he hesitate to, suggest visiting the cabins of the heads of theEgyptian and Israeli delegations. He did not rest, did not flag, he did not despairuntil the tripartite agreement was achieved. I am sure that I will express theviews of all the members of the Knesset if from here, from Jerusalem, from thepodium of the house of the elected, I send our heartfelt thanks and recognition tothe President of the United States for his initiative, for his toil and for hisdevotion during the days of the deliberations at that important international conference.
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Mr Chairman, the decisive importance of the agreement with Egypt lies in the fact thatthis time we committed ourselves to sign a peace treaty. No more-partial agreements.No more interim agreements, in which the state of war remains as it is, but a peace -treaty, which, in accordance with well known international models, generally beginswith the following sentence: The- state of war between the two countries has come toan end. This is the difference; and it has great importance. It means the completenormalization of relations, including the establishment of diplomatic relations,economic and cultural relations, the ending of the economic boycott, free movementof people and goods. [indistinct heckling) -

Security experts determine and confirm that we have achieved security conditions whichare sufficient and satisfactory for the State of Israel through the setting of de-
militarized zones, zones of thinning out of forces, early warning systems. It is,of course true that there is the problem of the airfields and in this regard a changeoccurred in the agreements as they were signed concerning the original peace programwhich we presented last December. We then proposed that, of the three airfields inSinai--'Eytam, 'Ezyon and Ofira--two of them would.be transferred to civil administra-tion and one--the reference was. to 'Ezyon--would remain in the hands of the IsraeliAir Force even after the transition period. This time, with regard to those airfields,nothing helped and the Israeli delegation gave its agreement to transferring toEgyptian civil administration all three airfields established in Sinai. In contrastto this, we were given a promise that, with the help of our friends, the Americans,two airbases would be established in the Negev. From the strategic aspect, from theaspect of our security, whether southward or northwest, this makes practically nodifference. The geographical .distance between the existing airbases and those whichwill be established is nothing but a few dozen km and in our times, -with supersonicplanes, the difference in defense capability is practically nil. It was determinedthat we wi1l not leave the existing airfields as long as there -are no new, alternative,functioning airfields. -

President as-Sadat and I agreed that, despite the fact that we committed ourselves in.writing to reach the signing of the peace treaty between Egypt and Israel within 3months, we would try to shorten the period of time to 2 months. Therefore, I cansay today, and I have a complete commitment, since. the. matter depends on both sides,that it may be--there is hope--that by the end of the year the peace treaty betweenthe two countries will be signed. [heckling)

I did indeed say that it is so important--I stated a fact. I would ask MK Shamir -to permit me to continue, I hope he will not repeat the precedent. [laughter;
applause] *

The most painful matter concerns our settlements in Sinai, in the north and in the. -
south. There have been those who have claimed that we gave them up even before
President. as-Sadat's visit to Jerusalem in order to permit that visit. Mr Chairman,
I am stating from the Knesset podium, with all the responsibility of remarks madefrom it, that this claim has no shadow of truth in it and we have'written proof of
this and I am even amazed that serious people, who have in the past fulfilled central
national posts, permit themselves to spread such malicious slander. There are also
those who claim that we did not fight for these settlements at the Camp David con-ference.

[Interruption--The conceding of the sovereignty over Sinai and. the .granting of the
sovereignty to Egypt clearly meant that this was the removal of the settlements,
except -that you did not want to recognize this and you began sellingplots in Yamit
instead.] i

I asked for no .heckling .and I would ask the former minister of police to permit me tocontinue speaking., [more interruptions]
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[Chairman Shamir] Members of Knesset, I ask you, as far as possible, to refrain from
heckling. [more heckling] Members of Knesset, MK Grupper, MK Grupper, you are con-
stantly interrupting. [more heckling]

[Begin] Mr Chairman, members of Knesset.... [heckling] It is possible, it is
also possible; heckling does not disturb me. Gentlemen, I understand that there are
differences of opinion on this matter in all the parties today. Let us each respect
one anothersr views. Afterward you will decide, each in accordance with his conscience.
I am not hiding--I am not hiding--Mr Yigal Kohen, be kind enough to permit me to
finish the sentence, please--each one will decide in accordance with his conscience
in the decisive voting. In the meantime I ask you to allow me to explain: I am not
hiding anything and I already got to this point at the beginning of my speech. Well--
the incorrect report to the effect that the Israeli delegation did not fight for
these settlements at Camp David: Were it possible, were it possible to ask President
Carter, and also one of his main aides, just how the delegation of Israel fought for
these settlements, you yould receive the specific reply, but this is not the main
point. (heckling]. Have you stopped banging on the table, MK Shamir? That table,
in my view, was intended for writing and not for banging. [heckling] I knew that
there were differences of opinion within all the factions. What is this impatience?
I have not forgotten anything, madam. *

Well, I will say what I have to say simply. This is a very painful matter, and not
only will I not hide my pain, I will express it in any language in which I can express
a man's feelings. However, today--however, today, as I know, we are faced with the
following alternative: to accept the decision as the cabinet brings it, via me, to
the Knesset,. or the negotiations on a peace treaty not beginning at all and all the
things which were agreed on at Camp David being completely cancelled. This is the
alternative.. ,[heck1:ng) Sir... [heckling] Professor Rom, when you... [heckling] .
...you will say different things...for the moment I am authorized by the Knesset to
fill this post and be kind enough to listen to me with patience and respect. This
is the alternative: these are the two possibilities; there is no third and I declare
here that, with a heavy and painful heart, but with a clear conscience, I will recommend
choosing the possibility we chose yesterday at the cabinet session, for this is the I
road leading to peace, this is the supreme national interest, for my friends and
colleagues, the settlers, too. So I am going to p'opo'se to the Knesset for decision
and voting the following proposal, which is agreed by the Cabinet of Israel: The
Knesset authorizes the Camp David agreements which were signed by the prime minister
in the White House on 19 September 1978. If, in the negotiations over the peace
treaty between Egypt and Israel, all the problems are agreed upon which touch on
this treaty,- and the agreement takes the form of a written document, the Knesset
authorizes the cabinet to remove the settlers from Sinai and to resettle them. The
basic... [heckling] ...you will vote--we are proposing. [heckling]

[Chairman Shamir) MK Shelomo Hillel, Mr Deputy Prime Minister, we are holding a
debate and the debate is for the expression of the views of the factions and the
views of the members of the Knesset. I ask you to permit a quiet and orderly Knesset
session speech. I ask the prime minister to continue with his remarks.

[Begin] I thank the chairman. The basic agreement, the framework agreement regard-
ing Judaea, Samaria and Gaza, is our autonomy program as we proposed it last December.
It is, indeed, true that these are our proposals. The military government, including
its civilian administration, will be removed. The Arab inhabitants will themselves
elect an administrative council. We will not intervene in the administration of their
daily affairs. From the aspect of our national security, the main point of all is the
presence of the IDF in Judaea, Samaria and Gaza. [heckling] Listen to the end,
listen with patience. In -the original agreement, we wrote as follows: There will be
a withdrawal, and in English, a withdrawal, of Israeli armed forces and there will be
a redeployment of the remaining Israeli forces into security zones which will be

detailed. In other words: we agreed to remove a certain number of our troops, while
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the rest of the troops will be left in Judaea, Samaria and Gaza. The deployment Iwill be done shortly and they, Israelrs soldiers, and only they, will guard ournational security. Our army will remain in Judaea and Samaria beyond the tran-sition period. This is the basic change in all the deliberations which have takenplace over the last 2 years and up to this very day. [heckling] Again, dearfriends.... [heckling]

[Chairman Shamir] Members of Knesset, I request you to refrain from arguments betweenthe Knesset benches. Can there be heckling? No exchanges of remarks between membersof Knesset is possible. KIIC Shelomo Hillel, rill you please keep order, please.

[Begin] We left no doubt and we announced that after the transition period of 5 years'when the decision on the problem of the sovereignty is put forward, we will demandour right to sovereignty over Judaea and Samaria and Gaza. If an agreement is achievedagainst the background of counterdemands, fine. If no agreement is achieved--the
result will be that the arrangements for autonomy and the security of Israel willcontinue... Now, I want to draw the Knessetts attention... [heckling]

i.,
Mr Tawfiq Tubi, I have already read a great many PRAVDA articles, why should I listento your remarks. I would prefer the voice of Moscow, but I have read articles inPRAVDA, I don't need you. I know what the position is.

I now want to emphasize what we prevented concerning this agreement, with regard to theprevious proposals presented to us. One: There is not, nor will there be, any referendumin Judaea, Samaria and .Gaza. We had, at the conference, to remind our friends thatMeinetagen [British officer in Palestine who wrote a diary in which he maintained thatSinai was never Egyptian] writes in his memoirs that, in the twenties, it was suggestedto Arthur. James Balfour that a referendum be held on Eretz Yisra'el and the thenBritish foreign. minister replied.: If there is a referendum on Eretz Yisra'el, it iscorrect that all the Jews throughout the world should participate in it. This pro-posal was struck and the authorization will be given by the elected of the inhabitants.Second: There is not, nor will there. be, under any condition or any circumstances, aPalestinian state. Third:

[Heckling It is impossible to make peace without a Palestinian state, Just as no -peace can be made by destroying the State of Israel.]

Members of Knesset, I ask for silence. Mr 'Wilner, I can say to you--I did.not permitmyself to say this to Mr Tawfiq .Tubi--you should remember to whom [words indistinct]
prophecy about building'the temple. So please do not hurry to commit suicide.

[MK Wilner heckles about .the agreement being built on sand]

Enough; enough heckling. You will take part in the debate. Enough, members of Knesset,I ask for silence. Third: The organizationof murderers .called the PLO [heckling]MK Tawfiq Zayyad.., [heckling] and I want. to tell you, the mayor of Nazareth in theState of Israel, I want to tell you that since the days of the Nazis there has neverbeen such a barbaric organization, antihu.mane, as that called the PLO.... [heckling]MK Tawfiq Zayyad, I ask you to cease. I ask you to cease, [heckling]

[Knesset chairman]. :MK Tawfiq Tubi, do you want.[words indistinct]. Do you want tovote .in an orderly way?. MK Tawfiq Tubi, MK Tawfiq Tubi, you know what heckling is,you know. what heckling is and you know the difference between heckling and disturbances.
I.ask you not to disturb.. Members of Knesset, I ask for silence. I ask the prime 'minister to continue. his remarks.
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(Begin] Of course I will continue. What else; I should stop? I repeat what I said,
the organization of murderers called PLO is not an element in the negotiations, nor
will it be and we heard from the President of the United States the correct comparison
between it and the Nazis' organization, because this is an organization which not only
adheres, as it were, to sacrificing the State of Israel--it will never gain this--but
it has made the civilian population the sole target of its attacks. In the end revenge
will be taken against it and even now a vendetta is going on between its sections and

you know very well what has happened recently in Beirut. Learn a lesson from this and
take care, gentlemen. You too, one of these days, may be the victims of this organi-
zation.

[Heckling about PLO agreement.to the establishment of a Palestinian state in the West

Bank and the Gaza Strip]

I nust--NK Wilner--[heckling, arguments]

[Knesset Chairman] Members of Knesset, I request that you abstain from arguments on the

Knerset benches.

[Begin] MK Abramovitch, if [words indistinct] it is because of your neighborhood....

[Beginl A question is always permissible, but in a quieter voice, so that I can hear.

[MK Moshe Shahal] I ask the prime minister to explain what was quoted today, in your

name, in INEWSWEEK, about your willingness to meet and sit down with PLO members if

they are elected by the public,.

[Begin] No such thing. I was asked a question, if someone from among the PLO

supporters is elected, what would our attitude be to that person if he were elected

to the administrative council and I said, if he is elected, he is elected, and then

we will tell him, if you behave correctly, then you will sit on this committee, but

do not even imagine harming anyone in Israel and causing a breach of the peace. ,That

was my reply and I stand by it.

[Violent heckling] That was my reply and I stand by it and if you have another reply,
give it from the Knesset podium, [violent heckling]

[Knesset chairman] Members of the Knesset, members of the Knesset, I request that you

cease the arguments and discussions among yourselves.

[Begin] I must explain other problems. The first is that of Jerusalem. One day it

was suggested to us at the Camp David conference that the flag of an Arab country fly
over the temple mount. We refused, we argued, and the flag was taken down before it ,
was raised. On the last day of the conference we were presented with a draft letter

which was due to be sent tome and to President as-Sadat regarding the status of

Jerusalem, We told the U.S. delegation that if that letter remained valid and was

sent to us, we would not sign any agreements, so that letter was cancelled. In its

place, another letter was sent to us and I replied to it as was required. Mr

President, I am honored to imform you that, on 28 June 1967, the Israeli House of

Representatives [Bet Hanivharim] passed a law, as follows: The government is authorized

by law to impose law, judgement and the administration of the state in every area of

Eretz Yisra'el, as is determined by the law. On the basis of. this law, the Cabinet of

Israel issued an order, in July 1967, according to which Jerusalem is one city, can no

longer be divided, is the capital of Israel. [.heckling] Those letters, Mr Shamir,

those letters--Mr Shamir--after all, you are a proud Jew and I want to say to you that

President Carter wrote a letter to Mr as-Sadat, and President as-Sadat wrote a letter

to Mr Carter, and what I wrote in the name of the State of Israel is what will stand.

Jerusalem, the eternal capital of Israel, is indivisible for all the generations and

for ever and ever. Did you understand that Hebrew? As a poet? [heckling]
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The problem of the settlements was put forward. [heckling] I ask you not to argueconcerning the addition of manpower. There is no problem for the existing settlements.
We will even reinforce them, in Judaea and in Samaria and on the Golan Heights, withmore families. With regard to Judaea and Samaria and Gaza I had' no doubt about it,
I gave a promise to President Carter that, during the period of negotiations for the
sake of signing a peace treaty, and today we have negotiations only with Egypt, that -
is, during the assumed period of time of 3 months we will not bring in new civilian
settlements. This matter arouses misunderstanding and so, despite the fact that Ihad no doubt regarding the substance of that promise, and that alone, on Saturday even-
ing we examined, with the foreign minister and the defense minister and Professor
Baraq, all the notes and the documents and it was proved basically that that was how
it was and in this spirit I am this week going to write the suitable letter to President
Carter. -

As for the terms, I was given confirmation by President Carter regarding the terms as
they appear in the original version, the English one, regarding our understanding,
that is: President Carter writes to me. I hereby confirm that you informed me of
the above as follows: In every document of the agreed framework, the terms Palestinians
or the Palestinian people are interpreted and understood and will be interpreted and
understood by you as the Arabs of Eretz Yisra'el and in every paragraph where the termWest Bank appears, it is understood and will be understood by the Government of Israel
as Judaea and Samaria.

Gentlemen, Members of Knesset, I request...

[Question about the legal rights of the Arabs of Eretz Yisra'el]

Everyone uses his own language and our language is Eretz Yisratel and Judaea and Samaria.
This is what we agreed on and. this is how it will be in the future. Mr Chairman,
members of Knesset, I request that you cease the conversations among yourselves. We
did not, either at. Camp David, or at the White House, sign any secret document. All
the documents have been published and the additional letter that I will send to President
Carter will also be published. All the material is laid before you. I understand, Mr
Chairman, that today there is a period in Israel of what may be called birth pangs.
This is a free nation.' It has differing views within it. This is a democratic
parliament. It has different parties in it. Even within the parties there are

.differences of opinion. This is one of the greatest events of our generation,
after 30 years of five wars, bloodshed, bereavement and making of orphans, we havearrived at the moment when it is given to us, with very hard sacrifices, to sign a
peace treaty with. an Arab natiori numbering 'more than 40 million -people, and afterward
there is hope, foundations for'bel'ief, that the day is not far off'when we will signon a peace treaty with our other neighbors. This is a turn which may be called,
without any doubt, a historic one. In our hearts there is a prayer: May we succeed
in this, one after the other, and gain the peace which is longed for by all, without
any factional difference. We made all the efforts and, as I said, we also made the
sacrifices,for that day to come.

We have laid the documents before you. Everyone will think his own thoughts, will ask
his conscience and will vote in accordance with his evaluation. Thus I call on all the
members of Knesset, without concern for faction. I only ask that all the members of
Knesset, the representatives of a great nation which has suffered greatly and fought a
great deal, sacrificed much: Know how to evaluate the moral significance of this turn.
There have been 30 years during which we have hoped for the moment when we would sit
down for direct discussion on the signing of a peace treaty, on complete normalization
of relations, on the cessation of the wars, on the guaranteeing of life not only for
our generation, but also for our children and their children's children after us.
This is the moment. It is a great moment. I thank the Knesset for listening. Let there
be the will that, with the aid of the Lord, very soon we will come to the great moment
of signing the peace treaty.
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Peres Knesset Speech

TA251326Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew 0908 GMT 25 Sep 78 TA

[Labor Party Chairman MK Shim'on Peres speech to Knesset in response to prime minister's
address at opening of Knesset debate 'on the Camp David accords--live]

[Text] Knesset Chairman, honorable Knesset, yesterday, at the meeting of the Labor Party
center, a woman, not young and dressed in black, one of the greatest women in the history
of the redeemed Israel, a woman who lost her two sons, a pioneer .in all her ways, the
mother of sons, Rivqa Guber, took the podium. She approached the loudspeaker directly

and without a piece of paper in her hands. She said, among other things: Dear colleagues,
it is hard for me and I did not intend to speak since I have just completed the 7 days
of mourning following the death of my husband. I have the impression that you will

hear my words although I have nobody I can send, either to the Rafah approaches, nor

to Di-Zahav, I have nobody to send.... [interjection by MK Meir Kohen who says that

there are many bereaved people and Peres should not use this example,]

Stop for a minute. You do not know what I am saying, fool. I have nobody... [interjection]

I have no one to send since my sons were lost and they left no grandchildren. I had

nobody I could send but the surprising thing now is the wished-for peace. If we allow

this hour to be lost to us--this was what this great woman said--we will not be able to

justify ourselves. Peace requires risks just as war. She added: [We need this] in

order that the new year may be good, thata booth of peace may be built, that green may

prevail on both sides of the border, that we may live with our neighbors without fears

and that this. be not a dream. This is a great Zionist truth. We have hoped to realize

Zionism in peaceful conditions and not in war confrontations.

Peace, Knesset members, was lacking on the Arab side, not on the Jewish side. It is the

side that brought about the wars and had we not won them, albeit at a heavy price, the
Jewish side would not have existed. In the great historic argument held between

Professor Magnes and David Ben-Gurion, David Ben-Gurion told Magnes: The difference

between us is that you believe that peace will bring the creation of a state, while I
believe that the creation of a state will lead to peace. We have indeed established a

state strong enough to bring peace. This is the first time there are two sides for

peace. The State of Israel, the only Jewish state in the. world, and the Egyptian republic,

the biggest of the Arab countries. Mr -Chairman, I unhesitatingly congratulate the
Israeli Government and the Israeli prime minister on the difficult and awesome but also

vital decision they have made to march toward peace in return for a price that seemed
impossible for the present government, to free themselves from their commitments,

conventions and ideology and progress toward a new direction in the history of the

Middle East,

I want to say now why I have told you this. I did not make a demagogic use of Rivga's
words, It is you who should apologize. I want to express my full appreciation for

President as-Sadat who, supported by his people and in the face of a loud and threatening
refusal in the Arab world, came to Jerusalem, sought peace, proposed peace and found
compliance for peace.

II
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I am sure that'the"iouse is united in its gratitude to the U.S. President,: Jimmy Carter,who showed resourcefulness, a sense of timing and adherence to the goal. He spared notime or effort and stretched his prestige like a bridge over some of the wide gaps createdon the way to peace. Peace ie born in labor and its progress is made through difficultdecisions. Errors were accumulated during the conduct of the peace negotiations whichare today loaded with charges that are liable to dissolve and disintegrate things thatare vital to the State of Israel andits security. The peace agreement submitted to ustoday constitutes a double price: the price of peace itself which is inevitable; andthe price of the errors made on the way, errors which could have been avoided.
In the course of the negotiations the government began settlements in the Sinai and inthe heart of the West Bank. Settlements in this period in these places caused muchdamage to the State of Israel and the government had to stop them after the damage hadalready been done. The government first refused, later hesitated, to apply Resolution 242to the West Bank and the Gaza Strip. Finally, it agreed, it surely agreed, again, afterthe damage had already been done. It estimated that As-Sadat would not move toward peaceon his own. He did move and he also gained credit for that. The government hesitatedabout signing a general declaration of principles along the lines of the Vienna document,and instead signed detailed and dangerous principles that were not in the first draftdeclaration. it refused to answer the two U.S. questions. Finally it gave many answers,more far-reaching than it was initially requested to do. It did not believe thatAs-Sadat would agree to an IDF presence in the West Bank and again erred and was forced
to agree to a partial presence. We have paid a heavy price for these mistakes.
Mr Chairman, this cabinet conceded all of Sinai on one clear Jerusalem eveniward it held negotiations characterized b reg n one notJelp. Ing. After-
cabinet shattered- Israelts credibility. We stoodson ba tdefensible nborerp with settlements
and airfields.

Mr Prime Minister, it is also worth your listening, but I must tell you that I was sur-prised by your 'easoning today n the matter of the airfields. Since when do dozens ofkilometers not count today? Previously you stood on this podium and you explained, conescerning Judea and Samaria, that every kilometer and every gun matters. When you con-ceded, the territory changed, the guns have changed, *he planes have arrived--really, onash-Shaykhy to Elat. . We gave up territorial continuity from Sharm

Members of Knesset, there are those who say that this program recalls tRegarding Sinai, it is worse than the Rogers plan, because, in the Rogers plan.there
was room to conduct negotiations over the future of Sharm ash-Shaykh. We have given up
a land barrier in the Yamit Strip. This is what we told the settlers. This is whatupwe said, Mr Prime Minister, to one another-hyou called this a national consensus.this
is what we said to everyone, we said to one anther but to As-Sadat we said somethingelse. The national consensus sank in the sands or Sinai.

We have returned to the 1967 borders. We have given up a defensible border,
airfields--and, in my view, regarding airfields, we could have reached a better
agreement--and I am saying this after a talk with As-Sadath

(I
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Now the cabinet says something which surprised me--I am turning to the foreign minister

in this case--[it said] that the United Nations will be a buffer. If the United Nations

is a buffer, this is also a precedent for the matter of the Golan Heights. Why say
this? Let us remember that the model of Sinai will serve as a precedent and foundations
for negotiations with Syria, Lebanon and Jordan, for in the chapter on the principles

accompanying the Camp David agreements, there is more than a hint of the fact that the
agreement with Egypt will represent a signpost for the perplexed. (indistinct

interjection] In a minute you will hear.

First of all, Moshe, I do not deny, neither to myself nor to others, on what I am voting

and I say this frankly to both the house and the nation, not detracting from the gravity
of the matter by an iota: we are standing today with the broken truth of yesterday and
the grave truth of today, with the broken truth and the grave truth, facing the people
of the Yamit strip, people who were the nation's envoys, who have remained the envoys of

the people, they went because they were sent; they were sent with the agreement of us all.
They made a desert bloom and created a security zone; pioneers with an honest conviction.

[Unidentified MK] Not only the Yamit District, but also the Straits of Tiran.

[Peres] Here they are, coming from Russia and from America, immigrants from the Arab

countries and those born in this country. They and their children who have grown and
their fields which grew and their homes which they built, they woke up one morning to
discover that they were no longer pioneers in the oamp, but, as it were, an obstacle
to peace. Their mission was suddenly cut off and this after we told As-Sadat that if .
the soil is sacred to him, for us the settlements are sacred. This is what I said with

everyone's agreement. Today, at their side stand the people of the Jordan Rift Valley
and the people from the Golan Heights. Mr Chairman, can the Knesset give them an answer

that contains honor, security and credibility?

No less grave and even more encompassing in its gravity is the situation concerning the

future of Judea, Samaria and Gaza. It now emerges that the autonomy is not coming

instead of 242, but in addition to it and that the decisions and principles of

Resolution 242 will apply to all the territories. A joint committee, with Jordan and

Israel and the elected representatives of the territories, will have to decide, on the
basis of 22, .[as heard] and I am quoting from the document, the siting of the borders.

We will yet have. to stake out borders, together with the security arrangements. Autonomy

for security needs but, in fact it is a withdrawal in effect, and in the not too

distant future.

The autonomy, in its midday editions--and if Jordan joints in, there -will also be an
evening edition--has turned into a temporary program, not into a permanent partial agree-

ment, Mr Prime Minister, but into a passing partial agreement. According to this agree-

. ment, the military government will be abolished. The inhabitants will be given authority,

authority of self-rule and full autonomy. You can say this is not a Palestinian state.

This is a semantic game. [It has] all the indicators of a government without any

exceptions, apart from the presence of the IDF, and this, too, Mr Prime Minister--and

you must explain this to the Knesset--according to the best of my knowledge, is
restricted in time.

1
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I want to say on what I base my remarks: In President Carterrs announoement, in theWhite House, in your presence and in the presence of As-Sadat, the president said:"The framework document proposes a 5-year transitional period." He then specifiedthat within this period there will be a withdrawal of the military government andadded: "it also provides for Israeli forces to remain in specified locations duringthis period, to protect Israel, Israeli security. It is written "during this period"that forceslthis is a document by the President of the United States, which we heardover the television, hn your presence, we heard no reservations. I beg your pardon?[ heckling] I am reading what the President said, I have not seen any other documents.[indistinct remarks from Begin] a

The authority will decide how day-to-day matters will be administered in Judaea,Samaria and aza; true, in accordance with the principles of the framework agreement,but it will decide--so what does a referendum matter? Again, it is a play on words.It will determine, by its elected representatives, the future of the West Bank andGaza. It will be the final authority which will decide what the future of Judaea,
Samaria and Gaza is. I do not expect that the cabinet heckli de,elected authority, with administration, with a olice, end- Paic]. an independent,
tions in the heart, and the possibility of declaring them from aiformaly, with aspira-
with regard to the continued IDF presence and regarding the possibility of self-determination .I do not expect, members of Knesset, that this authority will begthe ID to remain in the territories and declare that it prefers the link with Israel -to self-determination.

However, the main point is that this Cabinet of Israel, the one which, as it were,adheres to principles, is the one that declared that it agrees in advance, today, in
public, that the results of the negotiations should include recognition of the legiti-mate rights of the Palestinian people and its just needs. Thus a historic argumentwithin our midst has ended. We have recognized the existence of a Palestinian people.It is not difficult to guess the legitimate rights of a people constituting a decisivemajority in the land on which it lives. It is true that, in the exchange of letters,the prime minister expressed reservations, saying that the intention was with regardto the inhabitants of Judaea, Samaria and Qaza only. The reply he receivdfoCarter says--now I know, Mr Prime Minister, what our ve re he in frou
too have two views: one view on which you signed a public and open document, which
recognizes a Palestinian people with its legitimate rights, and a second view about
which you whispered in a private letter to President Carter. Mr Chairman, it. is im-
possible to settle a people in a post box, and what will appear as natural Justicewill overcome the textual Justiceo

In this argument, the Labor Party had a position. - We said that a compromise mustbe made, MK Moshe Shamir. We said that there was a Palestinian problem. We are notignoring it. We said that the problem of its identit the antprof e aesnt
must be solved in a Jordanian-Palestinian framework, We warned this cabinet that thens,
alternative to our proposal is a Palestinian entity.

The cabinet.., [heckling by Minister of Industry, Commerce and Tourism Horowitz]
Yiga'el, ypu are not a member of my party, listen to the end you will be given areply.. How does this fit in with the fact that uare eng there
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From where you are sitting you do not have to ask. Change your chair and then if
you ask, you will be given an answer. The cabinet amused itself--after all, this is
not a debate on inflation, on 3 billion Israeli pounds; here 2 days will not be
enough, Yiga'el--the cabinet amused itself with formulations on sovereignty and, in
my view, it lost the chance for security borders. It lost; the nation of Israel lost;
peace lost. For the Palestinian people--including this time, not only the inhabitants
of the territories, the Palestinian people, as the Israeli Cabinet recognizes them,
including those who were uprooted from the territories since 196 7--a Palestinian
people with the right to return,

The consolation, as it were, that we will be able to purchase land is merely verbal
consolation, because the right to purchase is 'connected with the willingness to sell,
which does not exist. The IDF will remain in the area at certain points but the de-
mand to evacuate it in 5 years--or earlier or later--is certain to come. Ultimately,
the continued presence of the IDF will depend on the members of the committee who
will determine a final settlement for the future of Judaea, Samaria and Gaza. Of
course, in 5 years we will be able to demand sovereignty over the whole of Judaea,
Samaria and Gaza. We will be able to, why not? Who will respond to 'this? Who will
agree to this? Who will support it? Who will demand it? Will you change your mind
tomorrow on what you agreed upon today?

This plan cannot arouse triumphal cries in one's heart, It is this cabinet alone
which is responsible for it. Israel was forced to accept--and it would be wise for
the cabinet to say this explicitly--that the alternative and by this I am replying
to you, Yigatel, was the collapse of the Camp David conference--a collapse which I
opposed, and I am saying this from the podium. This collapse would have brought about
Israelis isolation--our people have limitations--I will not mention them--a collapse
which would have harmed the United States and our relations with it, a collapse which
would have been harmful to As-Sadat, the first Arab leader who came to speak with us
openly about peace. It would have endangered the chance-for peace in this generation
and also, perhaps, in generations to come.

Mr Speaker, honorable Knesset, the opposition has never had a better opportunity to
be an opposition than today. It is not difficult to guess what Menahem Begin would
have said today were he to have stood here in my stead as leader of the opposition.
Ge'ula Kohen did this'in his place, even though not in my place. We have not done
this, because we are a movement that has responsibility toward our people. We have
not made .life easy for ourselves and, when we' saw the size of the danger together
with the size of the chance, we have chosen to. be supporters of peace--the sole
existing possibility for peace...

[Unidentified MK] Support as a result of U.S. pressure.

...and we will not be an opposition out for. easy political gain.

Moreover, in expressing our support for the Camp David agreements .today we are also--
I know--indirectly accepting all of the cabinets previous mistakes, against which
we issued several warnings sufficiently ahead of time. We take upon ourselves also
the burden of difficulties that can be expected in the future--this is not the end
of the road--and we ape doing this, MK Yiga'el Horowitz, without seeking a place next
to the cabinet table. [indistinct interjection]

Democracy does not mean splitting the people but the freedom to represent correct
opinion, and sometimes the correct opinion lies with the opposition; however, the
opposition does not have a majority.

2
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The expected burden is great because if Jordan joins the negotiations it is clearthat it will open with new conditions. If Jordan does not join and Egypt enters thenegotiations it will make things hard for itself on the Egyptian clause without makingthings easy for us on the Jordanian clause. If neither of them join, a Palestinianentity will be consolidated. If nothing happens the problem will remain open withwhich the whole world will be busy and which will plae a burden on-peace,'will committhe United States, will. strengthen the rejectionist front and might even bring abouta renewed Geneva conference, as President Carter's national security adviser saidyesterday.

If Syria follows Egypt it will demand that the model of Sinai be applied to the Golan
Heights. It is not difficult to guess. who .will support these demands.

[Unidentified MK] No, we. will not support this.

[Peres] If Syria does not follow, Amnon, we, the Alinement brought up a differentplan. Our plan did not have a majority and was not accepted, I cannot make a choicewhich is imaginary...

[Unidentified MK] You want to walk between the raindrops, but this is impossible!

[Peres] The rejectionist front will seek ways to express its dissatisfaction, almostcertainly with threats and with terror. Calm in the south will be accompanied bytension in the north.

Members of the Knesset, the issue of multiplying the settlements is not simply amatter of interpreting the agreement. Under the conditions that have been created,it is hard to see how the cabinet will continue in its .policy of many Allon Mores,and the policy of removing Allon Mores is not so pleasant, as this cabinet has learnedafter it belieyed that it :would not have.:t.o do this..

We still face the serious issue of Jerusalem. In the past 11 years a dynamic manhas headed the city--Teddy Kollek--who has shown a development drive and wisdom inrelations. This city and its leader should today. get comprehensive and maximum aidso ,that.reality...

[Unidentified MK] If you win on the issue of Jerusalem, you would divide it!

[Peres] ... overcomes the hard and fast things set out in the exchange of letters onthe future of the. city. Mr Prime Minister, .before you went to Camp David you madea speech on television. You settled partisan accounts. I am not settling partisanaccounts. Teddy Kollek will.in any case be elected. What he should be given is thenecessary aid. -

[Unidentified correspondent] ''Of c'urse, the arguments here on the floor center onelection propaganda .Shimlon Peres is conducting for (?Kollek).

[Peres] Members of Knesset, after having defined most openly the balance of thispolicy which we were not responsible for shaping but in which we have found ourselves-~Iand. there is no- alternative--one must also take a look at the chance that lies in thedelivery room itself.
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Peace, which is at the gate, a peace which has yet to be born but is in the process
of being formed; for the time being it is an only child, but it is being threatened
by enemy brothers. Even when it is born it is expected to have childhood illnesses
and an unknown lifespan. It might be capricious, and it might cause sleepless nights.
But it is a creature that might come to life in our world and change it.

We have been accustomed to being concerned for Israel's security. We must not shirk
this concern but perhaps, for the first time, Jewish and Arab parents, the ancient
Egyptian people and the weary Jewish people will taste a flavor we have not known
before--slogans of a prophetic vision will become men and women in a new reality.

It is possible that instead of barbed wire in the Middle East, a Middle East with
open borders will come into existence; in deserts which were fields of death the
wheat fields of our neighbors might grow. We might be able to construct a second
story of a regional economy on our national economy. A region with a network of
irrigation pipes to put an end to ancient deserts; [indistinct interjections] roads
which will reveal to everybody the antiquities from our people's heritage; a scenery
that gave birth to toil, courage and vision; seas that will provide a living for
fishermen and will serve holidaymakers; an economy that might obtain energy from the
sun's rays and from the bottom of the sea.

We call upon all peoples of the Middle East to achieve peace within the region and
between all countries; peace that will enable us to conduct the only just war--
against poverty, against sickness, against the wilderness, against ignorance, against
corruption and against discrimination. Peace provides new opportunities for the
Jewish people. This is a peace the achievement of which we owe to those who fell in
Israel's battles, the hope for its realization depending on renewed immigration to
Eretz Yisra'el.

The Alinement--the Labor Party and MAPAM--will take part in .this energetic campaign
for peace. Until it comes and when it comes we will also devote some of our efforts
to changing the image of Israel so that it not be a country that lives off external
support and is thus dependent on the charity of foreigners, but a country that lives
from its own toil.

Let us not be a people of the stock exchange but a people of work; a society that only
sits in deck chairs at the seaside, dotted with housesof entertainment and casinos,
but a society that cultivates its fields, activates its industries and provides for
itself; a country without masters and without servants, a country that does not live
from hand to mouth but from tomorrow to today, from the society-at-large to the in-
dividual. Zionism...

[Interjection by Likud MK Olmert] Mr Peres, on behalf of which party are you speak-
ing when you say this? _

[Peres] Zionism is not a movement to change one ts place of residence, but to change
the content of a people. The Labor Party--a movement to build a hard-working people
that knows'how to work and create, to teach and believe.,

[Knesset Speaker Shamir] Knesset members, I am asking for quiet.

[Peres] ...a people that knows who to defend itself and stretch the hand of peace
to its neighbors. We will build the Negev to look like the Jordan Valley and the .
Jezreel Valley--not a Negev of farmers and paid laborers. We will work to settle
the Galilee...
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[Likud MK Ehud Olmert] Nevertheless, on behalf of which party do you come with thisvision? W

[Peres] thud, did you personally build the country? We will build a defensible borderbuilt on depth and covered in greenery, because the seed of peace, in the words ofZechariah, is that the vine will bear its fruit. Moreover, it will be a peace that willenable the settlement of the remnants of the people,

Mr Speaker, honorable members of Knesset, we have to face the dangers with open eyes--Ihave described them without any embellishment--the series of mistakes--with an aching
heart but with the knowledge that this cannot be changed, and face the hope of peace withdecisive Jewish faith. In the end .tis is what we are all striving for.

[Shamir] Thank you.
I'V

[MK Dov Shilansky] I still do not know how you voted?

HOROWITZ REMAINS OPPOSED TO CAMP DAVID ACCORDS

TA251513Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1105 OMT 25 Sep 78 TA
[From the Midday Newsreel]

[Text] La'am is inside, but opposed. Correspondent Zevi Lidar talked about this with thecommerce and industry minister, .Yiga'el'Horowitz. [begin recording)

[Question] Minister Horowitz, are you able to vote for the proposal brought by the Kprime minister before the Knesset today?

[Answer] No, I will notvote.for:it, There was a meeting of the La'am Party executiveyesterday in which a decision was taken to vote against this proposal brought by Mr BeginSince there are many sharp expressions now--this subject causes great pain to us all; Iimagine that the parties and the people themselves are divided on this matter--I want toseize the-opportunity. to say a word aU±inst the sharp and ugly-expressions leveled at .Mr Begin, Mr. Dayan and Mr Weizman, Theyide called traitors. and other serious names bywell-known demonstrators. I want to Dp±otest against this. I am convinced that thedelegation has done its best in Camp David, according to its conception and understanding,to bring about the best possible resuts from the point of view of the national interest,

[Question] Why do you not support .them then?

[Answer] Although I am sure they have done their best, I do not support their position
However, it's a long way from lack of support to grave condemnations,

[Question] Why lack of support if you say 'they have done their best?

. [Answer] I say that I would have under no circumstances accepted the proposal to removethe settlements in Judaea and Samaria and I would have done everything to guaranteemassive settlement in Judaea and Samaria and not to leave the issue open and vague, Atany rate, I am convinced that they do not deserve any condemnations.

[Question] The prime minister said he will view a vote against. the agreements as ano-confidence vote and will resign if the majority of the Knesset votes against himYour vote against him, against his proposal means no confidence in the prime minister,Are you going to reach the conclusions called for by this?

-.1
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[Answer No. I was happy to hear that Begin said that every Knesset member will voteaccording to his conscience, I think that this is the way the Likud faotion should act.
Although we have the decision of the La'am Party executive, I am convinced that our
faction members will vote according to their conscience,

[Question] Will you later be able to continue sitting in a government that removessettlements?1

[Answer] I want to tell you first that the moves are not operational yet and the
negotiations are still going to be complicated and difficult, I do not see any reason
for resigning from the cabinet at this moment, unless Mr Begin says that it is
impossible for us to -participate in this government after our vote. This matter is inhis hands. I, at any rate, will not vote for the cabinet's position.

[Question] Will you continue to see yourselves as part of the Likud?

[Answer] I think so, At any rate, this subject is not on the agenda at the moment,

[Question] What are your next steps?

[Answer] Nothing;. to do everything that needs to be done both in the ministry and inthe party and to always say only what I think.: [end recording]

PO'ALEY AGUDAT YISRA'EL AGAINST AGREEMENTS

TA252145Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1500 GMT 25 Sep 78 TA

[Text] The Po'aley Agudat Yisra'el Knesset repres'entative, Rabbi Kalman Kahana, willVote against the approval of the Camp David agreements, The Po'aley Agudat Yisra'elmembers reached this decision because of the security and settlement aspects, Theymost fear that the principle of removing settlements will be applied to Judaea andSamaria in the future,

BEGIN 'WILL RESIGN' IF KNESSET DISAPPROVES ACCORDS

TA251310Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1300 GMT 25 Sep 78 TA

[Text] The prime minister said again that if the Kriesset does not endorse the CampDavid agreements, he will go to the president of the state .and submit his resignation.Mr Begin said this in his talk with the MAFDAL heads today.

Correspondent Zevi Lidar learned that the prime minister insists a saliti isciplinewill be imposed on -the 'vote on the agreements, Ozi' c'orrepnets that ltone disiln
opposition in the Likud faction to the imposition of coalition discipline and that DovShilansky and Kohen-Orgad are among the opponents' leaders, Our correspondent mentionsthat the Likud La'am Faction decided today to grant its members freedom of voting, TheLa'am executive has also recommended voting against the agreements, La'am Mk Yig'alKohen said that each of his colleagues will be able to vote against, and that if the
prime minister wants to he can draw conclusions from this. Yig'al Kohen said that ifit transpires that the law forbids the ministers to vote against the agreements, theywill be able to abstain.

I
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[.p=<ch by Fore'ig;n N;inister Mosnie Dayar to the Knesset--live]

-. ! ...7 =P =k^, ..... :.able Kr =_: -..- - nas--o US J. pressure on us at Camp David
S - -.. ed o: hinted tha i- -_:s -dd nct meet their demands, proposals or

,.'. .- ,::.- ou _d.-_ aid to Israel in economic matters, in
- d :evr : -- _ unde' pressure at Camp David, the same

-o - .:t President Carter's pressure; he
-a -_ae agreement we would be viewed as

h..-._ ..3 pessu . ;.d n^ow: the pressure with ourselves
- egtations with Egypt--and the price that

- it, betwn tn' hop_ --- total peace with normal relations--this is
S-1 nd I kncw th -th -r a_-:--et .e:_bers who say that this is not peace;S a-cd =O="°a prop^s=l- whi"-. =_eak abcut the normalization of relations as

or the f "-i----- at Camp David--between the proposal for a
ca he demand f- a ----l :ithdrawal, a total withdrawal of the army

-._. _. _ca" :i ;draw"a.i. cf c iv ilia.. ,

"' et '-b' ;.atar. that :e came here with a fait accompli. We
..- : .c h t .aits accompl±s, ~_ .-- :6 .roug..ht a recommended ropos
- n .it vot, :-._.. __n turn this proposal into a basis for negotia-

.... __ _ . :.__ .. _. < iece of paper. If the Knesset approves
St basi for. peace negotiations with Egypt,

00e this picyc-al another piece of paper will be added t
-eYs hits cf pap:-. This is what the Knesset has to decide,

- ~'- w=c-- '.esset has to face is if we reject this
- -"--= ". -- p a _ en tiorrow and the day after, next e

-mce convenient and which conditions will
t_ bo -btter - 1 to be able to achieve peace then. Will itr wcld is united? With the United States

- - -te - - - e easier for us? Is King Husayn of Jordan -
th- h c =-Q-i - 's-wers now and his rapprochement with Syria--h h years g og -: becc ing easier for us to reach an agreement?- 7 inicc ,_ th- miliary government for another- 10 years

"'=- '= ' 10 years and the criticism that is showered.--"------ h c- - -- c-------e that we have on the United States--
_ .ut-e~ Does anyone have the security that

_--at :ill be ccf'rtable for a settlement
c- -" ' -"= . ?We have gone through these periods,

- .... _ . : - io i-. 1948 when Ben-Gurion. was pri-ne
- - _s._reement on the borders as they existed at
cthe time. The Arabs did not agree to this,t his.

ny char har.a cssa-ire greeent
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r pint of vew-when we did not have Jez-., lem--Ben-Gurion sa-

_-::ver, from a border pon oviw erepared to make peace with us on these

ths is what we have and 
if the Arabs are p t

_rs we will do so.

__ i7, with ?rit'e Minister Eshkol and a national unity g r t,-- d we not offet

gu3ez Canal and the Jcrdan River and we took the Golan aeigh ts nd fr

-aking of peace with a withdrawal from Sinaith suitalet arrangements toainsureedom

shipping, and a retarn of the Golan Heigh wi thisbitand tinsure

y scuzrces o° the Jordan River? Did we not offer this? I am neither criticizirng nor

-- th atta hnw o eative answer rom Egypt and Syria we decided

in = th ia tat hntil they (?came) but established settlements in accordance

-_ - -^ ..:: i°_a "- ints they (?name)a. and in Judaea and

; ta-rich ians o. Gl °ront s--on the Golan Heights and in Sinaird i eaend

har c- lan"a idy -as no way to advance toward peace or toward the achievement

- ya. tnang d -

-id that it was not the settlements that would determine

borde f we c ime a peaid at fet but that the borderline would determine
.,b~dri L:° a.-chieved a Peace agreement bu httebo the bestoofdourtminimal

because we were dealing with ourselves e es there were

" _-_ .nd nationa' =cniderat.ons-not the desire to expand endlessi - w

y d esGnoa ci favor or against the Allon plan; there were questions aroun

far we sho ld setle Siavc or ldgains etl a a i a e t of Al Arish or be

-- , sihld setle Sinai; should we oe -endlessly sought territory, but this pre-

- dith thae on opprio:cthe solution was that ie were discussing matters only

canen diff.rt3tconsider what the Arabs would agree to. However, we

. - - s o;,ssir g only; w ith ourselves.

- - in the same thing. Teds

Camp David we faced a disadvantage and an advantag 
o the same this The dis-

'"atgewswhtw sawa 
in realityr was not siilar to our dream 

and this was also an

r:face.; t -:a"a is aitywas we -David was no dream but reality,

dvntge as-ady nae wsas thae rwat that Cw ar mo app oaching but this is a
,advag.8 - _ i h reality that we are no: - te-oror

a ret p o pohl ther ae tw sides and not a reality that we have creared to make

l -e°. ,n hpt is not tre only country and was not the first country prep

rttal _ wth. ors. J n,_y 5cially in the past 2 years--the Jordanian Government

as epare to reach a full peace agreement with us. This lappened

d ng the Rabin go e.t d, if I am not mistaken, rin e e

There w-ere lengthy deliberations with the Joreement withthem. which laste

icr a nn tine and the Rabin government did not reach agr

f m- a side r-ark here; when we did not manage to influenee dnotrdenigrate

Goverment nte a ccipting cur concept--the Allon plan, let us say--We d che ecae

ouselves and did notcail t ~a ^ overnment unsuccessful, worths t anhad uhe conducted

Jordan d d n ot aoc o proPosals. I did not hear anybody say tha

tre netotiations ae -ould have convinced King Husayn to accept Allon's plan.

tthe truth__Lhat what we 
neant 

is unacceptable to the Jordanian

-eet h-a whatitid-waen ep ared to accept. That was not a question

Wcer:said--and this~ =t orpses we are not prepare_ oacpfhnens n ueos

of cverrr-ty _On ility or all those terms of lefthadedness and numer uhse
c° cpabi-- - s do it better. This may be done better. Howevert

ccati.cs i " l s ga~rb concept prevailing in each Arab coutry and.what we
wat, a p n .. w when the United States, in the framework of those

w- ~y,.to , -;;.t we ;rans -- ."e th finde atatay out oftecnlt,
"ant, on or"er to help the two parties to fin lacey the fEytam airfield,

proposals c at a ~.nt T sraeli, air base be set up to rep

-- oposdd not ag U.
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only did it refuse us but it also refused rt. ':ted States, even though we viewed
.his as an opening for a political settlement tha'; a;uld have answered some of our
'ishes. Egypt repeatedly rejected this despite the personal appeals of President
Carter to President as-Sadat. With my own ears I heard Carter turn to him and say again
and again: Agree to this since this will solve many things. They refused the Americans
Because of their concept.

We cannot but ask ourselves whether we are prepared to pay this price or to refuse to pay
_, a:d in that case, what will happen in the future, in 5 or 10 years? Will most of
_:e =g:eements :e will reach with the Arabs be the results of war, with a sword put to
_-e reck? Most of our agreements with the Arabs to date have been like that--in 1948,
_ 19?, after the Yom Kippur War with the disengagement of forces--with the sword laid

to their neck, our army mobilized and the, agreements being a result of war.

or the first time now an agreement is discussed without the pressure of the sword laid
t. the neck and not as a result of war. Do we really want to wait for the possibility
of future negotiations stemming from a war, a war that we will win, but a war neverthe-
less? 'ill the chances of a settlement be better then than now?

sa o'ld also ask ourselves whether we are prepared to evacuate 14 settlements and
- airfields beyond the border on condition that we get a full peace and after more than
a year elapses from the beginning of the implementation of the agreement until those
_tnoiiions of full normalization--of diplomatic ties, when the withdrawal constitutes
half of the territory we should evacuate--are completed. We are either prepared for

-: _^his or we say that we.are not ready to evacuate 14 settlements and 3 airfields beyond
t^e border even if this is connected to a full peace agreement with Egypt. Then we will
^a7e to ask ourselves, what is a better goal we should seek in the foreseeable future?

*' en :e learned of the Jordanian demand for a full peace agreement--I am neither
-2"prised nor disaoprove that the various governments did not bring the Jordanian
proposals to the Knesset's decision, while now, I together with the otier cabinet
-.er.ers, recommend that this issue be decided in the Knesset. It is not that we should
_is:e. to every Arab proposal that ray be raised and say: We shall see and decide one
a7 or the other....

E 3ig3 'al Allon] In light or remarks that you have just made--why did you vote against
the interim agreement with Egypt in the Knesset in 1975?

- Dayan] I did so because that interim agreement did not give peace. We gave it in
_etur-. for nothing, do you know why, Yig'al, if I may address you as Yig'al? It is
bee=_se of the very reasons that moved you to refuse to sign that interim agreement at
the beginrir.g. You later changed your mind and decided to sign it.

.=.:ds'tinct interjections ] Well, you asked one question and it is possible the answer
does not satisfy you. Do you at least accept that that was not a proposal for a peace
set.lesent but for an interim agreement?

Iterjection apparently by MK Aharon Yadlin to the effect that there was not a total
-ithdra:al and that it was a bilateral discussion not against the background of war but

ini_ _ a state of peace ]

Ia] We are not talking now of a proposal for an interim agreement, and I can ask
=-:1_ even sharper questions such as: What has changed from the time when I said we
h_- zetter have Sharm ash-Shaykh without peace than peace without Sharm ash-Shaykh?
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At the time I said this, in 'Abd an-Nasir's time, I thought just as I said--that theis preferable to the other. Eight years have elapsed since and there is a different siayon and a different regime. When I look and ask what's next? What is ahead? I thensay that peace without Sham ash-Shaykh is preferable to Sharm ash-Shaykh without peace
if freedom of navigation is guaranteed to Israel. I can cite examples, mine and others,and the question, in each period of time, is whether the issue is realistic. a

I want to go back for a moment to the questions of the eastern and southern fronts. Iwant to say why, also in the event Jordan proposes to us a full peace under conditions -itis raising today, I do ot recommend that we discuss this. How do we, and should we,examine this? First, where will the proposed Arab agreement take us? To which border--to the border between Kfar Saba and Qalqilyah? This is demanded by King Husayn. Or,to the international border between Gaza and Elat? !ill it bring us to security arrange-Sments--the possible security arrangements described by the defense minister here--in theSinai, or to impossible security arrangements when the Arabs refuse even to accept theAlton plan in Judaea and Samaria? In addition, another, a less concrete question--whenwe withdraw, in which land should we be ready to become foreigners and in which land not?'

I am prepared to be a foreigner in the Sinai and do not desire to be one in Judaeariand Samaria. I am not at odds with the position of the Rabin government that did notbring Husayn's plan to the Knesset for a decision, nor do crtiethswocndtdthe negotiations for not succeedi on ord I criticize those who conductedtheaneadhereds fornotsu i ng in convincing the Jordanian king to accept the Allonplan. He adhered to his positions and was not amenable to being influenced.

The question facing us now is whether this agreement cari consitute, under the presentircumistances, an appropriate basis which we should endorse.

Finally, I would like to touch on a question raised by MK Rabin regarding the agreementsor understanding with th° United States connected with these peace accords. It is nottrue that the agreement we are now presenting, an agreement which is also connectedwith another agreement called the working paper and achieved between us and the UnitedStates in October 1977, does not include clauses of agreement and commitment betweenus and the United States or agreement to and understanding of our position on the partof the TJnited States--primarily and foremost, the question of the Palestinian state.Furthermore, in the U.S.-Israeli working paper of October 1977 -we find the cleardistinction stating that peace agreements will be betwen Israel and Jordan, Israeland Egypt, Israel and Syria and Israel and Lebanon, while the issues of the West ank and
the Gaza Strip will be discussed with the Arab residents of the territories.

~~In the agreement submitted to the Knese to hstate is linked to theesse now the question of yes or no to a Palestinianstatehis likento the question of a peace treaty and borders. It is most clearly statedin this agreement that what is now being done with the Arabs of the territories, withthe representtives of the residents of Judaea and Samaria and the Gaza Strip--and onlywith the--is not a pece agreeent. The peace agreement that will be based on Resolution242 should be ma e with Jordan, with the Palestinian Arabs being able to participate inthe Jordanian delegation if they wish.. It is only with this delegation that they willdetermine the peace agreement and the borders on the basis of 242. It is not onlyPrime Minister Begin ad president as-Sadat who signed this agreement but also PresidentCarter, as a witness. There cannot be a more precise definition for the lack of:,entic to view the Arabs of the territories or these territories as a state--whenpriace agr'een erts and borders should be determined only with Jordan, and the Palestinianscan of course .Join th~e Jordanian delegation.
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The same applies to IDF forces. It is indeed the 5-year transitional period that is

' primarily and foremost talked of now. However, regarding these 5 years, it is for the

_irst time, and with those signatures and with that testimony of the U.S. President,

determined that the IDF forces will withdraw and redeploy in the areas of Judaea,

Samaria and the Gaza Strip, or, in English--the West Bank and the Gaza Strip.

There is no fear and no room for the assumption that what is being- 
talked of is. presence

ir closed camps. Among the various clauses, not to mention our discussions and our

ma scrutinies, we also find the clause talkin~g of joint : sraeli-Jordanian patrols _or

the safeguarding of the border--not of sitting in carps, but joint pa-rclZ, both Iser:-

and Jordanian border police along the Israeli-Jordanian border. These three p.in.s

then: A. We talk of fAab representation of the residents of the territories only;

1, When we speak of' an agreement with a state we are speaking of Jordan--and it is only

with it that we talk of borders based on Resolution 242, ani the. Arabs of the territri.es.

can join the Jordanian delegation; C. ?resence of IDF forces in thse territories

during the 5-year period and maybe also beyond this.

I view the fact that not only the U.S. President signed this as a witness but also the

president of an Arab state as a party, as. being extremely important. For all the resp.

I have for agreements between us and the United States, when we have such an agreement 
-

on the issues of : 'No to a Palestinian state; presence of IDF forces; and Arab repre-

sentation of the residents of the territories--an agreement signed 
by the president of

an Arab state together with the U.S. President's testimony--this is much more important.

The Knesset can endorse or refuse to endorse the proposal submitted by the government.

If it endorses it I believe that peace negotiations will open and if it does not

endorse it, it is possible that in time, when we see, if, we see, the developments of

unity in the Arab world, the behavior of As-Sadat's 
successor, of As-Sadat himself after

this proposal is struck off the agenda, of renewed Soviet intervention in the negotiations,

- we will be sorry that we have not started the peace neggtiations under the present

conditions--but it will be impossible to do so then, of course.

Begin Add sses Session

TA280218Y Jerusalem Domestic Television Service in Hebrew .001o GMT 28 Sep-7 8 TA

Speech by Prime Minister Menahem Segin during the Knesset debate on the Camp David

agreements--live]

[Text] Mr Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, members of Knesset: At this early hour of,

morning it is hard for me to make a speech. I would prefer to hold a talk with frie-i3

with whom I have been working for more than 30 years now, without any difference of

faction, and in this speech I will possibly do a bit of pouring out of jy soul, for which

I ask your pardon in advance. -

-ow is this night diferent from all the nights, from all the days, from all the evenin-s.

from all the dawns? Despite all the nights we fought and signed cease-fire agreemerts

the state of war remained as it was. Despite all the days we signed cease-fire agreermenut

the state of war remaiaed valid.. During all the periods we signe.d interim.agreements

the state of war renained in all its significance.
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Tonight we are debating the signing of a peace treaty the first clause of which will
entitled: the state of war between Israel and Egypt has come to an end. "The stateof war between Egypt and Israel has been terminated." [previous sentence in English]
This is the first clause in every peace treaty.

I want to say, Mr Chairman and all members of the Knesset, with all my heart and withall my soul, blessed are we who have come to this night. For the first time since thestate was founded the two countries will declare to all peoples of the world: There is nomore state of war between us.

Now, with the permission of the chairman and by way of asking .your pardon, permit me tosay something personal. I have been serving the people of Israel for 50 years as wellas its liberation movement, whose name is Zionism, and going on to old age I have nowhad to hear certain voices. of the sort that are not fit to be heard from this podium.But even in the Knesset certain voices are heard, and to them it is my duty to reply.

MK Moshe Shamir stood on this podium and claimed that I had used a hammer concerning
the voting in the Knesset and he himself participated in the Foreign Affairs and Security
Committee in which another 20 members participated and they all heard me when I said,
and the same goes. for the Likud faction; I call on everyone, with no difference offaction, this time, to unite and vote in favor--for a new era is opening in the historyof Israel. Not that there are no difficulties, not that there are no pains, not that- there are no torments, but the great hope for the basic turn is what is before us. Letus unite. Let us unify.. We will accept the good with the bad and I do not deny thatsacrifices will be made, but the main thing is the first sentence, the end of the stateof war with the greatest and strongest of the Arab countries.

With Egypt the cycle of wars comes to an end, Syria cannot attack us because it knowsthat if it does so it will commit suicide. Jordan cannot attack us because it knows thatif it does so the king from the Hashemite dynasty will lose his crown. The cycle of warshas been closed--who knows--maybe for 5 years, maybe for 10, maybe for 50 years, maybefor a generation, maybe for two generations. After all, this is a historic turn in thefull meaning of the term. Let us unite around this turn. This is what I asked.

And afterward I said to all my friends--all of them are sitting here as witnesses--voteas your souls tell you, according to your consciences. And for this I have to hear, as-I sit here on the Knesset podium, a friend of mine say that an attempt was made to usea hammer on members of the faction so that they should vote, as though they were robots?
They are like my father and mother. Is this true? Is this how one speaks in the -Knesset, to the ears of living witnesses, only in order to harm a hated man? Mr Shamir--he is an author in Israel and he wrote a book, in my view a very great one, entitledKing of Flesh and Blood, about our great king, Alexander Jannai. But .the late Professor
(Kloisner) did not like that book and wrote a shattering criticism of it and then, incriticism of the book, the late Professor (Kloisner), one of our greatest historians,
said: There are those who excuse the author by saying he is no historian, but to suchari extent no historian? [laughter] Now I want. to ask: Sometimes it is possible todeviate from the truth--but to deviate from it to such an extent? When dozens of-colleagues heard me: Vote as your souls tell you and according to your consciences?To speak about hammers?
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=nd then MKfl Moshe Shamir said that I had lost my belief in the justice of Zionism.

[Shamir ] I did not say that.

Begin] Just that. I ask you to examine the minutes. Sir, Sir, it is too late for
heckling.

(Shamnir ] To such extent not a historian, Mr Prime Minister-- there is ....

_begin] I did not interrupt him, please al.low me to speak. Be kind enough to pe:-mi'.
me to speak and do not interrupt me, please. Those were the remarks that we made
an I want...that is :hat I heard; prove it in the record, I beg your pardon. And
zany heard. I only want to say this; that in 50 years of serving the people of Israel
a=nd Zionism, my belief in the justice of Zionism has never lessened by even a molecule,
_estpected Mr Shamir; and I continued to believe in the justie of Zfionis-n when you
still believed in the justice of another ideology.

:Ihamir] I was born in Zionism and have never left it, not even for a second, even
in the days- when I was in another movement. I have always been a loyal Zionist ;;ust
_ike you, Mr Prime Minister.

(Begin] I am not denying that. After all, you cast doubts on my belief in the justice
of Zionism. You said so. There is another member of Knesset who said things....

ishamir] By the way, [word indistinct] I call a hammer.

.Begin] I see that you remain in your life under such a ha:aer. There -is another
member of Knesset who said certain things in a certain way the day before yesterdy.
I will not reply even with one word. And I will pass on to the main matter. Camp
--avid. What happened in connection with the settlements at. Camp David. This I
will tell. For 12 days and 12 nights w .e did not cease explaining to the U.S. Prci-
cent and to every one of his aides -- I beg you, merbers of Knesset . 12 days and 11
nights--we did not cease explaining to the President of the United States the essen-
tialness of these settlements, their value from the securiti aspect, their im-'ortancc
from the moral aspect, the rightness,of the previous governments which established
those settlements. This is what- we told him and he replied to me, in one of. the might
talks: I accept, and for a second time I will go and try to convince President a-
Sadat. On this podium tonight I want to thank. President Carter for that. He tri-d
once to convince President as-Sadat to make an arrangement and let the settlements
remain. He did not succeed. And, under the influence of our pleas he said, tn -
?resident of the United States: I will go once more to the Eg;tian president and
try to convince him. And he.went and he came back to me and said:.-I did my'best. -
I used all the reasonings. I did not succeed. What I was told was: I cannot return
nome; my people will not -accept; I will not be -able to save the negotiationo; I
will not be able to sign any agreement.; things you can call by all the names in
the world, which I do not justify, but that was the judgment of .the U.S. Presi "ct .
.- "tr a second attempt t con.:in:e the Egyptian president ab-ut ths ettl n t.

.a consulted in our team. T;at should we do? Tell the U.S.. President: If this
so, we ag'ee to remove the settlements? Unde' no circumsten:e could we do t.._
Pirst, because we were convinced that they should be le"ft as they. er'. .a.: _u
.e deny our awareness? Second, because we also had to explain to our U.. .. _ -

- -he difference between a presidential rule and a ,a:'liamentary ruli. ..- -

;cained the approach with an "aphorism". [in English z ayini;: We are.th.--. :.
t-. nesset and not its rulers.
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The Knesset authorized a certain cabinet program in which it was written that the
settlements must remain as they were. We will not be able to move from this position;
otherwise how could we say--when behind us was not only a cabinet decision, but also
a Knesset decision, our parliament--that we are implementing its decisions?

But there was a second possibility--to tell President Carter: we are saying no to
you, we will not agree to remove the settlements. And then the Camp David conference
would have blown un the same day. No agreement would have been signed. The Egyptians
would have returned to Cairo, we to Jerusalem, the Americans to Washington and I
would have been a- prime minister reporting to you. My dear and respected friends and
rivals; in my heart of hearts, in my brain, in my conscience, with all my soul I
knew if the Camp David conference were to blow up thus, the State of Israel would
not stand up before it. Not in the United States; not in Europe; not before the Jews
of the United States; not before the Jews of other countries; it would not stand up.
It would all collapse. I know how to stand up to pressure. I do not have anything
to regret. Who remembers as you do the last 9 months, between March and last month.
[as heard] In all Europe there was one paper, called L'AURORE, which from time to time
wrote a good word. And in the whole of the United States there was one provincial
paper which published a favorable article. All the world press in all the democratic
countries, without mentioning the communist and other countries, attacks; accusation;
an obstacle to peace; warmonger. And in the Israeli press as well--why should I
tell about it, after all, we all read it--all of it, without exception. -

We stood up to those 9 months, of possibly unprecedented pressure, both international
'and from within the country. I do not have to boast. When you believe in your posi-
tion, you have to know how to stand up to pressure. And after that attempt, I tell
you, ladies and gentlemen, had the Camp David conference agreed to everything and
only blown up over the matter of the settlements, Israel could not have stood--the
whole of Israel--faced with the world.

And today, sometimes there is no alternative but to declare surrender. This is my
evaluation. This is security. This is my recognition without any doubts. And so
it was a question of responsibility and I proposed to my two colleagues a third way;
We would not say yes or no. We could not say either. The Knesset must be asked.
We could not say'no. The Camp David conference would bloc-up over that. We had a
third way. We would announce that we would go to the Knesset and it would decide,
because it had decided in favor fof talks] and now it must decide which way to go.

And then, at Camp David, the idea of free voting was born. It was there, at Camp
David, that the idea of separating the voting was born. Free voting. Everyone ac- _ .
cording to his conscience. First we will vote on the two agreements. I had no doubt
that the decisive majority of the Knesset would raise its hand in favor and after-
ward, separately, we would vote on the problem -of the settlements, everyone according
to his conscience, and the Knessetts decision would be carried out. And I said to
the U.S. President: "either way" [in English] we will rely on the Knesset and you
must note down that if the Knesset decides to hold onto the settlements, they will
be held onto, whatever happens. For we accept the verdict of the Knesset. That is -
the actual story of Camp David.

There is a small addendum. On our way to President Carter, I said to my friend;
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan: I have another idea. I will tell President Carter that .
in order .not to leave the impression that I an trying to influence the members of
Knesset,- I will not even takce part in the debate. The foreign minister said to me:
It is not befitting for .you to inform the U.S. President that you 'gill not take part
in the debate. How can a prime minister not take part in such a debate? I took -
his advice.

e
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And after we ended a night talk with President Carter and we told him, we cannot under any
circumstancestake on ourselves a commitment to disband the settlements, we must bring
this matter to the Knesset for decision, we formulated the resolution three times. The
first draft written by PIr Carter said that the Knesset would decide on the moving back of
the settlements. We said no. That small, large word--no. Because had it been written
that the Knesset would decide on the moving back of the settlements, we already would be
hinting about the contents of the resolution. He proposed that we write "the future"

in English]. We said no-to this, too. There is a hint in this, too, although a firmer
or.e regarding the settlement. We agreed that he would write "the issue" [in English]--
the problem would be decided by the Knesset. And after we had agreed on this, it was.
already midnight. The President asked us, he asked me a very interesting question, as
follows: .And maybe, Mr Prime Minister, you could not take part in that debate? Then Dayan
and I nearly burst out laughing. He asked: Why are you laughing? So Dayan told him the
story. That initiative came from the prime minister, but I told him: no, it is nog
possible, a prime minister must take part in this debate. And so it was. And had they
accepted that idea in Israel, we would have had two votings this evening, one on the two
agreements which were signed in the White House and the second, completely separate, on the
settlements.

returned home Friday afternoon and I also read back papers, particularly those of Fr:.da,
and I read and I was shocked. Sometimes in life such a case occurs to one of us. I.do no;
u.derstand how it comes. A sort of country fell on his head. Who knew? A complete surp:-ise.
.=:d I read article after article, in nearly all the papers. Can it be? The same man.
This is my day, the day of the prime minister. He wants to split the work into two. He
will bring a peace proposal, but the second job, 'the not-so-clean job, of deciding on the
removal of the settlements--that the members of Knesset will do for him, and especially
the members of the opposition. It is not nice. How do the sabras put it: . it is not fair.
How do the Hebrews say: It is not honest. How could it be? I read all those articles and
I said to myself, following the well-known verse from the Bible: Will I run away? And so,
we consulted and we said: We will not run away from any campaign. We will not get out of
an; responsibility. You, if you. want to separate between the two votings, we will accept it.
We will write one draft resolution, and then came the question of what to write.

iow I would like to tell the members of the Knesset--on this side where I have opponents
and those on the other side, where I have supporters, and on that side, where I have both
supporters and opponents: I have named all, from the factions of the house--very simple
things: What constitutes the cabinetts responsibility, and also what I had said at the time,
you remember, MK Rabin, after Entebbe, what is the .slightly larger resporsibility of the
prize inister. The choice is one of two.

IDi-Ing the previous session, someone interjected saying that this is a so-called ultimatum
to the Knesset. This is not true, but I am explaining reality to you: ii we today do not .
mak.e a clear, distinct decision which is not questioned, no negotiations for peace il
begin and everything agreed up'on at Camp David, will be null and void. This is not what'I
presume or how I estimate; t is written; null and void. This is w: : i written. Ie
.e otiations will ot start, this is the choice. There is no th'ird possibility. This is no
ultimatum, my friends, this is the explanation of reality. Each ne'ber of the Knesset rust

.realize it and not have any illusions.

i.
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I asked myself: Can you take the responsibility u;pon yourself and place it on yourcolleagues to make a decision today and not to decide about the settlements, or decidethat they should remain knowing that negotiatins would not even begin, and all our toilof 12 days and 12 nights at Camp David would be in vain; would sink to a bottomless depth.Or, take the responsibility, place it on your shoulders, bear words of despise, bear wordsof vilification, both within this house and outside it,.accept everything with love. Thisis the love without return, as has been a tradition with Israel. Take the responsibilityand tell the Knesset and the nation: This is the most practical chance to reach a peacetreaty for the first time in 30 years.'

The peace treaty is almost already prepared, what has been agreed upon with respect to thebilateral relations between Egypt and Israel isa almost the entire peace treaty. One mustonly copy it, perhaps add several things, several clauses which normally do not causedifferences, and we will have a peace treaty perhaps within the next 2 or 3 months. Every-thing I talked about previously is attainable. It lies in the palm of our hand. It is notNovembe~r or December in Ismailia. It is not Leeds Castle. It is Camp David. We have infact already attained the entire contents of a peace treaty._

How should you vote? How should you decide? To throw all this to the sea, and say thatour settlements must remain?

I. wish to tell you something about the settlements: How they are dear to me. I am notdistinguishing between parties and settlenents. Everyone knows that I love every settler-When I was a member of the National Unity Qatinet, the NAPAM kibbutzim invited me to lectue
there and heard, and saw, and knee wht alovebi~pm thet hart is. Throughout my life you havenot paid attention to this; perhaps you. did not want to read.

Zeev Jabotinsky and also his disciples said that the pioneering enterprise in Israel is agreat enterprise. In 1948, after we emerged from slavery to freedom, I told the membersof the.Irgun: The war is over; let us go and till our motherland, and thus the settlementswere established. I love them all. All of them are entrenched deep in my heart. True,in the Rafah approaches there are three Betar Movement (established by Jabotinsky followers]settlements. There are young people, youth, and a relatively large number of them have comeo me--as a member of the Betar :Movenent who joined the movement at the age of 16--and they,of course, say their thing: How it hurts, how the heart aches.

However, when.I serve in the office of prime minister, it is my duty to think about therealities of another resolution, when I know that a peace treaty is within reach. Then,when I know this, may I--as a friend of theirs.-think about their sons, lest they reiainand the peace treaty slip from between our fingers, that same treaty which can be felt inthe hand, and their sons might fall in battle if, God forbid, war breaks out? .May a primeminister worry about the sons in these settlements or not? Even if they tell me: Do notworry, we are, the fathers and the mothers and we worry about our children--even if theysay so, still the prime minister is obligated to make suxe that another war does not breakout and there is not more slaughter and there are no more orphans and bereaved people,because this has been the aspiration throughout all these dozens of years of my servicefor this nation, not since 1907, but since 30 November 1947.,

For 4 and 1/2 years we fou:ght against the British rule, no Arab ever raised a hand againsta Jew, total peace prevailed between Jews and .Arabs. After the-decision in the UnitedNations, the following days, there were the first battles, the first deaths, the firstkilled. Since then, there has been no man who wants peace more than I do. This is myconfession. Like me, so all of you, but none more than I.

' ii
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or 31 ears, a man has been standing, dreaming about peace with the Arabs. He respectsthe Arabs, he extends a hand to theor and calls on them to come and build this countrytogether to be the glory of the worldd.and it can be the glory of the world--but let us
stop the bloodshed.

ed, the chance has been placed in our hands, really, and the content has already been
agreed upon. It only. reains to sit for several days, or weeks, or a few months, in ordervo c ymplte, to sign, and remove Egypt fa n the cycle of wars. Who knows, we may yetY And they remained quiet for 40 years.
es a pie minister have such an obligation or not? When we hate bloodshed and want peacnnr jus and the Arabs, when we want to live with them together in mutual respect, in freedomnd ustice as much as huan nature allows. Therefore I had no choice. Perhaps thec.:oorable abstainees have a choice, but I did not. I had to decide, together with my

tolleagues: these are the scales, here are the two issues, and I think that if we placee pace treaty on this side and on this side we put the decision concerning the settle-ets, the scalesaccording to the laws of morality in which I believe--will be here.es ates io show movement of scales] There is no other way, with all the pain and the
*-bliveations and the crying. There is no other way, this I believe and I shall continueto believe in nis to my last day: ths is the right choice for the people of Israel,in.cl'dn those living in the Rafah approaches--it was the right choice.
ut, of course, there are people who deceive.

t :is ecision is not to be carrie ot in 1 day, or in 1 month. In our resolution we saidthat the Period should be determined in an agreement betweennthe two pa resolto Afte si we
gn~r a peace treaty, within 3 to 9onhnarentbtenhewoparties. After weas Muammtatylwithine to 9 months we, together with our forces, must withdraw to_nk °ars abouha adAlArish line, which should remain for 2 years. We still have time toik about everisthing and to do ever thing, However, one thing must be clear: this is a- scial decision, and w e acept it Bu sha not deceive anyone. If the Knesset decides,

its decision will be carried out, R3ut in order.

:lirel Sharon took upon himseltohn ht" ti aoes. P hi elf to hndle the resettling of the people--if they want--when
t-e tine comes. We shall deal with each and every family, no family wil benge ede7rything according to its wish; nothing will be forced on tmily mill be neglected--

ree Rahe, echfamly il hedeem by means of any force or
decree. Rather, each family will be dealt with, until the problem is. solved, when the time

3iOW I :ave explained to you, ladies and gentlemen, the choice we faced, You can eitheraceit it or nt. But one thrng I have a right to ask you: Have you understood? s whacI sad clar? There is no shrink~ir~ here, no shirking of responsibility Thr ishr afull loading of the responsibility cm the shoulders and u sllThere is hre

eow I should like to adress this part of the house specifically. You shall decide and-v e as oup s , ad h , toldo u re arthe faction session. There are those among you...- .. Op;oe, amld fe, vO t'.':- ar as ain - their, a,.' OT:..y atoo re those who wish to abstain and their speaker was
"he eresset.^d [lnudauBen :eir. Re is a great orator, really a kind of Demosthenes aton t[spoi. 1ghtFr _lo, really, i truly think so. He is a great orator. He stoodov: this podi n* First he etle his right hand up and said: With this hand I must vote in="rof reov . the seto ents, and I cannot--under any circumstance,--do sc.

', II
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Then he raised his left hand: With this hand I must vote against peace, and I can in
way do so. Therefore I am abstaining: Then I asked him: Suppose you persuade all the
members of the Knesset, then how would the Knesset decide? Then he said that the people
would accept any decision made by the Knesset. How-would they accept it?

[Unidentified MK] But they have been doing so all these years, Mr Prime Minister, it is a
profession.

[Begin] I ask you, it is too late--or early--to stop my *cords with interjections.

Then the foreign minister said something very nice which he will allow me to quote. After
Yehuda Ben Merirrs speech he said: The righteous should live by his abstention. [laughter]
I have also saved the world, begause I quoted something and named its speaker. [reference
is to the traditional saying that whoever quotes something in the name of the one who said
it brings salvation upon the world.]

Abstention, my dear friends--I am addressing youin the presence of opponents--what is the
meaning of abstention or voting against? This means that today., when you have four members
in this movement of which I have been a member since, almost, the time when I was born, and
in which I serve as the chairman, what is the meaning of the abstention? rEzer Weizman,
Arirel Sharon, Begin should do the job and decide on the removal of the settlements while
every abstainee will say that he has saved his soul, has not lent a hand to this, it being
a Job he is not prepared to do and is prepared to let the others do, and me, too. Is this
appropriate? Decide for yourselves, and after having heard what you heard from me--vote as
you wish. [laughter]

I should like to say something, with all due respect, to the main opposition. I respect
the opposition; I have always respected it. How could 1 not-respect the opposition,
opposition having almost turned into a profes$ion of mine? I once heard a Joke that a man
was given a salary to call:Begin to power. jIe was asked: How much are you getting? He
said: It is small, but it is for life. [laughter] I have heard even this about myself!
Then I should not respect an opposition!

I wish to ask you, my honorable friends and opponents, how can it be--I have heard MK Yizhaq
Rabin analyzing the agreement, and saying that there were difficult things, there are future
risks, but the state of aff=irs is positive,- This I understand. He says that despite the
dangers and the difficulties I shall vote in favor. However, I heard another speech, made
by Mr Shahal. He did rot leave one stone in its place with respect to this plan. I beg ~
pardon from the Knesset member...I did not mean this, I really didn't. I meant the actual.
stone. [laughter} He did not leave one stone in its place. At the end I did not even
understand what he was saying. This is the truth. I did not understand his sentences. Later
he finished by saying: So I have no choice, and I will vote for.

God almighty, ladies and gentlement, such a duplicity When-we have a peace treaty, the
Israeli Army remains in Judaea and Samaria guarding the people of Israel, the Suez Canal
is--this time definitely--open for Israeli flag ships, the Straits of Tiran are declared to
be an international-route open to all, there is a demilitarized zone in the Sinai and another
zone where the military presence is thinned out, airfields will be built, a real peace
treaty. [two Knesset members leave the hall] What happened to my two friends that all of

- a sudden they started walking about like this? [laughter -
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As if this were a promenade, what is this? hy, this is the Knesset! All right. I am nc';criticizing. I understand, I understand, it is at im ortahe Knset!All righ t ane*
e''p , .ipotn consultation. I understand,

'e-e, how can one talk with such duplicity? Then my friend Hillel, the former police
.the dust and bury it e prime minister is rght. To place the peace treaty with Egypt

the ustai~ buY it many meters down and then say that he is voting in favor' o° it;_--chs is impossible, it is illogical. I do not wis'h to say that it s dishonest. You- all vote as you wish. But, how can one do this?

- :ave no special word forcae borne aly gentlemen- of the oposito;, regarding an idea. rhih

e boritical one--I get no Plitical a ccngenial duty to tell you about this, noh Pic - dt no political benefit fro this. I have sat with President artfr
Pe sis r a n a pretty room in a cabii--I wou l like to sit with' every :

"^ not from mecabn, bu T i r i h is called--and by chance , inci den .a
no form, ae the words: Territorial conrrise, You coul haeh nder 1, ,oa. coming out. of President as-Sadat's mouth: pere . Y could. havhe heard a li -r

nen the Egyptian foreign minister told the Israeli forerg inister: e cd ue notc_curse not. The foreign ministerr= superior came and said-- cannot repeat trough ne~icOphones in any way the tone, because it eas a crd out o haavin, but I am reoh -words: Never, never!

igial Allon] He also said never .with respect to Jerusale- .

E~::identified MK])pae n tifi e d IC~ C O u r p r i m e m i n i s te r c ou ld a ls o h a v e s a id h e se thi-
- aye aid ;,ase tings in Jerusalem,,

_Indistinct interjection from Allon]

- .~'nidentified MfK] As-Sadat may also say never.

-gin) Ok, Ok. My friend, why are you shouting? I can understand an inter ect=onshout? Do not shout; talk. a antion, h

--^"n [Words indistinct) opoie[ sidaid frith aWU.s nnounctmen e[words indistinct] never. However, you leDai ihaUS, announcement th:at it does not .recognize jerus leu as tie capial.. o :.
reogie eusalem1 as the capital. of Ts: _

[3-egini Well, what do you want?

:Allon] I want [words indistinct,

" "n) Do you want to speak o d
pesent in the Knesset Foreig A fair an etourinterject? beg you p on, d w-ard
etain document. Well, then, in the previous session it was said that I ear rvtwo certain documents because--I do not wish to e n t s saitha I was not revea - -eign Affairs and Security Committee who heard al the sunent bu all the members o

-en*; cautious in anticipation of the negotiatio dc nts o r
:-_ ens, I may have added a 1.-t to the del egation_ had- told at out
'-gotiations. Is everything clear? Is this ht car ? t he i oady have edangeri

- , and therefore. I Prefer to remain silent. - re ise Should suice i
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You read the docum ent,
that we wouldonot si, and we said on Sunday, 3 hours before the agreement was sigtacee ao not sign any agreement if that letter is not repealed Later wreceived another letter, we replied with a letter which I have already read: henuethe eternal capital of 

wshael 
iweldvsi

Israel, is indivisible. aelrdyed:Jerusale

So what do you want? I am merely telling the storpolitical. You shall hear this from President as-Sadat; donot wish to gain a heconclusionPeenvr_ rthg
. evr, nver-and draw the.

the vte N t o poposed his Own proposal. I would request him not to put it toshall explain wh gets a majority or a minoritywe have a mapority. I
d sal e pI whv y. I want you to know, Yigral, that if today there is no clear cutdecision, I have a fear in my heart-and I am speakin sincerel with c t
but with a fear--that someone might use--in his ppinionsascarreason, 

andtincouraopiaionas an excuse, and will not begin negotiations as stated in the document, Ten andohisKnse myraest far--for we all want negotiations--. illO be edcesnto coene n this
Knessetfareatspecialfsessionltowrepealgthattdecision 

w nl t do thies.a Tday, an c tear
cut decision is re re to convene the

gained,~ ~ ~ ~ Do 37ths oa, a clear- ;

e n in the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Security Committee itraise it, we will gladly If there is a proposal, we will consider it, a ill an
rneed a strictl y do so, However, tonight--I be oano an

y defined dei g your pardonth-eed anncty decision one way or the other, this way or themother nsonthatWe can announce that the negotiations could begin even next week, perhapsr, statifterectionsJ
, peraps. [indistinct

I would request these benches not to interrupt my speech.
I wish to tell the Knesset that yesterday the Egyptians asked us to econtact with us Withot delay, after they had been brokeh off, e reinstate directAmerican frinds that the Egyotians wish to consider appointing a ewere told by ourct

of the Knesset not peace treaty Perhaps even next week. I suggest that the members
o r tea n ess ot w a -, n o t p u t o f f , b u t d o t h e i r d u t y a s q u i c k l y a sug g s s i b l e f o rreasons which rrd do better not to specify,

It is for this reason. that 1am asking the Knesset to make a clearcut welldefined
negotiations ajust a e cabinet had proposed. When we decide on this and the

ieace treaty begin, we will look into every possibility in accordance
to my call, ofshall nesset Foreign Affairs and Security Comsittee it you respondtoxmyplaini ,I shall than yo, However, if you do not--we shall decide Hou repn
eaplaining to all the members of the wnse..frhaei shallecidme, oneoer cleaSdecision Codar f h Knesset--for he a. . owve, adecisin ay: you shall vote as you will, but a decision sagreedaupon by the maority'eothe Knesset will beade, and as of tomorrow we shall start working so that the-willing 

also to reach the signing of the peace treaty.f-llon -[ ne :4ir^st, may I Just..-

-egin.] Yes, yes, nlease.

[A~lont In the ad.it~cnl e ticle which our faction includes in the draft resolution
o =re is no bJlurri:-- c' the KCnesset decision cnen

Dc oneerninby y ou h er e , on thth e C am p D av i dis podium, the day before yesterday.

II
II
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[Begin] No.

i(Allon] It has an importance, a moral importance and [word indistinct]-
[Begin) I heard.

[Allon] It carrienoilaonf-
l trds in ri o l]. [words- indistinct] because it does not depend on

[Begin1 Ok. NJow you shall hearmh ere is an exwpression there:ar me I have read over [as heard] draft resolutionrere is aso theett With all its components, and you interpret that the

r e eReio ~ i a s h e s t l e e t H o w e v e r , t h i s i s n o t, ~ r i t t e n . i d s i n t i t r
.etin y Pees] :Jo, Shimon, not now, you must be recgnized by me tonseakwh iler. :: alking, and I am not recognizing you, Right? 'you- are asking pe sso ahie';;oc? So let me speak,.gPriso

oithall its components cile things were not stated specifically and
tecause eindisinnct interjections] No, I cannot stop once again. I'be yu I ardon,
they: are helping me but by helping me they are disturbins e e ecmltsentence, Shimnon you shall speak afterwardare do me. Let me compt aardonI be allowred to explain. I do not object. I am only asking that

You put a general term: With all it
p aty. h at I wish to achieve todaysb omp c s in nd yes t he mean anythi n ilth
to th e dman e ing here as well as on myself--is that it be clear thatowithirespect
negotiating on a promised othing at Camp David. We could, already tomorrow, beginjustotej on a dpeace treaty, so please do not blur, do not detract and do not add,

,just vote onl a decision saying distinctly and with pain--tho hwihaecgtono-he truth--what we requested, and later eah itpin-ough with a recognition of
tecu r ut ~ w a we r q e t n a e we shall discuss in the Foreign Affairs andurity Committee all the other aspects. Please, T' Peres.

[Peres] First of all, 
our draftsays as pre ent d b the prim ° nister at the Knesset,

[Begin] These are still general terms, saying nothing,

[Peresa Excuse me, Secondly, we shall--at least a majority amor.oposal s presented by the prime minister, t US--vote the

S Begin] Very nice.

- Peres] We are not shirking- The national cause precedes the partisan calculation.-
[Begin] Bravo, *
.eres] We said clearly and definitely, both in the

egin OkShim on s eparty center and in .the Knesset,

" e in favo Sh ti he ca in So, thanj~lthe opposition very much for being prepared toa-vor he th c s '-'-" This would constitute aThis is a bi gea degree of unityI ask, and r oa the h iuse n D g night in Israel, and I thank you -aus ill testisay ain, Seei i. Dayan, 'Ezer and I were at Camp David;the threed
thi-~ ," ng here--that if t p vd;te hes f fe that the negotittions ct in hngs are not clear-cut, there is

e >-. fea tha th igtit 0  could not begin. Therefore, let us accept our draft'-cution i.t I assure you: that with respect to the last setle us yourpt ou draflcus it i_- te Foreign Affairs and Security tence of yours, we shallSAft Com,-ittee wnat more can one promise?.
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I have finished. [indistinct interjections] I shall reply no more because I must end

my speech because the time is already past 0300, and believe me, Shoshana, Shoshana, I

would like to start resting, the time is 0300 it is enough.

Mr Speaker, I would now like to say--following that expression of confession from the
heart--the nation is undergoing labor pains. True, every great thing is born.through

pain. The greatest miracle in the universe, human childbirth, comes wiTh pain. Here we

are talking about the greatest shift in the Middle East and the possibility of signing

a peace treaty between Israel and Egypt. I am not surprised by the pains, I am not

complaining about the demonstrations--but only that they should not be carried out at

might because my neighbors are suffering, for heaven's sake, and their children, and

one can demonstrate in front of the prime minister's office and not come to his private

residence and make up all the children of the neighborhood at 0030, after midnight. I

do not even want to define what such a demonstration is, but it is not good manners.

These comrades study their Torah and know what it is to insult oneTs friend in public.

yet I have no complaints, everything is forgiven. Why? Because there are pains.

niis peace is first of all born out of our blood. For this peace we have sacrificed

12,000 of our best of sons in five wars, war after war, slaughter after slaughter. We

want to out an end to this. This is now the chance, this is the opportunity. If you

as: me about certainty--no, I still do not know what difficulties we will encounter.

Clearly this is the opportunity, this is the time and this is the chance.

We want to save our sors
1 lives, they are the love of our soul and our consolation. We

do not want war to occur every 5 years. Can anyone be blamed for this? Someone who

has even sacrificed and against whom demonstrations are held and is even called insulting

:.ames and is accused of using--what a terrible word--concessions? No. This is what I

believe, because this is something in which we all believe and which we all want.

One-third of our nation has gone in one generation; last night we saw the last part.

LFinal episode o.f the Holocaust on Israeli television] Twelve thousand. of the best

sons--the holy arnd brave ones--tears, pains, sorrow--this is what we want to put an

- nd to, and this is the time for it, and that is why it is such a great hour.

Therefore, TMr Speaker, I an addressing every Knesset member no matter which faction

he belongs to: Let us unite around the chance for peace and accept the decision and

begin the discussions. Perhaps, God willing, as early as next year--approaching soon

after Rosh Hashana we could say: The year of peace has come. Peace to Israel.

HI:?ISTER PAT SPEAKS TO YAMIT. SETTERS

TA281738Y Jerusalem Domestic Service in Hebrew 1600 GMT 28 Sep 78 TA

(Text] Minister of Construction and Housing Gideon Pat, has said that there was 
no

reference to an evacuation of Yamit until the 3d year after the peace'agreement is

signed. In that -zear there will be a discussion on the removal of the settlements 
and

afterward the cabinet will put into operation a project for the resettlement of the

inhabitants who agree to join the program. Minister Pat made these remarks at a press

conference he called today in Yanit.
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